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Preface

Following the success of five editions of the of Open-Source Arabic Corpora and Corpora
Processing Tools (OSACT) workshop collocated with LREC 2014, LREC 2016, LREC 2018,
LREC 2020, and LREC2022, the sixth workshop comes to enable researchers and practitioners
of Arabic language technologies to present their research with associated data and tools and to
push the boundaries of their work in computational linguistics (CL), natural language processing
(NLP), and information retrieval (IR). The sixth iteration gives special attention to areas of timely
interest to the community, namely Large Language Models (LLMs), Generative AI, and dialectal
translation, with two dedicated shared tasks on detecting LLM hallucinations and dialects to
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) translation.

OSACT6 had an acceptance rate of 43%, where we received 23 regular papers from which 10
papers were accepted, in addition to 6 shared task papers. We believe that the accepted papers
are of high quality and present a mixture of interesting topics.

This year, we introduced the Shared Task on Dialectal Arabic (DA) to Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) Machine Translation, which attracted many teams from different countries in the
Middle East, Europe, and the US. For this shared task, 29 teams signed up, and six teams
made submissions to the competition’s leaderboard, with five of them submitting their system
description papers.

The other shared task aimed to address hallucinations (generation of false or misleading
content) in Arabic Large Language Models (LLMs), such as GPT-3.5 and GPT-4. It features
a dataset of 10,000 sentences from these LLMs annotated for factuality and correctness. There
were two subtasks: A) detecting if a given sentence is factually correct, incorrect, or non-factual
without additional information; and B) detecting the accuracy using the model’s name, input
word, part-of-speech (POS), and readability level. Only one team signed up and submitted a
system paper.

Finally, we would like to thank everyone who in one way or another helped in making this
workshop a success. Our special thanks go to the members of the program committee, who did
an excellent job in reviewing the submitted papers, and to the LREC-COLING-2024 organizers.
Finally, we would like to thank our authors and the workshop participants.

This volume documents the Proceedings of the 6th Workshop on Open-Source Arabic Corpora
and Processing Tools, held on 25 May 2024 as part of the LREC-COLING-2024 conference.

Hend Al-Khalifa, Kareem Darwish, Hamdy Mubarak,
Mona Ali and Tamer Elsayed

OSACT6 Organizing Committee
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Abstract
We are currently witnessing a concerning surge in the spread of hate speech across various social media platforms,
targeting individuals or groups based on their protected characteristics such as race, religion, nationality and gender.
This paper focusses on the detection of hate type (Task 1) and hate target (Task 2) in the Arabic language. To
comprehensively address this problem, we have combined and re-annotated hate speech tweets from existing
publicly available corpora, resulting in the creation of AraTar, the first and largest Arabic corpus annotated with
support for multi-label classification for both hate speech types and target detection with a high inter-annotator
agreement. Additionally, we sought to determine the most effective machine learning-based approach for addressing
this issue. To achieve this, we compare and evaluate different approaches, including: (1) traditional machine
learning-based models, (2) deep learning-based models fed with contextual embeddings, and (3) fine-tuning
language models (LMs). Our results demonstrate that fine-tuning LMs, specifically using AraBERTv0.2-twitter (base),
achieved the highest performance, with a micro-averaged F1-score of 84.5% and 85.03%, and a macro-averaged
F1-score of 77.46% and 73.15%, for Tasks 1 and 2, respectively.

Keywords: Hate speech detection, Arabic language models, Text classification, Annotated corpus

1. Introduction

The widespread propagation of hate speech mes-
sages on social media and the anonymity enjoyed
by online users who post such messages have
had an overwhelming negative impact on those
targeted by hate speech (Alsafari et al., 2020a;
Aluru et al., 2020). Moreover, hate speech can
provoke dangerous reactions and online aggres-
sion amongst online users, which, in some cases,
can spill over into physical harm to people (Aluru
et al., 2020; Abu Farha and Magdy, 2020). Hate
speech is defined as discriminating against, or in-
sulting an individual or a group of people based
on characteristics such as race, sexual orientation,
ethnicity, religion, gender or nationality (ElSherief
et al., 2018; Blaya, 2019). In addition to studying
and detecting hate speech in general, it is impera-
tive to identify the specific targets of hate speech,
e.g., individuals or groups experiencing religious in-
tolerance, racism and misogyny. Natural language
processing (NLP) plays a critical role in detecting
such content (Waseem and Hovy, 2016).

In this work, we cast Arabic Hate Speech and
Target Detection (AHTD) as a text classification
problem with two tasks. The first task (Task 1) is
detecting hate speech within a message, classi-
fying it according to pre-defined categories which
are based on protected characteristics covered by
the definition of hate speech: religion-hate (RH),
ethnicity-hate (EH), nationality-hate (NH), gender-

hate (GH), undefined-hate (UDH)1 or clean (CL),
with the last category pertaining to messages that
do not contain hate according to the definition
above. This task is considered to be a multi-label
classification problem where any number of la-
bels (i.e., the hate categories) can be assigned
to a given message. The second task (Task 2) in-
volves identifying the specific target of hate speech
according to finer-grained categories under the
above-mentioned hate categories. For example,
targets for the religion-hate category could be Is-
lam, Christianity or Judaism. This task is consid-
ered as a multi-label classification problem, as we
cannot assume that every message is directed only
towards one target; there are cases when there
are multiple targets, hence approaches that assign
only one label at a time are insufficient.

Targets are different in each hate category and
are defined in this research as the individual or
group of people possessing certain protected char-
acteristics who are the subject of hate. The novelty
of our work lies in addressing the second task,
which thus far has been under-explored with re-
spect to hate speech detection in Arabic. The main
contributions2 of this paper are:

• A new corpus, AraTar, with annotated hate

1Pertains to hate types different from RH, EH, NH
and GH

2Our annotation guidelines, annotations and code
are publicly available at https://github.com/SehamAlghamdi/
AraTar.
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types and hate targets, which supports the de-
velopment of multi-label classification methods
for automatically detecting types and targets
of hate speech.

• A comparative study conducted to investi-
gate different machine learning-based ap-
proaches, including: (1) traditional machine
learning-based models, (2) deep learning-
based models, and (3) fine-tuning language
models (LMs).

• Comparative evaluation of the best performing
model on our corpus and on other relevant
corpora.

2. Related Work

Despite the abundance of Arabic corpora and ap-
proaches proposed for automatic hate speech de-
tection, it is important to note that the number of
such resources falls short in comparison to those
available in English. While several efforts have
been made to develop corpora and detection meth-
ods for Arabic hate speech, they primarily focus
on distinguishing between hate and non-hate cat-
egories, or differentiating hate speech from offen-
sive and abusive language. The development of
resources specifically focussing on fine-grained
hate speech detection and hate target identifica-
tion remains limited.

Hate Type Detection (Task 1). Upon conduct-
ing a careful literature search, we noted that the
majority of the corpora reported in the literature
concentrated on detecting hate speech types and
formalising the problem as either a multi-class
classification problem whereby one out of multi-
ple possible hate types is identified (Mubarak et al.,
2023; Duwairi et al., 2021; Alsafari et al., 2020b;
Al-Hassan and Al-Dossari, 2022; Anezi, 2022; Ya-
dav et al., 2023), or a binary classification problem
focussing on detecting whether a given input text
contains a specific type of hate speech or not, e.g.,
religious hate (Albadi et al., 2018) and ethnicity
hate (Alotaibi and Abul Hasanat, 2020). Only one
study (Azzi and Zribi, 2022) developed a corpus
and approaches compatible with multi-label classi-
fication, achieving a 79% micro-averaged F1-score.
Seven classes were defined in their corpus to de-
tect racism, sexism, religious hatred, xenophobia,
violence, hate, pornography and LGBTQ hate (Azzi
and Zribi, 2022).

Hate Target Identification (Task 2). A few stud-
ies have investigated the detection of specific
targets of hate speech. Aref et al. (2020) and
Alraddadi and Ghembaza (2021), for instance,
focussed on anti-Islam or Islamophobic speech.
They achieved varying levels of performance: F1-
scores of 52% and 97% on their SSIT corpus

and anti-Islamic corpus, respectively. In another
work, the detection of anti-immigrant speech was
explored by Mohdeb et al. (2022), obtaining an
F1-score of 57% based on their own RED corpus.
Speech containing sentiment against women (i.e.,
misogyny) was investigated in the Arabic Misog-
yny Identification (ArMI) shared task (Mulki and
Ghanem, 2021). Six participating teams used the
ArMI corpus, with the highest ranked team achiev-
ing a 91% macro-averaged F1-score (Mahdaouy
et al., 2022). In a similar vein, the study by Guellil
et al. (2022) focussed on women as hate targets,
making use of their own Arabic_fr_en corpus. They
obtained a macro-averaged F1-score of 86%. It is
worth noting that all these studies formalised the
detection of hate target as a binary classification
problem.

We also noted common limitations among the
existing corpora mentioned above. Firstly, the ma-
jority of them do not support multi-label classifica-
tion, dealing with mutually exclusive classes only,
thus ignoring the possibility that messages could
pertain to multiple hate types or targets. Secondly,
there is no standard labelling scheme for the types
or targets of hate; each dataset follows a different
set of hate types and targets. Furthermore, these
existing corpora focussed on either only one type
or one target of hate speech; therefore, there is
no benchmark corpus for the task of fine-grained
hate speech detection that covers multiple existing
types and targets of hate speech in Arabic.

3. Data Collection and Annotation

We collected hate tweets from various available
corpora and re-annotated them to facilitate a multi-
label setting and to identify hate targets.

3.1. Data Collection

Five available corpora were used in collecting hate
tweets, described as follows.

Arabic-Twitter corpus (Alsafari et al., 2020b).
This is the first corpus that was constructed while
considering the task of detecting different hate
types. Specifically, four different hate types were
explored: religion, ethnicity, gender and nationality
hate, as well as offensive speech. It contains 5,340
tweets collected from Twitter where 1,423 tweets
belong to the defined hate types. The tweets were
obtained through robust search techniques using
keywords, hashtags, user profiles, and phrases
that defend groups with protected characteristics
(as they are typically posted in response to hate-
containing tweets which were retrieved to become
part of the corpus). The researchers specifically in-
cluded tweets written in the Gulf Arabic dialect and
Modern Standard Arabic. The corpus was manually

2



annotated by native Arabic speakers, employing a
three-level hierarchical annotation scheme for the
binary classification of offensive and hate speech,
ternary classification of offensive, hate speech and
non-hate speech, and multi-class classification of
different types of hate and offensive speech.

OSACT5 shared task corpus (Mubarak et al.,
2023). The OSACT5 corpus was developed for
the fine-grained hate speech detection shared
task, consisting of 12,698 tweets where 1,339
tweets were labelled as containing hate.The tweets
were collected from Twitter using an emoji-based
method, where emojis that are known to often ap-
pear in offensive content were used. The annota-
tion process incorporated a hierarchical annotation
scheme to address three distinct sub-tasks: (1)
offensiveness detection, treated as a binary classi-
fication task (offensive or non-offensive); (2) hate
speech detection, also approached as a binary
classification task (hate or non-hate); and (3) fine-
grained hate detection, treated as a multi-class
classification task with seven classes: hate based
on nationality, race, and ethnicity, hate based on
religion and belief, ideological hate, hate based on
disability, hate based on social class, hate based
on gender and non-hate speech.The tweets were
written in both Modern Standard Arabic and vari-
ous Arabic dialects and were annotated through
crowd-sourcing.

Arabic hate-speech corpus (Al-Hassan and
Al-Dossari, 2022). This corpus consists of 11K
tweets, with 2,605 tweets labelled as containing
hate. It was compiled by curating a list of hashtags
associated with topics that are known to trigger
hateful content. The annotation scheme employs
multi-class classification, assigning one of five dis-
tinct classes to each tweet, namely religious hate,
racial hate, sexism, general hate and no hate. The
initial annotation was conducted by a volunteer, fol-
lowed by a rigorous review process involving two
additional volunteers to ensure the accuracy and
consistency of the annotations.

Levantine Hate Speech and Abusive Lan-
guage Dataset (L-HSAB) (Mulki et al., 2019).
This corpus contains 5,846 tweets obtained
through the Tweepy API and were written in the
Lebanese and Syrian dialects. A lexicon-based ap-
proach was used to collect tweets from verified
or popular political and social public figures’ time-
lines, focussing on entities associated with hate,
such as refugees. The annotated tweets in L-HSAB
support multi-class classification, categorised into
three classes: normal, hate, and abusive. The an-
notation was carried out by three annotators, who
are Levantine native speakers.

3.2. Data Annotation Task

Our annotation task was carried out by three vol-
unteer annotators, all of whom are native Arabic
speakers and pursuing a higher education degree
at that time. To ensure annotation quality, several
meetings took place with the lead annotator (the
first author of this paper who is also a native Ara-
bic speaker) and volunteer annotators during the
annotation stage. Firstly, a workshop was held with
the annotators to describe the task and the pro-
cess, including a training exercise with a number of
example tweets from each category of both tasks.
In the workshop, discussions about confusing and
ambiguous cases were held. Then, a pilot study
was conducted with the annotation team, who were
given annotation guidelines and a set of 300 hate
tweets that were previously annotated by the lead
annotator. The annotators were asked to indepen-
dently label the tweets using a hierarchical annota-
tion scheme (described below). Their annotations
were compared to those of the lead annotator in or-
der to identify the most consistent annotator and to
identify cases of disagreement. These cases were
then discussed and clarified, and the annotation
guidelines were revised accordingly.

Annotation Process. The process of annotation
took six months and involved two stages. In Stage
1, 30% of the hate tweets in the corpus (1541
tweets) were annotated by all three annotators.
Then, we evaluated the inter-annotator agreement
(IAA) or reliability among the annotators. In Stage
2, the remaining 70% (3594 tweets) was divided
among annotators for single annotation, each an-
notating 1198 tweets independently.

The annotation was performed using spread-
sheets designed with drop-down lists that allow
for multiple selections to support the annotators in
annotating the tweets with one or more types or
targets of hate.

Annotation Scheme. A hierarchical scheme
formed the basis of the annotation of the corpus,
shown in Figure 1. This scheme was designed for
Task 1 based on the annotation scheme used in the
Arabic Twitter corpus (Alsafari et al., 2020b), but
refined to consider annotating one or more types of
hate and non-predefined hate types, and extended
to annotate targets of hate (Task 2).

In the proposed scheme, targets of hate were
defined based on recently published work that
highlighted the common targets of Arabic hate
speech according to religion, nationality, and gen-
der (Mubarak et al., 2023). For ethnicity hate, a pilot
study was conducted on 30 tweets from the com-
bined corpus to identify the most common ethnicity
targets. Additionally, in the proposed scheme, the
issue of annotating hate tweets that do not belong
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Figure 1: The AraTar Annotation Scheme. Key: RH =
religion-hate, EH = ethnicity-hate, NH = nationality-hate,
GH = gender hate, UDH = undefined-hate, CL = clean,
UD = Undefined.

to the defined types and targets was addressed by
defining an undefined-hate (UDH) category and un-
defined target categories, including undefined-RH
(UD-RH), undefined-NH (UD-NH), undefined-EH
(UD-EH), and undefined-GH (UD-GH). Figure 1 il-
lustrates our taxonomy, i.e., the hate speech types
and target categories in a hierarchical/sunburst
form.

Annotation Guidelines. We have developed
and validated annotation guidelines to provide our
annotators with clear instructions for the tasks. Our
annotation guidelines for Task 1 were inspired by
the guidelines proposed by Alsafari et al. (2020b).
However, we have extended these guidelines to
include the annotation of hate types that are not
covered in their annotation scheme, as well as
the identification of hate targets. Furthermore, our
guidelines take into account the annotation of im-
plicit hate: when the type or target of hate is men-
tioned implicitly, either by using epithets or indirect
references to the type or target of hate.

3.3. Annotation Results

As mentioned above, a common set consisting of
30% of the hate tweets in our corpus was inde-
pendently annotated by the three annotators, thus
allowing us to measure inter-annotator agreement
(IAA). IAA was calculated using metrics that are
suitable for multi-label scenarios such as F1-score
(Hripcsak and Rothschild, 2005) and Krippendorff’s
α (Krippendorff, 1970, 2004), as they consider the
distance/difference in annotations across all po-

tential annotation units, regardless of the number
of labels or annotators and the nature of anno-
tation (including numeric, categorical and ordinal
labels). The results, presented in Table1, show high
agreement among the annotators in both Tasks 1
and 2. The average macro-averaged F1-scores are
97.21% and 97.18%, respectively, and the average
micro-averaged F1-scores are 98.92% and 98.67%
respectively. Similarly, Krippendorff’s α is high, i.e.,
98.76% in both tasks.

Metrics Task1 Task2

Avg of Pairwise Macro-F1 97.21 97.18
Avg of Pairwise Micro-F1 98.92 98.67
Krippendorff’s α 98.76 98.76

Table 1: IAA for Hate Type Detection (Task 1) and Hate
Target Identification (Task 2).

Conflicting cases between the annotators were
resolved by the lead annotator. At the end of the
annotation process, 6124 tweets were added to the
corpus for the clean (CL) category, drawn from the
offensive and clean categories of the OSACT5 cor-
pus. Additionally, 81 tweets from different datasets
were manually labelled as CL, as closer inspec-
tion showed that they did not contain hate speech.
Furthermore, 40 tweets were deleted due to du-
plication. The total number of tweets in AraTar is
11,219, spanning Modern Standard Arabic and a
number of dialects including Gulf and Levantine.
Figure 2 shows the label distribution according to
hate type and hate target. Notably, in AraTar, 7%
and 10% of hate tweets were annotated with more
than one type of hate and more than one hate
target, respectively.

4. Methodology

Upon completion of the annotation of the AraTar
corpus, we set out to determine the performance
of various classification models on Tasks 1 and
2. In this section, we describe the steps that we
took towards this goal, including pre-processing of
the tweets in the corpus, selection and design of
three different types of classification models, and
experimentation with the said models.

4.1. Data pre-processing

To prepare the corpus for analysis, we applied the
following text pre-processing steps: removing dia-
critics, punctuation, repeated characters, symbols,
special characters, URLs, English tokens and emo-
jis to reduce noise, and performing letter normalisa-
tion by converting the forms of three letters into one
form: Alif (


@ ,

�
@ , @ to @ ), Hamza ( ð , ø to ð , ø) and

Ta Marbouta ( �è to è). Next, the AraTar dataset was
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Figure 2: Label distribution in AraTar for the Hate Type Detection (A) and Hate Target Identification (B) tasks.

split using stratified sampling into three subsets:
training, validation and test sets with proportions
of 70%, 15% and 15% respectively.

4.2. Approaches and Models

We investigated the following machine learning-
based approaches on our two tasks.

(1) Traditional Machine Learning-based Ap-
proach. We investigate support vector machine
(SVM) models (Cortes and Vapnik, 1995) trained
on features based on term frequency-inverse docu-
ment frequency (TF-IDF) (Sparck Jones, 1972). In
previous work, satisfactory results were achieved
by employing SVM models fed with TF-IDF fea-
tures, both in detecting hate type (Al-Hassan and
Al-Dossari, 2022; Azzi and Zribi, 2022) and detect-
ing hate target as a binary classification problem
(Alraddadi and Ghembaza, 2021; Aref et al., 2020).

(2) Deep learning-based Model fed with Con-
textual Embeddings. We used a Long Short
Term Memory (LSTM) model initialised with
AraBERTv02-twitter embeddings. Apart from the
ability of LSTM models to learn long-term depen-
dencies between words, it has also proven its ro-
bustness in capturing and identifying multiple types
of hate categories in the work of Al-Hassan and Al-
Dossari (2022). LSTMs models have also shown
good performance in the experiments conducted
by Al-Hassan and Al-Dossari (2022) and Alsafari
et al. (2020b) compared to other deep learning al-
gorithms. Furthermore, the work of Alsafari et al.
(2020b) demonstrated that the use of contextual
word embeddings in LSTMs yields superior results
compared to LSTM models with static word em-
beddings such as fastText and AraVec.

In our own work, we used the contextual word
embeddings from AraBERTv02-twitter (base), a
model variant of AraBERT (Antoun et al., 2020)
that supports dialectal Arabic and is trained on Ara-
bic tweets, as our data is from the Twitter platform.
These embeddings were then fed as features to an
LSTM model that was built upon the architecture
proposed by Alsafari et al. (2020b).

(3) Fine-tuned Language Models. We used

state-of-art transformer-based Arabic language
models (LMs), namely, MARBERTV2 (Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2021) and AraBERTv02-twitter
(base and large) which are variants of AraBERTv2
(Antoun et al., 2020) since our data is from Twit-
ter. These language models were used as they
were pre-trained on dialectal Arabic tweets and are
thus best-suited LMs for the downstream task of
Arabic hate speech detection. In addition to that,
models based on fine-tuning MARABERTv2 and
AraBERTv2 achieved state-of-art results on hate
speech detection cast as multi-class classification
(AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022; Althobaiti, 2022; Ben-
nessir et al., 2022; Shapiro et al., 2022) and binary
classification (Abbes et al., 2021; Mahdaouy et al.,
2022; Messaoudi et al., 2021; Mohdeb et al., 2022;
Nwesri et al., 2021). On top of each pre-trained LM,
we added a linear layer which computes a proba-
bility distribution based on the possible classes in
the task at hand, i.e., either of Task 1 and Task 2.

4.3. Experimental Setup

Experiments on AraTar. We used identical
training, validation and test sets across all five
models: SVM, LSTM, MARBERT, AraBERT-base
(AraBERT-b) and AraBERT-large (AraBERT-l). For
the last four models, we employed the following
hyperparameter settings: a maximum sequence
length of 90, which considers the maximum se-
quence length in the corpus; the Adam optimiser;
a learning rate of 5× 10−5; training for 50 epochs
with early stopping based on validation loss; and
for the fine-tuning of language models we used 16
as the batch size and binary cross-entropy as the
loss function.

As mentioned above, our LSTM model was
adopted from the architecture and implementa-
tions used in the study by Alsafari et al. (2020b).
However, it was instead fed with contextual word
embeddings, specifically AraBERTv02-twitter (both
base and large variants) and evaluated on our cor-
pus. The obtained results were disappointing, with
low micro-averaged F1-scores of 25% and 2% for
Task 1, and 43% and 11% for Task 2, using the
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base and large models respectively. The macro-
averaged F1-scores were also low, at 22% and
1% for Task 1, and 11% and 10% for Task 2 with
the base and large models respectively. We thus
optimised the hyperparameters used in training
the LSTM model. Specifially, we set dropout and
recurrent dropout to 0.2, and set batch size to 32.

Experiments on Other Corpora. To assess
the performance of our top-performing model on
other datasets, we conducted further fine-tuning
using the OSACT5 (Mubarak et al., 2023) and Ara-
bic Twitter datasets (Alsafari et al., 2020b), which
were described in Section 3.1. The rationale behind
choosing OSCAT5 and the Arabic Twitter dataset
for comparison lies in their unique attributes. OS-
CAT5 stands out as the current benchmark corpus
in the field, while the developed models using the
Arabic Twitter dataset have demonstrated superior
performance in previous literature. Furthermore,
both datasets offer readily available training and
test sets, ensuring the comparability of our exper-
iments. It is worth noting that there are currently
no other available corpora specifically focussed on
the types of hate speech. Our experiments were
conducted using the complete datasets and the
original training and test sets provided by the au-
thors. We however excluded Disability hate from
OSACT5 due to its limited representation, with
only two tweets in the entire corpus. Table 2 sum-
marises the class frequencies in both datasets.

Arabic Twitter OSACT5
Classes Count Classes Count

RH 321 Race-HS1 366
EH 382 Religion-HS2 38
NH 368 Ideology-HS3 190
GH 352 Social Class-HS5 101
OFF 437 Gender-HS6 641
Clean 3480 NOT_HS 11359

Total 5340 Total 12695

Table 2: Frequencies of hate types in the Arabic Twitter
and OSACT5 corpora.

Additionally, since these corpora have a maxi-
mum sequence length close to that in AraTar, we
kept the same hyperparameter value for model
training to maintain consistency. We also used the
same values as before, for the rest of the hyperpa-
rameters.3

Evaluation Metrics. Following standard prac-
tices, we calculated the precision, recall and F1-
score to evaluate the performance of the classifica-
tion models. Additionally, we report the exact match
ratio metric (EMR) in our experiments on AraTar,
which is commonly used for multi-label scenarios

3Implementation details including the hardware and
software frameworks that were used in our experiments
are provided in Appendix B.

to measure the proportion of predicted outputs that
exactly match the ground truth.

5. Evaluation Results

Tables 3 and 4 present the evaluation results in
terms of F1-score (F1) for each label and model
for Tasks 1 and 2, respectively.4 Additionally, we
provide the combined performance of each model
in terms of micro-averaged F1-score (micro-F1),
macro-averaged F1-score (macro-F1) and EMR.
From the obtained results, it is noticeable that over-
all, the fine-tuned LMs, particularly the models
that use AraBERTv2-twitter (i.e., AraBERT-b and
AraBERT-l) obtained superior performance over
the SVM and LSTM models in both tasks.

Classes SVM LSTM MARBERT AraBERT-b AraBERT-l
F1 F1 F1 F1 F1

RH 76.55 82.72 85.29 86.15 82.43
EH 63.16 68.70 79.76 79.53 78.69
NH 65.16 67.18 75.26 79.07 80.00
GH 72.98 77.10 79.09 76.28 78.75
UDH 27.27 36.16 48.09 51.98 39.53
CL 86.08 87.44 90.10 91.76 90.04

Micro-F1 77.78 79.37 83.55 84.50 83.56
Macro-F1 65.20 69.88 76.26 77.46 74.91
EMR 70.19 72.62 74.26 81.83 55.29

Table 3: Evaluation Results for Hate Type Detection
(Task 1).

Classes SVM LSTM MARBERT AraBERT-b AraBERT-l
F1 F1 F1 F1 F1

Islam 82.16 90.91 90.27 90.20 91.25
Judaism 48.00 72.73 72.73 75.86 74.07
Christianity 22.22 66.67 00.00 66.67 54.55
UD-RH 23.53 74.07 69.23 75.00 71.43
Arab 65.75 79.52 83.15 78.65 79.55
African 64.00 69.23 78.57 90.32 86.67
UD-EH 48.48 80.00 84.44 82.93 88.37
Iranian 34.48 64.71 76.60 80.95 76.92
Israeli 00.00 50.00 61.54 55.56 50.00
Saudi 26.09 68.66 70.27 72.46 72.22
Turkish 00.00 71.43 61.54 88.89 87.50
Qatari 69.33 79.52 82.76 91.67 89.13
American 00.00 00.00 00.00 40.00 00.00
UD-NH 63.58 85.45 83.25 84.40 83.65
Females 84.42 93.44 91.78 90.34 92.91
Males 62.22 78.10 77.69 79.67 85.71
UD-GH 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00

Micro-F1 68.87 84.20 83.66 85.03 86.05
Macro-F1 40.84 66.14 63.75 73.15 69.64
EMR 53.49 77.36 74.26 77.52 72.56

Table 4: Evaluation Results for Hate Target Identification
(Task 2).

Hate Type Detection (Task 1). The results in
Table 3 show that AraBERT-b obtained the high-
est micro-averaged F1-score of 84.50%, followed
by AraBERT-l which obtained 83.56%. Notably,
AraBERT-b consistently outperformed other mod-
els in Task 1, according to the three metrics for
combined performance (micro-F1, macro-F1 and
EMR) with a significant margin in terms of EMR.

4Precision and recall values are reported in Ap-
pendix C.
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The highest score for EMR in Task 1 is 81.83%
(AraBERT-b) followed by 74.26% (MARBERT), re-
sulting in an improvement of 7.5 percentage points.
This indicates that AraBERT-b is the most depend-
able model for accurately identifying various forms
of hate in Arabic tweets.

AraBERT-b displayed superior performance in
accurately classifying religious hate, undefined
hate and clean (CL) categories compared to the
other models. However, ethnicity and gender hate
were better identified by MARBERT by a margin
of 0.23 and 2.81 percentage points, respectively,
compared to AraBERT-b.

It is also worth noting that, although not directly
comparable, our best model (AraBERT-b) outper-
formed the model proposed by Azzi and Zribi
(2022). Even though a direct comparison might
not be entirely apt, their model, often regarded
as the state-of-the-art in the literature, obtained
a micro-averaged F1-score of 79%. In contrast,
our model achieved 84.50% for the same metric.
Moreover, to best of our knowledge, in terms of
macro-averaged F1-score, AraBERT-b achieved a
higher score compared to the majority of the exist-
ing models reported in the literature (Alsafari et al.,
2020a,b; Al-Hassan and Al-Dossari, 2022; Duwairi
et al., 2021; Althobaiti, 2022; Bennessir et al., 2022;
Magnossão de Paula et al., 2022; Shapiro et al.,
2022; AlKhamissi and Diab, 2022; Albadi et al.,
2018, 2019).

Hate Target Identification (Task 2). The best
performance was obtained by AraBERT-l, with a
micro-averaged F1-score of 86.05%, gaining a 1
percentage point improvement over AraBERT-b
which obtained 85.03% on the same metric. For the
remaining two overall metrics, AraBERT-b achieved
the highest scores of 73.15% and 77.52% in terms
of macro-averaged F1-score and EMR. For these
two metrics, the next best scores were 69.64%
(AraBERT-l) and 77.36% (LSTM). This indicates
that AraBERT-b obtained a 4 and 0.16 percentage
point improvement on macro-averaged F1-score
and EMR, respectively. AraBERT-b demonstrated
superior performance in learning nine hate targets:
Judaism, Christianity, undefined religious targets,
African, Iranian, Saudi, Turkish, Qatari and Amer-
ican. In contrast, for categories like Islam, unde-
fined ethnicity and males, AraBERT-l outperformed
AraBERT-b, with improvements of 1.25, 5.44 and
6 percentage points, respectively. For other cate-
gories such as Arab, Israeli, undefined nationality
and females, either MARBERT or LSTM proved to
be superior, showing gains of 4.5, 5.98, 1.05 and
3.1 percentage points over AraBERT-b, respec-
tively.

A notable limitation of the classification models
is their difficulty in accurately identifying undefined
gender hate targets. AraBERT-b, along with all

other models, did not effectively learn to identify
this target. This could be attributed to the low num-
ber of samples in the training set.

Furthermore, when comparing our best model
(AraBERT-b) with those reported in the litera-
ture, there is an absence of reporting the micro-
averaged F1-score of the published models and
a lack of studies that have developed generalised
detection models that consider different targets
in a multi-label classification task. However, when
looking at the macro-averaged F1-score, AraBERT-
b performed lower than the majority of published
models. This may be attributed to the imbalanced
distribution in our dataset and the more complex
nature of the multi-label classification task com-
pared to binary classification.

6. Discussion

Error Analysis. We conducted error analysis by in-
specting some of the misclassified cases produced
by the best model in each task. A total number of
306 samples and 145 samples were misclassified
in Tasks 1 and 2, respectively, with 82 overlapping
samples. We have four main observations, outlined
below.

Disclaimer: Due to the nature of this work,
our examples contain hate speech which some
readers might find offensive. These do not in any
way reflect the researchers’ own views or opinions.

(1) Mention of hate targets in a neutral con-
text might mislead the trained classifier: We
identified instances where mentions of potential
hate targets were used in a neutral context, thus
misleading the classifier. For instance, “Houthis” in
the tweet “By God, show us at the borders with the
Houthis, O Mas’ood. Two states are with you. Seri-
ously, they are besieged and you couldn’t handle
them, O’Utaibi, O effeminate”
Õ» AªÓ éËðX 2 Xñª�Ó AK
 ú


�GñmÌ'@ ©Ó XðYmÌ'@ ú

	̄ A 	JK
Pð éË @ð

�I�
 	J 	k AK
 ú
æ. J

�J« AK
 ÑîD
Ê« @ñ�KPY�̄ AÓð èQå�Am× é«AÔg. ú
Î«

(2) Implicit hate: We recognised that in some
cases the classification model fails to detect implicit
hate, as in the following post with implicit gender
hate towards women. “O [vomiting emoji], Do not
believe themselves, butterflies and dancers”

ø
 	P@ñ 	ªË @ð �HA ��@Q 	®Ë @ Õæ��̄ ÑîD� 	® 	K 	àñ�̄Y��
B ©K


In the context of this tweet, “butterflies” and
“dancers” are allegorically used to refer to women.
Such coded language presents challenges for our
classifier due to its inherent subtlety. This inability
to predict such coded language can be addressed
by employing a dataset that captures many exam-
ples of such cases.

At times, epithets are mentioned in the content
that refers to a hate target. An example is the post:
“I’m tired from cursing and insulting the Be*uins.
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AraTar Arabic Twitter OSACT5
Classes F1 Classes F1 Classes F1
RH 86.15 RH 81.32 Race-HS1 43.24
EH 79.53 EH 82.03 Religion-HS2 0.00
NH 79.07 NH 83.70 Ideology-HS3 21.62
GH 76.28 GH 76.62 Social Class-HS5 0.00
UDH 51.98 OFF 80.32 Gender-HS6 64.20
CL 91.76 Clean 94.83 NOT_HS 96.16
Micro-F1 84.50 Micro-F1 91.14 Micro-F1 92.44
Macro-F1 77.46 Macro-F1 83.14 Macro-F1 37.54

Table 5: Results of AraBERT-b on the AraTar, Arabic
Twitter and OSCAT5 corpora.

They don’t know that this sound could explode a
child’s ear and make them deaf due to this igno-
rance. Please, Mohammed, find a solution to this
drifting”
�Hñ�ËAë 	à@ 	àðPYK
AÓ ð *I. Ë@ I. �@ ð 	áªË@ A 	K @ð �IJ.ª�K
ù 	®º�K 	Ê 	j�JËAë I. �.��. Õæ�@ Q�
��
 ð É 	®¢Ë@ 	à 	X@ Qj. 	®K
 	áºÜØ

�ñª¢ÊË Ég 	 �� YÒm×AK

The tweet combines a personal feeling of ex-

haustion with a negative generalisation about the
Bedouins, suggesting ignorance. However, it does
not mention any explicit derogatory terms. It men-
tions “drifting”, an epithet used for Bedouins. It is
worth noting that the use of an asterisk (*) to mask
some characters in the word “Bedouins” was likely
a means for avoiding detection by Twitter’s auto-
matic moderation tools.

(3) Correlation between less presented sub-
targets and contents might lead to misclassifi-
cation: For instance, the Islam hate target, Houthi
(an extremist Islamic group), was misclassified as
nationality hate and as an undefined nationality
hate target in Tasks 1 and 2, respectively. We can
interpret the reason for this behaviour as the corre-
lation between Houthi and Yaman in the content.

(4) Offensive tweets that were predicted as
having a hate type: For example, the following
offensive tweet was classified as gender hate: “We
are on time, has many frivolous people, they are
disgusting [face with medical mask emoji].”
	áK
Q�
�JÓ , �HA 	®J
 	®	mÌ'@ ð 	àñ 	®J
 	®	mÌ'@ éJ
 	̄ Q���

�
» 	áÓ 	P ú


	̄ �	ám� 	'
	P@ 	Q�ÖÞ��CË

Comparison with Other Corpora. Table 5
presents the results of applying AraBERT-b on the
other corpora with multi-class classification set-
tings. The motivation for conducting this compari-
son is two-fold:
(1) Highlight the extent to which AraTar can
enable a model to learn the hate type classifi-
cation task. Upon closer examination of the F1-
score for each label, it becomes apparent that per-
formance on AraTar is better than on OSACT5.
Moreover, it is noticeable that performance on the
social hate and religion hate classes is 0. This can
be attributed to their under-representation in OS-
ACT5, making it challenging for the model to learn
and generalise effectively to these specific classes.

Furthermore, even though the Arabic Twitter cor-
pus has a more balanced distribution, AraTar was
able to provide comparable results.

The reason for the reduction in the overall per-
formance on AraTar is the score for the UDH class
which is one of the minority classes and has a di-
versity of tweets that convey different hate types
that do not belong to the other categories. These
empirical findings lead to the conclusion that classi-
fication based on AraTar yields satisfactory results
although UDH is difficult to detect. Unlike the Ara-
bic Twitter dataset that supports the detection of
only one hate type at a time, AraTar supports the
detection of messages containing general hate as
well as any number of defined hate types where
they exist.
(2) Assess whether our best performing model
(AraBERT-b) obtains competitive performance
on multi-class classification of hate type, when
compared with the state-of-the-art models pre-
viously reported for the other corpora. The ob-
tained results demonstrate a significant improve-
ment in the detection performance on the Arabic
Twitter dataset achieved by AraBERT-b in terms of
the reported macro-averaged F1-score of state-
of-art models. Alsafari et al. (2020a) used the
Arabic Twitter dataset and achieved the highest
macro-averaged F1-score at 80.23% using an en-
semble model that employed the BiLSTM architec-
ture with AraBERTv1 embeddings and applying
the average value method for aggregation. Our
model outperformed this performance by 2.91 per-
centage points. However, AraBERT-b exhibits a
15.3 percentage point decrease when compared
to the state-of-the-art model on OSACT5, which
achieved a macro-averaged F1 score of 52.8. This
model, which ranked first in the OSACT5 compe-
tition (Mubarak et al., 2022), was designed using
multi-task learning techniques. Specifically, its ar-
chitecture consists of a hard parameter-sharing
layer composed of AraBERTv2 contextualised text
representation models and subtask-specific layers.
These subtask-specific layers were fine-tuned us-
ing quasi-recurrent neural networks (QRNNs) for
each subtask. The model was trained on two tasks:
the detection of offensive speech and general hate
speech (Magnossão de Paula et al., 2022).

7. Conclusion

We present AraTar, a corpus to support the fine-
grained detection of Arabic hate speech targets.
It addresses the previously limited scale of Ara-
bic hate speech detection and the lack of unified
annotation in previous datasets. Our experiments
show that fine-tuning language models, especially
AraBERTv2-twitter, yields favourable results for
both the Hate Type Detection and Hate Target
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Identification tasks. An AraBERT model trained
on AraTar also fares well in comparison with the
same model architecture trained on other corpora.

Limitations

The main limitations of AraTar lie in the fact that
not all Arabic dialects are covered, and that the
corpus is confined to tweets. Furthermore, spe-
cific targets are under-represented, thus affecting
classification performance for these targets. Future
work will focus on broadening the scope of the cor-
pus to include diverse dialects and platforms, and
on employing data augmentation methods to gen-
erate synthetic data to improve the representation
of minority hate targets. Another future direction is
the enhancement of the capability of models in de-
tecting hate targets by developing a stronger model
using techniques such as parameter-efficient tun-
ing (Yang et al., 2022) or ensemble methods as
described in the study by Alsafari and Sadaoui
(2021).
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Appendix

A. Annotation Guidelines

The annotation guidelines can be downloaded from
our Github repository.5

B. Implementation Details

B.1. Hardware

For both Tasks 1 and 2, we ran the SVM and LSTM
experiments on a single Tesla V100 GPU with 51
GB RAM using the Google Colab Pro+ platform.6

Also, we used a single NVIDIA A100 with 84 GB
RAM to run the fine-tuning experiments with MAR-
BERT, AraBERT-b and AraBERT-l.

B.2. Software Frameworks

Python 3.10.12 was used in implementing all
models and experiments. Different machine learn-
ing frameworks were used. Firstly, the scikit-
learn toolkit7 was used in developing the SVM
model. Additionally, we employed the skmulti-
learn library8 which applies the binary relevance
technique to a multi-label classification problem.
For our LSTM model, Keras9 was used. Lastly,
we utilised Hugging Face’s Transformers library10

to fine-tune the pre-trained MARBERTv2 and
AraBERT-twitter (base and large) language mod-
els for our multi-label classification tasks. Specifi-
cally, we loaded them and built our models using
the AutoModelForSequenceClassification class,
leveraging Hugging Face’s Trainer API.

For evaluation, we used the metrics imple-
mented in the scikit-learn toolkit.

For reproducibility, we set the seed parameter to
42 in all AraTar experiments.

5https://github.com/SehamAlghamdi/AraTar
6https://colab.research.google.com/
7https://scikit-learn.org/stable/
8http://scikit.ml/
9https://keras.io/

10https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/index
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C. Detailed Results

For both Tasks 1 and 2, we report the results of a single run trained for 50 epochs with early stopping
based on validation loss. Tables 6, 7 and 8 present detailed results, including precision and recall scores,
to complement Tables 3, 4 and 5 in the paper.

SVM LSTM MARBERT AraBERT-b AraBERT-l
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

RH 86.05 68.94 76.55 82.21 83.23 82.72 82.56 88.20 85.29 85.37 86.96 86.15 84.87 80.12 82.43
EH 85.71 50.00 63.16 95.74 53.57 68.70 79.76 79.76 79.76 78.16 80.95 79.53 72.73 85.71 78.69
NH 83.33 53.49 65.16 74.86 60.93 67.18 84.39 67.91 75.26 79.07 79.07 79.07 80.95 79.07 80.00
GH 82.29 65.56 72.98 72.96 81.74 77.10 78.93 79.25 79.09 86.77 68.05 76.28 85.44 73.03 78.75
UDH 75.00 16.67 27.27 46.38 29.63 36.16 58.67 40.74 48.09 49.58 54.63 51.98 53.12 31.48 39.53
CL 85.81 86.36 86.08 95.31 80.77 87.44 92.33 87.97 90.10 91.46 92.05 91.76 87.06 93.23 90.04
Micro 84.96 71.72 77.78 85.33 74.20 79.37 86.28 80.98 83.55 85.21 83.79 84.50 83.85 83.28 83.56
Macro 83.03 56.84 65.20 77.91 64.98 69.88 79.44 73.97 76.26 78.40 76.95 77.46 77.36 73.78 74.91

Table 6: Complete Results for Hate Type Detection (Task 1).

SVM LSTM MARBERT AraBERT-b AraBERT-l
P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

Islam 90.83 75.00 82.16 90.91 90.91 90.91 92.80 87.88 90.27 93.50 87.12 90.20 91.60 90.91 91.25
Judaism 75.00 35.29 48.00 75.00 70.59 72.73 75.00 70.59 72.73 91.67 64.71 75.86 1.00 58.82 74.07
Christian. 1.00 12.50 22.22 1.00 50.00 66.67 00.00 00.00 00.00 1.00 50.00 66.67 1.00 37.50 54.55
UD-RH 66.67 14.29 23.53 76.92 71.43 74.07 75.00 64.29 69.23 66.67 85.71 75.00 71.43 71.43 71.43
Arab 85.71 53.33 65.75 86.84 73.33 79.52 84.09 82.22 83.15 79.55 77.78 78.65 81.40 77.78 79.55
African 1.00 47.06 64.00 1.00 52.94 69.23 1.00 64.71 78.57 1.00 82.35 90.32 1.00 76.47 86.67
UD-EH 88.89 33.33 48.48 1.00 66.67 80.00 90.48 79.17 84.44 1.00 70.83 82.93 1.00 79.17 88.37
Iranian 55.56 25.00 34.48 78.57 55.00 64.71 66.67 90.00 76.60 77.27 85.00 80.95 78.95 75.00 76.92
Israeli 00.00 00.00 00.00 75.00 37.50 50.00 80.00 50.00 61.54 50.00 62.50 55.56 75.00 37.50 50.00
Saudi 75.00 15.79 26.09 79.31 60.53 68.66 72.22 68.42 70.27 80.65 65.79 72.46 76.47 68.42 72.22
Turkish 00.00 00.00 00.00 1.00 55.56 71.43 1.00 44.44 61.54 88.89 88.89 88.89 1.00 77.78 87.50
Qatari 89.66 56.52 69.33 89.19 71.74 79.52 87.80 78.26 82.76 88.00 95.65 91.67 89.13 89.13 89.13
Amer. 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 50.00 33.33 40.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
UD-NH 87.30 50.00 63.58 88.35 82.73 85.45 87.88 79.09 83.25 85.19 83.64 84.40 88.78 79.09 83.65
Females 89.22 80.11 84.42 91.28 95.70 93.44 90.58 93.01 91.78 87.82 93.01 90.34 90.77 95.16 92.91
Males 96.55 45.90 62.22 93.18 67.21 78.10 78.33 77.05 77.69 79.03 80.33 79.67 94.12 78.69 85.71
UD-GH 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
Micro 88.54 56.35 68.87 89.38 79.59 84.20 86.56 80.95 83.66 86.03 84.05 85.03 89.37 82.97 86.05
Macro 64.73 32.01 40.84 77.92 58.93 66.14 69.46 60.54 63.75 77.54 70.98 73.15 78.68 64.29 69.64

Table 7: Complete Results for Hate Target Identification (Task 2).

AraTar Arabic Twitter OSACT5
AraBERT-b AraBERT-b AraBERT-b

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1
RH 85.37 86.96 86.15 RH 86.05 77.08 81.32 Race-HS1 72.73 30.77 43.24
EH 78.16 80.95 79.53 EH 87.25 77.39 82.03 Religion-HS2 0.00 0.00 0.00
NH 79.07 79.07 79.07 NH 81.20 86.36 83.70 Ideology-HS3 80.00 12.50 21.62
GH 86.77 68.05 76.28 GH 81.05 72.64 76.62 Social Class-HS5 0.00 0.00 0.00
UDH 49.58 54.63 51.98 OFF 84.75 76.34 80.32 Gender-HS6 70.91 58.65 64.20
CL 91.46 92.05 91.76 Clean 93.08 96.65 94.83 NOT_HS 93.73 98.72 96.16
Micro 85.21 83.79 84.50 Micro 91.14 Micro 92.44
Macro 78.40 76.95 77.46 Macro 85.56 81.08 83.14 Macro 52.89 33.44 37.54

Table 8: Complete Results of AraBERT-b on the AraTar, Arabic Twitter and OSCAT5 corpora.
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Abstract 
Label errors are a common issue in machine learning datasets, particularly for tasks such as Named Entity Recognition. 
Such label errors might hurt model training, affect evaluation results, and lead to an inaccurate assessment of model 
performance. In this study, we dived deep into one of the widely adopted Arabic NER benchmark datasets (ANERcorp) 
and found a significant number of annotation errors, missing labels, and inconsistencies. Therefore, in this study, we 
conducted empirical research to understand these errors, correct them and propose a cleaner version of the dataset 
named CLEANANERCorp. CLEANANERCorp will serve the research community as a more accurate and consistent 
benchmark.  

Keywords: Arabic NER, Label Error, Dataset. 

1. Introduction 

Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of 
identifying both spans and types of named entities in 
text. It is a fundamental task in the natural language 
processing pipeline. 

The ANERcorp dataset is the most well-known and 
utilized dataset for Arabic NER (Benajiba et al., 
2007), and is a crucial benchmark for evaluating 
Arabic NER approaches. ANERcorp consists of 316 
manually annotated articles from the news domain. 

Deep Learning approaches have achieved state-of-
the-art performance in the ANERcorp dataset with 
F1-score (0.84, 0.88, 0.89, 0.91, 0.92)  (Antoun et 
al., 2021a, 2021b; Khalifa & Shaalan, 2019; Al-
Qurishi & Souissi, 2021; Alsaaran & Alrabiah, 2021) 
respectively. 

While researchers have relied heavily on the 
ANERcorp as a benchmark dataset to evaluate 
Arabic NER models, none has considered the 
dataset quality. Label errors and inconsistency can 
have significant impact on evaluating machine 
learning algorithms. Detecting and correcting these 
errors is crucial for training accurate NER models, as 
the quality of the training data directly impacts the 
model’s performance. 

Moreover, previous experiments did not consider all 
tags during their experiments and used different data 
splits. This poses challenges in comparing NER 
approaches and analyzing their errors. 

To address this issue, we present a thorough re-
annotation effort that corrects 6.34% of the label 
mistakes in the ANERcorp dataset and produces a 
cleaner version of the dataset named 
(CLEANANERCorp) that significantly improves 
annotation quality and consistency. 

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study 
that systematically handles label mistakes in the 
ANERcorp dataset. We conducted extensive 
experiments on both the original ANERcorp dataset 

and our corrected dataset CLEANANERCorp and 
achieved superior results. 

The contributions of this study are as follows: 

• We present CLEANANERCorp, a clean version 
of ANERcorp that includes corrected, consistent 
and reliable NER annotations in both splits, 
where (6.45%) of the training set and (6.16%) of 
the test set of the ANERcorp have been 
updated. 

• We re-evaluated the popular Arabic NER models 
with CLEANANERCorp and achieved a 
marginally high increase with the F1 score 
results, which is about (7.23%).  

• We re-evaluated the popular Cross-lingual NER 
models that achieved state-of-the-art 
performance with the corrected test set and 
achieved higher results.  

CLEANANERCorp is publicly available to encourage 
the community to use it and to improve its quality 
further1. 

2. Related Work 

The process of identifying incorrect labels in Named 
Entity Recognition (NER) dataset is common in the 
literature. These errors can occur due to human 
annotator mistakes or inconsistencies in the labeling 
guidelines. Previous studies have addressed label 
quality in NER datasets (Helgadóttir, Loftsson and 
Rögnvaldsson, 2014; Abudukelimu et al., 2018; 
Stanislawek et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Reiss et 
al., 2020; Rücker and Akbik, 2023). 

(Wang et al., 2019) proposed a manually corrected 
test set of CoNLL2003 called (CoNLL++) were they 
identified label mistakes in about 5.38% test 
sentences. Likewise, (Reiss et al., 2020) proposed a 
more error-free version of the CoNLL2003 dataset, 
were they identified errors in about 3.7% of the 
dataset. Recently, (Rücker and Akbik, 2023) 
proposed CLEANCONLL, where they corrected 
7.0% of all labels in the English CoNLL2003 dataset 
using manual re-annotation and cross checking.  

 
1 Github link: https://github.com/iwan-rg/CLEANANERCorp  
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To the best of our knowledge, there is no previous 
attempt to investigate the quality and label errors in 
Arabic NER dataset (ANERcorp). 

3. ANERcorp Overview 

ANERcorp is one of the earliest and most widely 
adopted NER corpora for Arabic. It was published in 
2007 and has since become the standard in the 
Arabic NER literature. ANERcorp comprises two 
corpora for training and one for testing. The total 
number of articles included 316 from different 
newspapers.  

The dataset annotation guidelines followed in the 
ANERcorp dataset were based on MUC 
Conventions (Sang & De Meulder, 2003). Following 
this guideline, the dataset was tagged with four 
entities: person (PER), location (LOC), organization 
(ORG), and miscellaneous (MISC). The tagging 
scheme is the inside–outside–beginning (IOB) 
scheme originally proposed by (Ramshaw and 
Marcus, 1999). Therefore, any word on the text 
should be annotated as one of the following tags: 

• B-PER: The Beginning of the name of a 
person.2 

• I-PER: The continuation (Inside) of the name 
of a person. 

• B-LOC: The Beginning of the name of a 
location.  

• I-LOC: The Inside of the name of a location. 
• B-ORG: The Beginning of the name of an 

organization. 
• I-ORG: The Inside of the name of an 

organization. 
• B-MISC: The Beginning of the name of an 

entity that does not belong to any of the 
previous classes (miscellaneous). 

• I-MISC: The Inside of the name of an entity 
that does not belong to any of the previous 
classes. 

• O: The word is not a named entity (Other). 
The dataset contains (150,286) tokens and (32,114) 
types, which makes the ratio of tokens to types is 
(4.67). The distributions of the different tags are 
listed in Table 1.  

 

Class Ratio 

PER 39% 

LOC 30.4% 

ORG 20.6% 

MISC 10% 

Table 1 Ratio of phrases by classes 
 

In 2020, the CAMeL Lab (Obeid et al., 2020) 
released a new version of ANERcorp, where they 
split the data and performed minor corrections 
agreed upon with the original author.  

 
2 The original dataset used B-PERS instead of B-PER and 
I-PERS instead of I-PER in the annotation. We re-annotate 
the dataset with the same original tags in the dataset but 
refer to them as B-PER and I-PER in this paper. 

The changes from the original dataset include the 
following: 

• Correct minor tag spelling errors. 
• Convert the middle periods (·) and bold 

periods (•) to regular periods (.). 
• Remove the blank Unicode character 

(\u200F). 
• Add sentence boundaries after sequences of 

one or more periods. 
• Split the dataset sequentially. The sentences 

containing the first 5/6 of the words go to 
training, and the rest go to testing. The 
training split had 125,102 words, and the 
test split had 25,008 words. 

 
However, no previous efforts have been made to 
correct tagging errors and mislabeling in the 
ANERcorp dataset. We have carefully reviewed the 
original ANERcorp and identified the different types 
of labeling errors. They are listed below with 
examples:  

A. Label Inconsistency 

Some tokens were tagged differently for each 
sentence. For example, ( استرلين ،  الدولارات) يجنيه   has 
been tagged sometimes as MISC and sometimes as 
O. Also, (الغربية  has been tagged as LOC and  (الضفة 
O in different sentences.  

B. Wrong Labels   

In Figure 1, the word “المتحدة”  has been tagged as B-
ORG while it should be tagged as I-LOC. 

 

C. MISC tag Ambiguity 

As the dataset follows the same classes that were 
defined in the MUC-6 Conventions (Sang and De 
Meulder, 2003) (Organization, Location, Person, and 
Miscellaneous), the MISC tag was not covered 
correctly and many MISC entities were tagged as O. 

D. Sentence Beginning Ambiguity  

We noticed an ambiguity in the first words of many 
sentences where the correct label was not clear. 
Figure 2 shows an example of such a sentence 
where the word (برند) has been tagged as (B-PER) 
and the meaning of the word is not clear.  

 

E. Typographical Errors 

 

Figure 1 An Example of a Wrong Label 

Figure 2 Sentence Beginning Ambiguity Example 
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In addition to tagging errors, we noticed some 
typographical errors in the dataset. The dataset was 
written in two columns, where each word was placed 
on a separate line with its tag. We encountered two 
words attached to each other in one line without 
space. For example: (ولمافشلت،  التفسيرالنصى،  فيهاالبلدان  ،

(. أكبرمحافظة، إنسبعةعراقيين، المصادرالتاريخية، وراءوالدهم  

4. Reannotation Process 

The reannotation process was conducted in four 
distinct phases. 

4.1 Annotation Guideline Definition 

The ANERcorp annotations are based on MUC-6 
Conventions (Sang and De Meulder, 2003) 
guidelines. Following these guidelines, the dataset is 
tagged with four entities: Person (PER), Location 
(LOC), Organization (ORG), and Miscellaneous 
(MISC). As there are no clear documentation of the 
ANERcorp annotation guidelines, we have defined 
our own guidelines that follow MUC-6 published 
guidelines and suit Arabic language. For example, 
we consider prefixes to be part of the entity names. 
For example: (المتحدة الامم  النيجيرية(  ,(منظمة  النفط   ,)شركة 
 . (بورصة نيويورك)

We developed a special handling for ambiguities in 
the guidelines to resolve cases that were not clear 
during the revision. In most cases, we assigned a 
tag that matched the context of the sentence. 
Following (Rücker and Akbik, 2023), we decided to 
tag the national sport team with ORG instead of LOC 
السعودي) المنتخب  المصري،   Political houses .(المنتخب 
were also tagged as LOC (البيت الأبيض، الكرملين).  

We have noticed inconsistency in tagging the 
currency, sometimes as MISC and sometimes as O 
or LOC. Following CoNLL tagging, we decided to 
label the currency and physical units as O instead of 
MISC. 

4.2 Automatic Error Detection with 
CLEANLAB  

CLEANLAB3 is a framework that automatically 
detects label issues in a machine learning dataset 
using confident learning (Wang and Mueller, 2022). 
This framework uses existing models to detect 
dataset problems that can be fixed to train even 
better models. We utilized CLEANLAB as a first 
round to check the number of issues in the dataset. 
We detected (1945) issues. These issues have been 
manually investigated and corrected. 

4.3 Manual Re-annotation 

An annotator was hired to manually re-annotate all 
the entities in the dataset. The annotator was 
provided with guidelines and encouraged to use 
search engines and Wikipedia for suspicious token 
spans. The dataset was split into nine files for ease 
of handling.  

 
3 https://github.com/cleanlab  

4.4 Final Revision 

After the re-annotating process of all the tokens, a 
final round of revision has been conducted by the 
annotator and the author of the paper to resolve any 
ambiguity and inconsistency in the updated tags.  

Finally, we corrected a total of 9518 label mistakes, 
which is approximately 6.34% of the dataset. 

5. Evaluation 

5.1 Dataset Statistics 

All labeling errors and typographical errors detected 
were resolved. The following subsections present 
some statistics on the data. 

A. Label Distribution 

Tables 2 and 3 compare the total count of annotated 
named entities and the distribution across the four 
classes for CLEANANERCorp and the original 
ANERcorp. We observe that CLEANANERCorp has 
a slightly higher number of ORG and MISC entities 
than the base version. This originates from a more 
consistent use of ORG labels in organization names 
and MISC labels for adjectives and entity types, such 
as sports leagues and events.  

 

 ANERcorp CLEANANERCorp 

Class # % # % 

PER 1499 5.99% 1504 6.01% 

LOC 751 3.00% 813 3.25% 

ORG 725 2.90% 1006 4.02% 

MISC 400 1.60% 1081 4.32% 

O 21633 86.50% 20604 82.39% 

Total 25008 100% 25008 100% 

Table 2 Statistics of test set entities in ANERcorp vs. 
CLEANANERCorp datasets. 

 

 ANERcorp CLEANANERCorp 

Class # % # % 

PER 4926 3.94% 4906 3.92% 

LOC 4301 3.44% 4649 3.72% 

ORG 2691 2.15% 4254 3.40% 

MISC 1263 1.01% 5278 4.22% 

O 111921 89.46% 106015 84.74% 

Total 125102 100% 125102 100% 

Table 3 Statistics of entities of the training set in 
ANERcorp vs. CLEANANERCorp datasets. 

 

B. Labels Changed 

Table 4 shows the extent of the label updates 
introduced compared to the original dataset. A total 
of (9518) labels were modified from the original 
dataset, which is (6.34%) of the total dataset. Tables 
5 and 6 further examine the update details for each 
data split.  
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 TRAIN TEST TOTAL 

 # % # % # % 

Chan-

ged 

7974 6.37 1544 6.17 9518 6.34 

Unch-

anged 

117128 93.6 23464 93.83 140592 93.66 

Total 125102 100 25008 100 150110 100 

Table 4 NER labels updated in CLEANANERCorp 
datasets. 

 

 CLEANANERCorp Train Set 

 # % 

Label Corrected 1664 1.33% 

Label Added 6310 5.04% 

Label Unchanged 117128 93.63% 

#Entities 125102 100% 

Table 5 NER labels in the CLEANANERCorp train 
set according to the type of change. 

 

 CLEANANERCorp Test Set 

 # % 

Label Corrected 392 1.57% 

Label Added 1152 4.61% 

Label Unchanged 23464 93.83% 

#Entities 25008 100% 

Table 6 NER labels in the CLEANANERCorp test set 
according to the type of change. 

 

6. Experiments 

To determine the extent to which our relabeling effort 
affects model performance, we re-evaluated a set of 
NER models on CLEANANERCorp and ANERcorp 
in two different settings: monolingual and cross-
lingual transfer.  

Currently, fine-tuning large pre-trained language 
models has achieved state-of-the-art performance 
on both monolinguals (Antoun, Baly and Hajj, 2021a, 
2021b) and cross-lingual NER (Hu et al., 2020; Lan 
et al., 2020). Therefore, we selected pre-trained 
language models from the literature that report state-
of-the-art results on Arabic and English-Arabic cross-
lingual transfer and re-evaluated them on different 
dataset versions for the NER task.  

For the cross-lingual transfer, we experimented with 
a zero-shot cross-lingual transfer from English to 
Arabic, where the model was trained on English data 
and tested on Arabic. We used the CoNLL2003 
dataset (Sang and De Meulder, 2003) for training 
and validation. 

Although there are other published results (Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2021; Khalifa & Shaalan, 2019) with 
higher SOTA, they reported the results on different 
data splits and tested the models without the MISC 
tag, focusing only on three tags: person (PER), 
location (LOC), and organization (ORG), while 
setting other labels to the unnamed entity (O). 

6.1 Reference Models 

We re-evaluated state-of-the-art Arabic and 
multilingual language models on the 
CLEANANERCorp and ANERcorp datasets.  

For the Arabic pretrained language models, we re-
evaluated the following: 

• ARABERTv0.2 base (Antoun, Baly and Hajj, 
2021a): The state-of-the-art Arabic-specific 
BERT model for various Arabic IE tasks. The 
model contained 24 layers of encoders 
stacked on top of each other, 16 self-
attention heads, and a hidden size of 1024. 

• ARBERT (Abdul-Mageed, Elmadany and 
Nagoudi, 2021): Arabic-specific Transformer 
LMs pre-trained on very large and diverse 
datasets, including MSA as well as Arabic 
dialects. 

• AraELECTRA (Antoun, Baly and Hajj, 
2021b): A pretrained ELECTRA model on a 
large-scale Arabic dataset. 

For the cross-lingual experiments, we re-evaluated 

• mBERT (Devlin et al., 2019): Multilingual 
BERT pretrained on Wikipedia of 104 
languages using masked language 
modelling (MLM). 

• XLM-RoBERT (XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 
2020): A transformer-based multilingual 
masked language model pre-trained on text 
in 100 languages that obtains state-of-the-
art performance on different cross-lingual 
tasks. 

• GigaBERT (Lan et al., 2020): A bilingual 
BERT for English-to-Arabic cross-lingual 
transfer trained on newswire English and 
Arabic text from the Gigaword dataset in 
addition to Wikipedia and Web crawl data. 

Hyperparameter: For monolingual fine-tuning 
experiments, we followed the same hyperparameter 
reported by (Antoun et al., 2021b), where all the 
models were fine-tuned with batch size set to (32), 
maximum sequence length of (256), and learning 
rates (5e-5). For cross-lingual fine-tuning, we 
followed the same hyperparameters reported by (Hu 
et al., 2020), where mBERT was fine-tuned for two 
epochs, with a training batch size of (32) and a 
learning rate of (2e-5), and XLM-R was fine-tuned for 
two epochs with a learning rate of 3e-5 and size of 
16. All hyperparameter tuning for the cross-lingual 
experiment was performed on the English validation 
data.  

6.2 Monolingual Results 

The experimental results of the tested models for the 
different dataset versions are listed in Table 7. F1-
score was averaged over three runs with different 
seeds for each experimental setting. 
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Model 
Train/Test : 

ANERcorp 

Train/Test : 

CLEANANERCorp 

AraBERT v2 0.83 0.89 

ARBERT 0.83 0.89 

AraELECTRA 0.82 0.87 

Table 7 Average F1 score of fine-tuning Arabic LMs 
on ANERcorp vs. CLEANANERCorp datasets. 

 

The results show that CLEANANERCorp achieved 
marginally higher performance on all tested models 
compared to the original dataset, which indicates 
that our relabeling effort successfully improved label 
quality and consistency. 

AraBERT F1 score has increased by (7.23%) from 
(0.83) to (0.89) after re-annotation. Table 8 shows a 
detailed comparison of each entity type in terms of 
Precision, Recall and F1-score for the AraBERT 
model on the two versions of the datasets. 

We can see that all the F1 scores increased after 
correction, and the highest gain in entity F1 score 
was from the MISC and ORG labels, where the F1 
score increased by (26.47%) and (16%), 
respectively.  

 ANERcorp CLEANANERCorp 

 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 

LOC 0.89 0.93 0.91 0.94 0.92 0.93 

MISC 0.73 0.63 0.68 0.85 0.86 0.86 

ORG 0.76 0.73 0.75 0.85 0.87 0.86 

PER 0.88 0.84 0.86 0.93 0.90 0.92 

Overall 0.84 0.82 0.83 0.89 0.89 0.89 

Table 8 Entity-based precision, recall, and F1 score 
of fine-tuned AraBERT on ANERcorp vs. 

CLEANANERCorp datasets. 
 

6.3 Cross-Lingual Zero-Shot Transfer 
Results 

Table 9 reports the average F1 scores over three 
runs with different seeds for each experimental 
setting. 

From the results in Table 9, we can observe a high 
increase in F1 scores when transferring to the 
corrected dataset compared to those on the original 
test set. 

Model 

Train: 

Conll2003 

Test:  

ANERcorp 

Train: Conll2003 

Test: 

CLEANANERCorp 

mBERT-base 0.46 0.48 

XLM-R-base 0.52 0.62 

XLM-R-Large 0.53 0.62 

GigaBERT 0.61 0.72 

Table 9 Average F1 Scroe of Cross-lingual transfer 
on the ANERcorp vs. CLEANANERCorp datasets. 

 

For example, fine-tuning XLM-R-base achieved 
(19.23%) increase from the (0.52) to (0.62) F1-score. 
Table 10 shows the F1 score per entity type, where 
we can see a high increase in the MISC label F1 
score from (0.08) to (0.57), which justifies the 
increase in the overall score. 

 ANERcorp CLEANANERCorp 

 Prec Rec F1 Prec Rec F1 

LOC 0.63 0.72 0.68 0.61 0.70 0.65 

MISC 0.05 0.19 0.08 0.59 0.56 0.57 

ORG 0.41 0.54 0.46 0.44 0.53 0.48 

PERS 0.61 0.71 0.66 0.70 0.70 0.70 

Overall 0.43 0.63 0.51 0.59 0.63 0.61 

Table 10 Entity-based precision, recall, and F1 score 
of the Cross-lingual Transfer of XLM-R on 
ANERcorp vs. CLEANANERCorp dataset. 

 

The above results indicate that CLEANANERCorp is 
more consistent with the CONLL2003 dataset and 
can be used to reflect the accuracy of the Cross-
lingual Zero-Shot models more stably. 

To get further insight into the label quality of the 
corrected and original dataset. We analyze the best 
model performance on cross-lingual zero-shot 
experiment using GigaBERT model. 

Figures 3 and 4 show the classification report for the 
cross-lingual transfer on GigaBERT using the 
original and corrected version dataset. We noticed 
an improvement in the F1 score of all the tags 
specially for the MISC, PER and ORG were they 
have been mainly corrected in the new dataset 
version. 

 

Figure 3 Classification Report for the Cross-lingual 
Zero Shot transfer using the original ANERcorp 

Figure 4 Classification Report for the Cross-lingual 
Zero Shot transfer using CLEANANERCorp 
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Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix of the original 
dataset, where we see that the beginning of a 
person and location is often confused with the inside 
of MISC token. Figure 6 shows the confusion matrix 
of the corrected dataset with major improvements. 

 

 

7. Conclusion 

We presented CLEANANERCorp, a corrected and 
cleaner version of the widely adopted Arabic NER 
benchmark dataset ANERcorp. Our re-annotation 
updated (6.34%) the labels in the original dataset. 

Our evaluation of monolingual and cross-lingual 
NER language models achieved higher performance 
and strongly indicated that the overall annotation 
quality and consistency were significantly improved. 
Therefore, we contribute to improving the quality of 
the public Arabic NER datasets with updated and 
more consistent NER labels. 
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Abstract

This paper introduces the Corpus of Arabic Competitive Debates, Munazarat. Despite the significance of
competitive debating in fostering critical thinking and promoting dialogue, researchers in the fields of Arabic
Natural Language Processing (NLP), linguistics, argumentation studies, and education have limited access
to datasets on competitive debating. At this stage of the study, we introduce Munazarat 1.0, which combines
transcribed recordings of approximately 50 hours from 73 debates at QatarDebate-recognized tournaments,
all available on YouTube. Munazarat is a novel specialized Arabic speech corpus, predominantly in Modern
Standard Arabic (MSA), covering diverse debating topics and accompanied by metadata for each debate. The
transcription of debates was performed using Fenek, a speech-to-text Kanari AI tool, and reviewed by three native
Arabic speakers to enhance quality. The Munazarat 1.0 dataset can serve as a valuable resource for training
Arabic NLP tools, developing argumentation mining machines, and analyzing Arabic argumentation and rhetoric styles.

Keywords: Arabic Speech Corpus, Modern Standard Arabic, Debates

1. Introduction

Arabic is the sixth most spoken language in the
world. As a Semitic language, Arabic distinguishes
itself from the Indo-European linguistic family in
several dimensions: phonetically, morphologically,
syntactically, and semantically. Thus, the devel-
opment and research of Arabic NLP applications
face various challenges based on the language’s
linguistic structure (Shaalan et al., 2019). Further-
more, an additional challenge is that Arabic exists
today in three forms: (i) Classical Arabic, (ii) Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA), and (iii) Dialectical Ara-
bic, which varies significantly based on geographi-
cal regions. The Arabic language is suffering from
a scarcity of available open datasets compared to
English and other languages like Chinese, German,
and French. In Papers With Code (pap), a reposi-
tory showed results of open text datasets in March
2024: 1446 for English, 205 for Chinese, 126 for
German, and only 54 for Arabic. While Hugging
Face repository (hug) showed results of only 446
Arabic datasets out of 126,088 open text datasets in
comparison to 8,826 for English, 1005 for Chinese,
and 667 for German.

Competitive debating, an intellectually rigorous
oral argumentative discourse activity governed by
specific rules and regulations, typically takes place
in the context of large tournaments. Thousands
of university and school students from different
geographical regions around the world participate
in local and international Arabic debating tourna-
ments. For Arabic debating, QatarDebate Center
(www.qatardebate.org) is considered the leading

debate institution, organizing major international
Arabic debating tournaments and publishing the
recordings of debates on YouTube. QatarDebate’s
3 vs 3 debate format, as shown in Figure 1, a mod-
ified format of the World Schools Debating Cham-
pionship (www.wsdcdebating.org), is dominant in
Arabic competitive debating activities. A motion
is presented for every debate in this format, and
two opposing teams compete against one another.
Every team consists of three speakers, and each
one is allowed to talk for a total of 6-7 minutes, be-
ginning with the first proposition speaker, followed
by the first opposition speaker, and so on till the
last opposition speaker. Then, each team delivers
a three-minute technical speech called the “Reply
Speech” that does not include any new argument.
Due to the competitive nature of these debates,
an adjudication panel of an odd number of judges
votes for the most persuasive team to win and as-
sign individual speakers’ scores. The effectiveness
of the offered argumentation and refutation is the
primary criterion for judging debate presentations.
This type of debate is very structured and follows
specific rules and regulations that govern the flow
of the debate and its evaluation.

The significance of creating an Arabic debate
corpus comes from the fact that debates are rich
in argumentative and sentimental speeches that
can help study Arabic argumentation and rhetoric
styles. It can also be used to study various linguis-
tic features of the spoken MSA among native and
non-native debaters. In addition, it provides raw
data for developing Arabic NLP tools for argumen-
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Figure 1: Illustration of 3 vs 3 Debate Format

tation mining, speech recognition, etc. Unlike other
datasets, Munazarat 1.0 stands today as the spe-
cialized corpus of Arabic competitive debate and
the largest corpus of argumentative Arabic content.

2. Related Work

Dataset availability is an essential key to developing
NLP applications. However, the cost of acquiring
corpora represents a major challenge, especially in
Arabic NLP with all of its variations (Ahmed et al.,
2022c; Zaghouani, 2014). After a survey of avail-
able Arabic resources today (Al-sulaiti and Atwell,
2006; El-Khair, 2016; Al-Twairesh et al., 2018; Graja
et al., 2010; Almeman et al., 2013; Alrabiah et al.,
2013; Ahmed et al., 2022a; Mubarak et al., 2021;
Khader, 2020; Al-Fetyani et al., 2023; Bouamor
et al., 2018), and despite the recent efforts in the
field of Arabic NLP (Darwish et al., 2021), the avail-
able specialized Arabic corpora remain in shortage.
Datasets of relevance to our study manifest as ei-
ther Arabic speech corpora or compilations encom-
passing discourse of a debating or argumentative
nature.

The development of the Arabic PropBank has
been instrumental in the semantic analysis of Ara-
bic texts. These efforts have laid the groundwork for
parsing argument structures in sentences (Palmer
et al., 2008; Diab et al., 2008; Zaghouani et al.,
2010) while Error annotation is essential for the ac-
curacy and reliability of language resources. Stud-
ies focusing on large-scale Arabic error annotation
and non-native text correction have significantly
contributed to the field (Zaghouani et al., 2014) and
(Zaghouani et al., 2015). Furthermore, Dialectal
variation in Arabic poses unique challenges for ar-
gumentation analysis. The MADAR project and the
DIACT corpus have addressed this by focusing on
dialect-specific expressions and the use of rhetor-
ical devices such as irony (Bouamor et al., 2018;
Abbes et al., 2020).

By situating our work alongside these significant

contributions, we aim to address the gap in re-
sources specific to argumentation within the Arabic
language, building on the robust foundations laid by
these earlier works. Each cited resource provides
a unique perspective on the intricacies of argumen-
tative discourse, from structural annotations to the
subtleties of linguistic diversity.

2.1. Speech Corpora
Lately, two Arabic speech corpora were introduced:
the Massive Arabic Speech Corpus (MASC) (Al-
Fetyani et al., 2023), which contains 1,000 hours
from over 700 YouTube channels, and QCRI Al-
jazeera Speech Resource (QASR) (Mubarak et al.,
2021) which is the largest Arabic speech corpus to
date and consists of 2,000 hours from Aljazeera TV
channel shows. Recently, a digital corpus of the
Australian Parliamentary Debates was published
(Katz and Alexander, 2023) following the lead of
the Canadian Parliamentary Debates (Beelen et al.,
2017). Those two studies show the recent interest
in collecting and publishing specialized debate cor-
pora, namely political debates. The availability of
English debate corpora highlights the gap for an
equivalent Arabic debate collection we seek to ad-
dress in providing a source for Arabic competitive
debates.

2.2. Debate & Argumentation Corpora
Many corpora were found to be interested in study-
ing debates and argumentation models in English
(Hautli-Janisz et al., 2022; Serban et al., 2015;
Fisas et al., 2016; Peldszus and Stede, 2015). Sev-
eral studies have compiled corpora to advance
research in argument mining and related tasks.
Walker et al. (2012) introduced a corpus of En-
glish language debates annotated with argumen-
tative discourse units to facilitate computational
argumentation research. Zhang et al. (2021) pre-
sented a corpus of Wikipedia talk page conversa-
tions annotated for conversational failure, enabling
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the study of breakdowns in cooperative discussion.
Lawrence and Reed (2020) surveyed datasets for
argument mining, reviewing annotation approaches
across key tasks.

Other efforts have focused on particular argu-
mentation genres and languages. Al Khatib et al.
(2018) annotated German Wikipedia articles with
argument strategies, like evidence types, to ana-
lyze deliberative argumentation. Bar-Haim et al.
(2006) overviewed textual entailment challenges in-
volving argumentation data. Orăsan and Evans
(2007) developed a corpus of noun phrase ani-
macy annotations to assist anaphora resolution
with potential dialogue applications. Some datasets
have annotated the persuasiveness of arguments.
Habernal and Gurevych (2016) presented a corpus
of web argument pairs annotated for comparative
convincingness to predict persuasiveness. Hidey
and McKeown (2018) annotated student essays for
argument persuasiveness and sequencing.

Other studies have advanced annotation method-
ologies. For instance, Musi et al. (2018) performed
an annotation study of argument schemes like ex-
pert opinion to provide guidelines. On the other
hand, Aharoni et al. (2014) annotated claims and
evidence in controversial topics for automatic de-
tection. There are also argument-mining efforts in
other languages like Italian (Durmus et al., 2021)
and argument relation annotations from multilingual
social media like X (Twitter previously) (Bosc et al.,
2016).

For the purpose of this study, the most notable
previous work is QT30 corpus (Hautli-Janisz et al.,
2022), which contains public debates from the
BBC’s show ’Question Time’. However, it is limited
to only 30 episodes and focuses solely on polit-
ical debates. Yet, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no work focusing on building a corpus in
Arabic for argumentation or debating, except for
two recent projects. The first one is a project of
(Khader, 2020), which introduced a small corpus
containing only 12 debate recordings. The other
one is the Qatari Corpus of Argumentative Writ-
ing (QCAW) (Ahmed et al., 2024; Zaghouani et al.,
2024; Ahmed et al., 2022a), which targets bilingual
(Arabic/English) argumentative texts by students,
providing a novel resource for cross-linguistic argu-
mentation studies with 195 texts in Arabic and 195
texts in English. This corpus facilitates a deeper un-
derstanding of argumentative structures within an
educational context, contributing to the field of dis-
course analysis. Yet, QCAW does not incorporate
any spoken argumentative content.

The availability of rich resources for argumen-
tative and persuasive Arabic speech is nonexis-
tent. Yet, argument mining from spoken content
could enable studies on rhetoric, reasoning, and
dialectics across the language’s breadth. Compet-

itive debating generates valuable linguistic data -
structured speeches rich in argumentation, senti-
ment, and diverse vocabulary spanning different
topics. Debates capture authentic goal-oriented
argumentation between experts, unlike other dia-
logues (Serban et al., 2015). The lack of argumen-
tative and conversational Arabic speech data poses
challenges for speech recognition, dialect studies,
and MSA research (Al-Fetyani et al., 2023). Appli-
cations like argument mining also require substan-
tial training corpora (Lawrence and Reed, 2019).

Munazarat 1.0 data can facilitate Arabic research
on linguistics, reasoning, debating, and NLP appli-
cations through this resource. Our work addresses
the key limitations of scarce available Arabic cor-
pora compared to other languages, very minimal
argumentative or conversational Arabic data, lack
of large-scale Arabic speech resources for training
models, and the absence of a dedicated corpus for
the rich Arabic debating domain.

3. Methods

3.1. Debate Collection
Munazarat 1.0 consists of approximately 50 hours
of transcribed Arabic competitive debates that
QatarDebate Center hosted in several tourna-
ments. The corpus is created using 73 debates pre-
recorded and already published online by the host,
as we collected them from YouTube without disclos-
ing any extra private information about the debaters.
The collected debates comprise a combination of
university and school debates held between 2013
and 2023. The corpus will be expanded, with an
expected goal of reaching 120 debates by the end
of 2024.

3.2. Transcription and Human Review
All debates were transcribed using Fenek, a multi-
lingual Arabic/English speech-to-text tool from Ka-
nari AI (www.kanari.ai) (Khurana and Ali, 2016). Af-
ter that, all debate transcripts were cleaned, briefly
annotated, and reviewed in three stages, as de-
scribed below, to ensure the transcription quality.
We also published more details on the human re-
viewing guidelines that we used in this project with
the dataset for public usage. It is important to
mention that 10 transcripts were taken from pub-
licly available previous work of (Khader, 2020) and
those transcripts went only through stages two and
three of the human review.

• Stage One: During the first review, the re-
viewer listens to the debate from the YouTube
link while reading the transcription in order to
eliminate any mistakes made by the Artificial In-
telligence (AI) tool in the transcription. We iden-
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tified four types of transcription mistakes for the
reviewer to correct: added words (highlighted
in red), missed words (highlighted in yellow),
spelling mistakes (highlighted in green), and
language detection mistakes (highlighted in
blue). The reviewer also deletes any side talks
that happen in the recording that are not part
of the six essential debate speeches, such as
deleting the chair’s organizational remark. We
also decided to remove the “Reply Speeches”
from the script since they are not essential to
the debate and are not standard in all debating
tournaments. The reviewer cleans any repeti-
tions during the speeches if they were caused
by unintentional stammering. By the end of
this stage, the reviewer produces a clean file
ready for the next reviewer with three marking
steps: (i) making a brief annotation by mark-
ing the beginning of each debater’s speech by
(#) symbol and indicating the speaker’s order
and position; (ii) mentioning the gender of the
speaker at the beginning of each speech as
illustrated in Figure 2; (iii) marking any Point
of Information (POI) from the opponent team
as shown in Figure 3.

• Stage Two: In the second review, another re-
viewer reviews the script. However, this time,
the reviewer only reads the text and does not
listen to the debate. This stage was meant
to account for any typos, grammatical and
spelling mistakes, etc., that the first reviewer
did not catch. In rare cases, the second re-
viewer revisits the debate video to cross-check
the transcript.

• Stage Three: This stage is for quality con-
trol, where the third reviewer eliminates any
mistakes that were left by the previous two re-
viewers and provides feedback for them during
the periodic reviewers’ meetings. In addition,
the third reviewer tries to organize the tran-
script in the form of paragraphs to produce a
better readable file.

4. Data Records & Analysis

Munazarat 1.0 is a unique resource for researchers
interested in various aspects of Arabic competitive
debating, Arabic linguistics studies, argumentation
studies, education, and Arabic NLP. Munazarat 1.0
is available for public download as a ZIP file contain-
ing 73 debate files in TXT format to facilitate its ef-
fective use. Researchers can access and download
this dataset via an open access github1. Each file
is named descriptively, incorporating information

1https://github.com/moh72y/Munazarat1.0/

about the debate, including the serial number, tour-
nament, year, gender, and whether the speakers
are native or non-native Arabic speakers. For ex-
ample, 028-IUDC-2017-MFMFMF-AA represents
a debate with serial number 028, from the Interna-
tional Universities Debating Championship (IUDC),
featuring three male speakers in the proposition
team and three female speakers in the opposition
team, all of whom are Arabic native speakers. Each
TXT file includes basic annotations that indicate the
order and the gender of the speaker as well as any
POI from the opponent speakers.

The corpus represents a diverse collection in
several aspects, as shown in Table 1. The demo-
graphic representation in this corpus is rich. A list of
27 countries in the corpus is shown in Table 2, and
the higher occurrences are relevant to the coun-
try’s history of participation in the Arabic debate
activity. The corpus is inclusive of 51 debates be-
tween native Arabic speakers, 22 debates between
native and non-native speakers, 51 university-level
debates from international tournaments, 11 school
debates from international tournaments, and 11
school debates from Qatar.

Munazarat 1.0 also displays a well-balanced
male-to-female ratio of (M:223, F:215) since some
studies pointed out the differences in speech pat-
terns among genders in English debates (Shaw,
2000; Hargrave and Langengen, 2021), which
needs to be examined against an Arabic dataset.
The debate motions are diverse and wide-ranging,
from politics and philosophy to sports. Table 3 pro-
vides the overall topic distribution of the debates.
For each debate, we have the following: a video
recording with a YouTube link, a transcribed text
(TXT) file of the debate’s script, and some meta-
data, explained later in the Data Records section.

Table 1: Diversity Representation
Category Count
Tournament Level - Debate Count

University Level 51
School Level 22

Geographic Representation - Debate Count
Local (Qatar) 11
International 62

Language Proficiency - Debate Count
All Native Arab Speakers 51
Natives and Non-Natives Speakers 22

Gender Representation - Speakers Count
Male Debaters 223
Female Debaters 215
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Figure 2: Beginning of Speech Annotation: Debater’s Role, Gender, and # Symbol.
English Translation: First speaker Poposition (Female) In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful, the honorable committee, my colleagues in the proposition and opposition teams, may God’s
peace and mercy be upon you. We have come today to discuss the following motion, the motion says that,
This house prefers the digital nomad’s lifestyle. The motion came with a definition of digital nomads, who
are the people who obtain their income through working online while traveling

Figure 3: Point of Information (POI) Annotation.
English Translation: Point of Information: Isn’t digital nomads a job to which the problems of traditional
work apply/ It is, of course, work. We are talking about a person who earns economic income. This is
basically the definition of work, but how does he earn this economic income in a way that differs from
the traditional method of work. The traditional method of work, You are committed to a shift. You come,
for example, at eight in the morning until three in the afternoon. You are committed to a specific place
surrounded by specific people that you are forced to stay with them.

Table 2: Country Distribution
Country No. of Teams University Level School Level
Qatar 35 16 19
Jordan 13 12 1
Sudan 12 12 0
Oman 12 11 1
Tunisia 10 10 0
Malaysia 9 5 4
Kuwait 8 7 1
Palestine 6 3 3
Libya 6 6 0
Lebanon 6 3 3
Türkiye 5 2 3
USA 5 5 0
Indonesia 3 2 1
Syria 3 0 3
Algeria 1 1 0
Iraq 1 1 0
Somalia 1 1 0
Bahrain 1 1 0
Norway 1 1 0
Canada 1 1 0
Poland 1 1 0
Morocco 1 0 1
Pakistan 1 0 1
Singapore 1 0 1
Yemen 1 0 1
Côte d’Ivoire 1 1 0
Australia 1 0 1
Total 146 102 44

5. Technical Validation

5.1. AI Transcription Accuracy Report
This human validation process was done fully on 63
newly transcribed debates out of 73, and partially

Table 3: Topic Distribution
Topic No. of Debates
Politics 16
Ethics/Philosophy 16
Human Rights 10
Media 6
Education 5
Technology 5
Culture 3
Environment 3
Law 3
Sports 3
Economy 2
Lifestyle 1
Total 73

on the other 10 transcripts that were taken from
previous work by (Khader, 2020) as the transcripts
were available for public use online. During the
first human review stage mentioned above, while
listening to and editing the debates, the reviewer
identified transcription mistakes in four categories.
The red category is used to highlight any additional
words that the tool added but were not originally
spoken by the speaker during their speech. The
yellow category is used to highlight any words that
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were added by the reviewer and were missed by
the tool. The green category is used with the words
caught wrongly by the tool and thus modified by the
reviewer. Finally, language detection mistakes in
the blue category to highlight words that were in a
different language, as the debates were conducted
originally in Arabic, but some terminologies in En-
glish might appear and were written in a wrong way
by the tool. Figure 4 and Figure 5 show a sample
of the color coding process. After that, the reviewer
stores the data from each debate regarding the
number of mistakes in each category and the total
number of mistakes in the whole debate. Table 4
demonstrates the Mean and Median of mistake
count per debate for each category reported by the
human reviewer.

Following the transcription of the 63 debates us-
ing the speech-to-text tool from Kanari AI, we report
an average accuracy rate of 96% per debate. Ap-
proximately 40% of the tool’s mistakes fall under
the ’Missed Word’ category, which we attribute to
microphone quality and the fast speaking pace of
some debaters. Conversely, the tool effectively
detected language switches when debaters used
English for certain terminologies.

Table 4: Mean (M) and Median (Mdn) Transcription
Accuracy Report

Category M per Debate Mdn per Debate
Word Count 4546 4458
Added Words 49 37
Missed Words 76 28
Spelling Mistake 58 45
Language Detection Mistake 1 0
Total Mistakes 185 140
Accuracy Rate 96% 97%

5.2. Keyword Analysis
Keyword analysis is a vital aspect of corpus stud-
ies, helping unveil a corpus’s underlying themes
and domain. In exploring Munazarat 1.0, a diverse
debate corpus, we employed AntConc software
(Anthony, 2023) to conduct a comprehensive key-
word analysis. The keyness function in AntConc
generates the keyword list of the studied corpus
compared to a reference, usually a much larger and
generic one. These keywords are not merely the
most frequent words in the corpus; they represent
statistically significant words that shed light on the
corpus’s domain. This function helps filter out stop-
words, insignificant words, and letters, allowing us
to recognize the corpus’s domain and key themes.
For this analysis, we utilized QASR (Mubarak et al.,
2021), one of the largest available Arabic speech
corpora, as our reference. In Table 5, we present
the keywords from various categories within Mu-

nazarat 1.0, both in comparison to the corpus itself
and against QASR.

A preliminary review of the keyword list from a
complete or partial corpus analysis, in compari-
son to QASR, reveals the distinctive nature of Mu-
nazarat 1.0 as a debate corpus, with terms like
“proposition”, “team”, “speaker”. and “this house”
stand out. However, it is important to note that the
initial analysis of keywords within specific portions,
category-based, of the corpus against Munazarat
1.0 primarily reflects the debated topics within that
portion rather than providing insights regarding the
characteristics of the studied category. Still, a dedi-
cated study among various categories in Munazrart
1.0 might reveal some linguistic styles that can be
associated with non-native debaters, school de-
baters, Qatari debaters, etc.

Table 5: Top Five Keywords per Category
Category Against Munazarat 1.0 Against QASR
Native Speakers - University Level ÈAÒªË@ �èB@ñÖÏ @

Labours Proposition
H. QmÌ'@

��K
Q 	̄
War Team
ú

�GXA� �HYj�JÖÏ @

Gentlemen Speaker
�éK
Y 	K


B@ ú


�GXA�
Clubs Gentlemen��ñ�®mÌ'@ 	¬ñ�
Rights Will

General - Schools Level ÉJ
Êm�
�' �èB@ñÖÏ @

Analysis Proposition
H. C¢Ë@ �HYj�JÖÏ @

Students Speaker
�éJ
K. QªË@ AîE



@

Arabic Hey
PñêÒm.Ì'@ ��K
Q 	̄

Audience Team
ÐAK



B@ �é�KYj�JÖÏ @

Days Speaker - female

Native Students from Qatari Schools ÉJ
Êm�
�' �èB@ñÖÏ @

Analysis Proposition
ÐAK



B@ �HYj�JÖÏ @

Days Speaker
É�@ñ�JË @ ÉJ
Êm�

�'
Communication Analysis

ÐñK
 �é�KYj�JÖÏ @
Day Speaker - female
©�̄ @ñÓ é�KA¿QK.
Sites His Blessings

Table 6 demonstrates a sample from the key-
word analysis per theme. Debates were selected
from three themes: Politics, Ethics/Philosophy, and
Technology. The results show that generic de-
bate terms appeared, as expected, against QASR
(Mubarak et al., 2021) for both politics and ethics.
However, theme-specific words related to AI most
notably appeared for the technology theme, telling
us that QASR is most probably poor for AI terms
despite its length and diversity. On the other hand,
the theme-based keyword analysis reflected the
themes when run against Munazarat 1.0. The
words "Intelligence" and "Artificial" were the most
highlighted keywords which reflects the fact that
four debate transcripts out of five in the technology
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Figure 4: Sample of Color Coding Transcription Mistakes
English Translation: First speaker poposition (Female) In the name of God, the Most Gracious, the Most
Merciful, the honorable committee, my colleagues in the proposition and opposition teams, may God’s
peace and mercy be upon you. We have come today to discuss the following motion, the motion says that,
This house prefers the digital nomad’s lifestyle. The motion of the issue came with a definition of digital
nomads, who are the people who obtain their income through working online while traveling

Figure 5: Sample of the Mistakes Table in the First Human Review Process

category are debates about AI.

6. Usage Notes

Along with the debate transcript files, we offer a
detailed Excel sheet that provides metadata for
each debate. This metadata includes information
such as the tournament, university or school level,
debate motion, proposition and opposition teams,
the number of male and female debaters, word
count, YouTube link, and the debate topic genre
(e.g., Politics, Economy, Human Rights, Law, etc.).
Researchers can use this metadata for various an-
alytical purposes and to filter debates based on
specific criteria.

The dataset provided in this study is the largest
available Arabic argumentative transcribed text to
date, which makes it suitable for several applica-
tions including but not limited to the three follow-
ing suggestions: (i) using UBIAI (www.ubiai.tools)
text annotation online software to annotate the
speeches’ argument scheme since it is com-
patible with the Arabic text; (ii) applying senti-
mental analysis on the corpus using tools such
as Repustate (www.repustate.com); and (iii) run-
ning more linguistic analysis through AntConc
(www.laurenceanthony.net/software/antconc/).

The dataset is currently provided in a separate
TXT file for each debate. However, it can be
easily converted to other formats as per the re-
searchers’ requirements. It can also be easily seg-
mented into separate files per speech for extra gen-

der or demographical-based analysis. To facilitate
the segmentation process, the beginning of each
speech is marked by a (#) symbol.

While Munazarat 1.0 serves as a substantial raw
corpus, it currently lacks standard splits into training
and test sets to enable benchmarking of AI mod-
els. Creating such splits by partitioning the data
while maintaining balance across dialects, speaker
demographics, topics, and other variables is an im-
portant area we aim to pursue in future work. We
plan to take measures to avoid speaker overlap be-
tween the splits. The speaker metadata captured
in our annotations will assist in creating speaker-
independent partitions. Providing standardized
training and test splits will allow Munazarat 1.0 to
serve as a rigorous benchmark dataset for devel-
oping and evaluating Arabic argument mining and
related NLP models. We will make the splits avail-
able along with the corpus.

7. Limitations

Munazarat 1.0 has some limitations to highlight.
In the current version, only competitive debating
content is included. Adding other genres, like talk
shows, could improve the diversity of the dataset.
Moreover, the metadata currently captures basic
attributes. More fine-grained speakers and socio-
linguistic metadata could enable deeper analyses.
The semi-automated transcription allows some er-
rors; therefore, periodic human checks on newer
data may help enhance quality. Finally, the release
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Table 6: Top Five Keywords per Selected Themes
Theme Against Munazarat 1.0 Against QASR
Politics ÈðYË@ �èB@ñÖÏ @

Countries Proposition
�H@Y«A�ÖÏ @ ÈðYË@

Aids Countries	á�
�Ë@ ú

�GXA�

China Gentlemen
É 	gY�JË @ ��K
Q 	̄

Intervention Team
AJ
�ðP �HYj�JÖÏ @

Russia Speaker

Ethics & Philosophy I. �
J.¢Ë@
�èB@ñÖÏ @

Physician Proposition
�éK. A�̄QË @ AîE



@

Surveillance Hey
ÐAK



B@ ��K
Q 	̄

Days Team
PA�K

�
B@ �HYj�JÖÏ @

Monuments Speaker
ÐC�B @

�èXA�Ë@
Islam Gentlemen

Technology ZA¿ 	YË@ ZA¿ 	YË @
Intelligence Intelligence

ú
«A
	J�Ë@ ú
«A

	J�Ë@
Artificial Artificial
ú
«A

	J¢�B@ ú
«A
	J¢�B@

Artificial Artificial
ÐY�®�JË @ �èBñÖÏ @

Progress Proposition	àA�	�B @ ú

�GXA�

Human Gentlemen

rights limit sharing some video recordings publicly,
and getting broader rights could increase accessi-
bility. Addressing these limitations through corpus
expansion, increased metadata, transcription qual-
ity checks, and enhanced accessibility can make
Munazarat 1.0 an even more impactful community
resource. We aim to pursue these improvements
in ongoing and future work.

8. Conclusion

We have introduced Munazarat 1.0, the first large-
scale corpus of transcribed Arabic competitive de-
bates. Spanning 50 hours of content across 73
university and school-level debates, Munazarat 1.0
represents a valuable linguistic resource for Arabic
NLP and related fields. We described the rigorous
process of collecting high-quality video recordings
and machine transcribing debates using speech
recognition, followed by extensive human reviews.

With the provided metadata, including speaker
demographics and debate topics, Munazarat 1.0
enables multifaceted analyses of argumentation,
rhetoric, dialectal variations, and other phenomena
in Arabic debates. Our validation demonstrates the
accuracy of the AI-generated transcripts. Keyword

analyses reveal the corpus’s core themes like argu-
mentation and specific debate motions. Munazarat
1.0 provides Arabic researchers with a substantial
dataset to train computational models and drive
advancements for impactful applications in educa-
tion, linguistics, and reasoning analysis. Currently,
two works in the literature are introduced to take
advantage of Munazarart 1.0, namely in (Al-Sharafi
et al., accepted 2024; Al-Zawqari et al., accepted
2024). The first one is developing an annotation
model for argumentation in competitive debates,
and the second is focusing on the classification of
persuasion modes in Arabic debates according to
Aristotle’s rhetoric.

9. Ethical Statement

In compiling and releasing Munazarat 1.0, rigor-
ous procedures were followed to protect user pri-
vacy and obtain consent. The included debates
were exclusively sourced from publicly accessible
YouTube videos released by participating institu-
tions with debaters’ consent. The corpus does not
reveal any extra personal data that was not already
published publicly. The textual transcripts contain
no direct user IDs or handles. Furthermore, the
educational institutions that originally published the
footage were contacted regarding the research use
of this content. Only recordings that we received
consent to share in Munazarat 1.0 were included.
Those rigorous procedures ensure that, while maxi-
mizing the data’s research utility, we maintain partic-
ipant privacy and ethics in compiling and releasing
this corpus.
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Abstract
Wikipedia articles (content pages) are commonly used corpora in Natural Language Processing (NLP) research,
especially in low-resource languages other than English. Yet, a few research studies have studied the three Arabic
Wikipedia editions, Arabic Wikipedia (AR), Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia (ARZ), and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia (ARY),
and documented issues in the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition regarding the massive automatic creation of its
articles using template-based translation from English to Arabic without human involvement, overwhelming the
Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia with articles that do not only have low-quality content but also with articles that do not
represent the Egyptian people, their culture, and their dialect. In this paper, we aim to mitigate the problem of
template translation that occurred in the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia by identifying these template-translated articles
and their characteristics through exploratory analysis and building automatic detection systems. We first explore
the content of the three Arabic Wikipedia editions in terms of density, quality, and human contributions and utilize
the resulting insights to build multivariate machine learning classifiers leveraging articles’ metadata to detect the
template-translated articles automatically. We then publicly deploy and host the best-performing classifier, XGBoost,
as an online application called Egyptian Wikipedia Scanner♣ and release the extracted, filtered, and labeled
datasets to the research community to benefit from our datasets and the online, web-based detection system.

Keywords: Arabic, Egyptian, Moroccan, Wikipedia, Template Translation, Multivariate Classification

1. Introduction

Wikipedia articles are widely used as pre-training
datasets for many Natural Language Processing
(NLP) tasks like language modeling (language
models) and word representation (word embed-
ding models) tasks, especially for low-resource lan-
guages like Arabic, due to its large collection of
multilingual content and its vast array of metadata
that can be quantified and compared (Mittermeier
et al., 2021). However, not all Wikipedia articles are
organically produced by native speakers of those
languages; while humans have naturally generated
some articles in those languages, many others
have been automatically generated using bots or
automatically translated from high-resourced lan-
guages like English without human revision using
off-the-shelf automatic translation tools like Google
Translate1 (Hautasaari, 2013; Nisioi et al., 2016;
Baker, 2022; Alshahrani et al., 2022; Johnson and
Lescak, 2022; Bhattacharjee and Giner, 2022; Wiki-
media Foundation, 2022).

A few researchers have addressed this issue and
highlighted its implications for NLP systems and
tasks. For example, Alshahrani et al. (2022) have
studied the three Arabic Wikipedia editions, Arabic
Wikipedia (AR), Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia (ARZ),
and Moroccan Arabic Wikipedia (ARY), and docu-
mented issues in the Egyptian Wikipedia with au-
tomatic creation/generation and translation of con-

♣https://hf.co/spaces/Egyptian-Wikipedia-Scanner.
1Google Translate: https://translate.google.com.

tent pages from English without human supervision.
They stressed that these issues could substantially
affect the performance and accuracy of Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) trained from these corpora,
producing models that lack the cultural richness
and meaningful representation of native speakers.
In another research work by the same authors, they
investigated the performance implications of using
inorganic, unrepresentative corpora, mainly gen-
erated through automated techniques such as bot
generation or automated template-based transla-
tion, to train a few masked language models and
word embedding models. They found that models
trained on bot-generated or template-translated arti-
cles underperformed the models trained on human-
generated articles and underscored that, for good
NLP performance, researchers need both large
and organic corpora (Alshahrani et al., 2023a).

In this paper, we solely focus on the problem of
template translation that took place in the Egyptian
Arabic Wikipedia edition, where a few registered
users employed simple templates to translate more
than one million content pages (articles) from En-
glish to Arabic using Google Translate, all without
translation error checking or culture misrepresenta-
tion verification, disregarding the consequences of
using such poor articles (Baker, 2022; Das, 2020;
Alshahrani et al., 2022; Agrawal et al., 2023; Al-
Khalifa et al., 2024; Thompson et al., 2024). We
first explore the three Arabic Wikipedia editions’
content in terms of density, quality, and human
contributions, highlighting how the template-based
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translation occurred on the Egyptian Wikipedia pro-
duces unrepresentative content. We second, at-
tempt to build powerful multivariate machine learn-
ing classifiers leveraging corpus/articles’ metadata
to detect the template-translated articles automat-
ically. We then deploy and publicly host the best-
performing classifier, XGBoost, so researchers,
practitioners, and other users can benefit from our
online, web-based detection system. We lastly ar-
gue that practices such as template translations
could not only impact the performance of models
trained on these template-translated articles but
also could misrepresent the native speakers and
their culture and do not echo their views, beliefs,
opinions, or perspectives.

2. Exploratory Analysis

We explore, in the following subsections, the three
Arabic Wikipedia editions, Arabic Wikipedia (AR),
Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia (ARZ), and Moroccan
Arabic Wikipedia (ARY), regarding their articles’
content in terms of density, quality, and human
contributions.

2.1. Analysis Setup
We follow the same methodology Alshahrani et al.
(2023a) used to quantify the bot-generated articles,
but we, here, utilize the Wikimedia XTools API2 to
collect all Arabic Wikipedia editions’ articles’ meta-
data; specifically, we collect the total edits, total
editors, top editors, total bytes, total characters, to-
tal words, creator name, and creation date for each
article. We use the complete Wikipedia dumps of
each Arabic Wikipedia edition, downloaded on the
1st of January 2024 (Wikimedia, 2024) and pro-
cessed using the Gensim Python library (Řehůřek
and Sojka, 2010). We also use Wikipedia’s “List
Users” service3 to retrieve the full list of bots in each
Arabic Wikipedia edition to measure the bot and
human contributions to each article.

2.2. Shallow Content
We, in this subsection, study the density of the con-
tent of the three Arabic Wikipedia editions, highlight-
ing general statistics and token/character length
distributions per Arabic Wikipedia edition.

2.2.1. Summary Statistics

We shed light on a few general statistics of the
three Arabic Wikipedia editions regarding their total
articles, total extracted articles, corpus size, total

2XTools API: https://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/XTools.
3https://{WIKI}.wikipedia.org/wiki/Special:ListUsers.

bytes, total characters, and total tokens, highlight-
ing the minimum, maximum, and mean values of
the three articles’ metadata: total bytes, total char-
acters, and total tokens.4 From Table 1, it is notable
that the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia has a greater
number of total articles than the Arabic Wikipedia
(which is generally believed to be more organically
generated), with almost 400K articles, yet as we
will discuss later in Table 3, this number of total ar-
ticles does not reflect true measurements of organ-
ically generated contributions since all three Arabic
Wikipedia editions include substantial bot genera-
tion and template translation activities (Baker, 2022;
Alshahrani et al., 2022, 2023b). We employ the
Gensim Python library to parse and extract the tex-
tual content (articles) from each Wikipedia dump
file. However, since the library discards any arti-
cles with less than 50 tokens/words, all three Arabic
Wikipedia editions lost many articles. For example,
the Egyptian Wikipedia lost nearly 741K (46%) of
its articles, whereas the Moroccan Wikipedia and
the Arabic Wikipedia lost 2.9K (30%) and 346K
(28%) of their articles, respectively. This loss of
articles exhibits how the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia
contains almost half of its total articles under 50
tokens per article, indicating that it has more lim-
ited and shallow content and reflecting the template
translation that occurred on its articles.

2.2.2. Token/Character Length Distribution

We visualize, in Figure 1, the token and charac-
ter distributions for each Arabic Wikipedia edition
by plotting the tokens per article and characters
per article with the mean lines for each Arabic
Wikipedia edition. We observe that the Egyptian
Wikipedia length distributions (token and charac-
ter) are less dense than the Arabic Wikipedia and
Moroccan Wikipedia, and a notable number of
articles in the Egyptian Wikipedia are below the
mean line/threshold, exhibiting that the Egyptian
Wikipedia has unusually smaller and shorter arti-
cles than other Arabic Wikipedia editions. Surely,
the Egyptian Wikipedia has more articles than the
other Arabic Wikipedia editions, but it does have
the lowest mean values of the total of characters
and total of tokens/words, 610 and 100, respec-
tively, compared to the mean values of the Arabic
Wikipedia and the Moroccan Wikipedia, as shown
in Table 1. These observations signal that the tem-
plate translation that happened on its articles does
not produce rich, dense, and long content but only
produces poor, limited, and shallow content.

4We use the Wikimedia Statistics service,
https://stats.wikimedia.org, to retrieve the total ar-
ticles (content pages) for each Arabic Wikipedia edition,
whereas the other statistics are generated from the
extracted articles from each Arabic Wikipedia edition.
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Wikipedia Total
Articles

Extracted
Articles

Corpus
Size

Total Bytes Total Characters Total Tokens
Min Max Mean Min Max Mean Min⋆ Max Mean

Arabic (AR) 1,226,784 880,334 2.6GB 6,424,572,842 1,564,243,778 264,761,062
488 1,419,547 7,297 200 334,464 1,776 50 56,395 300

Egyptian (ARZ) 1,621,745 736,158 766MB 1,525,938,072 449,449,693 74,277,188
515 1,217,036 2,072 233 399,641 610 50 74,009 100

Moroccan (ARY) 9,659 6,754 11MB 25,109,824 6,802,694 1,153,946
646 105,009 3,717 248 32,853 1,007 50 5,635 170

Table 1: General statistics of the three Arabic Wikipedia editions in terms of total articles, total extracted
articles, corpus/articles size, total bytes, total characters, and total tokens. ⋆As a result of the Gensim
Python library discarding articles with tokens/words less than 50, all minimum tokens of articles are 50.
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Figure 1: Visualizations of tokens and characters per article for each Arabic Wikipedia edition, displaying
the total tokens and characters on the y-axes and articles on the x-axes, with plotting the mean lines.

2.3. Poor Quality Content
We study the quality of the Arabic Wikipedia edi-
tions’ content regarding lexical richness and diver-
sity and the most common and duplicate n-grams.

2.3.1. Lexical Richness/Diversity

We use the terms lexical richness and lexical diver-
sity equivalently and interchangeably in this study,
as Daller et al. (2003) suggested. To measure the
lexical richness and diversity, we first compute the
total tokens and unique tokens per Arabic Wikipedia
edition, and second, we utilize three simple but
widely used lexical richness metrics: Type-Token
Ratio (TTR) (Chotlos, 1944; Templin, 1957), Root
Type-Token Ratio (RTTR) (Guiraud, 1954, 1959),
and Corrected Type-Token Ratio (CTTR) (Carroll,
1964). Yet, as many have emphasized, like Mc-
Carthy (2005), we find that these metrics are not
often precise and sometimes erroneous and do not
reflect the true lexical richness and diversity of a cor-
pus. For example, we observe that the TTRs of Ara-
bic Wikipedia and Egyptian Wikipedia are identical,
and the RTTRs and CTTRs of Egyptian Wikipedia
and Moroccan Wikipedia are similar, despite the
massive difference between the Arabic Wikipedia
editions’ corpora in terms of the lexicon size and vo-

cabulary size, as shown in Table 2. Therefore, we
adopt an advanced metric to measure the lexical
richness and diversity called ‘Measure of Textual
Lexical Diversity (MTLD)’, introduced by Mccarthy
and Jarvis (2010). We utilize the LexicalRich-
ness Python library’s implementation of the MTLD
metric with a default factor size of 0.720 (Shen,
2022). We find that the results are consistent with
the other metrics, as reported in Table 2, in that the
Moroccan Wikipedia has the best lexical richness
and diversity among the three Arabic Wikipedia edi-
tions, where the Arabic Wikipedia comes second,
and Egyptian Wikipedia comes in last, document-
ing the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia corpus is not
lexically rich and diverse, which we attribute to the
template-based translation took place on its articles
(content pages).

2.3.2. Most Common/Duplicate N-Grams

We generate n-grams from each Arabic Wikipedia
corpus, where n={1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 50}, to highlight the
common and duplicate n-grams. We hypothesize
that the higher the count of n-grams in an Arabic
Wikipedia corpus, especially when n={5, 10, 50},
the more we can detect templates used in the tem-
plate translation activities in the Arabic Wikipedia
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Wikipedia Total
Tokens

Unique
Tokens

Type-Token
Ratio (TTR)

Root Type
Token Ratio (RTTR)

Corrected Type
Token Ratio (CTTR)

Measure of Textual
Lexical Diversity (MTLD)

Arabic (AR) 264,777,392 2,867,782 0.010 176.24 124.62 71.20
Egyptian (ARZ) 74,278,320 759,519 0.010 88.12 62.31 45.69
Moroccan (ARY) 1,154,058 94,827 0.082 88.27 62.41 89.77

Table 2: Calculations of four lexical richness and diversity metrics, TTR, RTTR, CTTR, and MTLD,
accompanied with total tokens (lexicon) and unique tokens (vocabulary) for each Arabic Wikipedia edition.

editions, specifically in the Egyptian Wikipedia. We
notice that n-grams in the Egyptian Wikipedia have
very large counts compared to the Arabic and Mo-
roccan Wikipedia editions, as shown in Tables 9
and 10 in Appendix A.5 In Figure 2, we visualize
the log values of the top K=1 counts of common
and duplicate n-grams generated from each Ara-
bic Wikipedia corpus, where n={1, 2, 3, . . . , 50},
and we observe that all the n-grams in all the Ara-
bic Wikipedia editions exhibit exponential decay,
drastically (like Arabic Wikipedia) or gradually (like
Egyptian Wikipedia and Moroccan Wikipedia). Yet,
the large counts of Egyptian Wikipedia’s n-grams
when n>={5} do not decline exponentially but lin-
early, suggesting that there is an anomaly in the
Egyptian Wikipedia corpus, where the n-grams of
the normally generated corpus by humans usually
factorially decreases, as the n value increases. We
believe the template-based translation on the Egyp-
tian Wikipedia creates such an anomaly, as many
parts/grams/phrases of templates used in the trans-
lation are duplicated repeatedly in its corpus.
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Figure 2: Counts of top common/duplicate n-grams
of each Arabic Wikipedia edition; log values/counts
are only for top K=1 common/duplicate n-grams.

2.4. Misleading Human Involvement
We shed light on the human involvement across
the three Arabic Wikipedia editions, specifically the
type of page creators and editors, debating how the
template translation activities could produce mis-
leading metadata regarding human involvement.

5We further analyze the 5-grams and 10-grams of
each Arabic Wikipedia edition in Appendix A.

2.4.1. List of Contributors

We collect all the page creators for each article in
the Arabic Wikipedia editions, count the number of
their contributions (article creations), and catego-
rize them into bots and humans. As shown in Table
3, it is clear that the Arabic Wikipedia and Moroc-
can Wikipedia suffer from mass auto-creation of
articles by bots, especially by the ‘JarBot’, which
has created nearly 260K articles (29.31%) in the
Arabic Wikipedia, and the ‘DarijaBot’, which has
created nearly 3.2K articles (34%) in the Moroc-
can Wikipedia.6 However, the worst of all is
the unguided, unreviewed, unsupervised template
translation of articles from English in the Egyptian
Wikipedia by registered users, largely by two regis-
tered users, ‘HitomiAkane’ and ‘Al-Dandoon’, who
have created more than 1.4M articles (88.57%) and
113K articles (6.99%), respectively.7

2.4.2. Type of Contributors

We calculate the percentage of creators and edi-
tors of articles (bots and humans) in each Arabic
Wikipedia edition. We use the absolute count of
page creators and classify the creators based on
their types, bots or humans, while with the page
editors, we calculate the percentage using the total
number of editors on each article and set a thresh-
old of 50%, where if an article was edited by more
than 50% by bots, we then consider this article a
bot-edited, and vice versa. As shown in Figure
3, we see bots often create articles side-by-side
with humans in the Arabic Wikipedia (31.5%) and
Moroccan Wikipedia (22.30%) editions, which is
normal and permitted to a certain degree accord-
ing to Wikipedia’s bot policy (Wikipedia, 2024b).
However, in the Egyptian Wikipedia edition, we
observe that its articles are 100% created by hu-
mans, i.e., registered users, and this percentage
is misleading given that 42.72% of its articles are

6These two bots, ‘JarBot’ and ‘DarijaBot’, have ap-
proval from Wikimedia to operate on the Arabic Wikipedia
and the Moroccan Wikipedia (Wikidata, 2024b,a).

7These two registered users were local admins of the
Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia edition until their permissions
were revoked in May 2020 by the Stewards, the global
admins of the Wikipedia project, for their abuse of ad-
min permissions and their massive unsupervised and
unauthorized creation of articles (Wikipedia, 2020).

8Wikiscan Statistics service: https://wikiscan.org.
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Wikipedia \ Rank (percentage) 1st (%) 2nd (%) 3rd (%) 4th (%) 5th (%)

Arabic (AR)
Name JarBot Mr. Ibrahem é<Ë @ PAg. ElphiBot Majed
Count 359,677 (29.31%) 52,222 (4.25%) 43,691 (3.56%) 42,669 (3.47%) 26,228 (2.13%)
Type Bot Human Human Bot Human

Egyptian (ARZ)
Name HitomiAkane Al-Dandoon Raafat Ghaly 10øYÔg
Count 1,436,430 (88.57%) 113,468 (6.99% ) 18,334 (1.13%) 7,212 (0.44%) 2,720 (0.16%)
Type Human Human Human Human Human

Moroccan (ARY)
Name DarijaBot Tifratin Ideophagous Sedrati Rachidourkia
Count 3,285 (34%) 1,302 (13.47%) 1,231 (12.74%) 765 (7.92%) 540 (5.59%)
Type Bot Human Human Human Human

Table 3: Top five page creators in the Arabic Wikipedia editions, highlighting their types (bots or humans)
and how many articles they have created until March 1st, 2024, according to Wikiscan Statistics service.8

automatically template-translated from English to
Arabic using templates without human supervision
or intervention, as documented by Baker (2022)
and Alshahrani et al. (2022).

3. Experimental Setup

We, here, attempt to build classifiers to identify and
mitigate the impacts of the template-translated ar-
ticles on the Egyptian Wikipedia edition since it
particularly suffers from template translations, as
documented by Alshahrani et al. (2022). We first ex-
tract all articles with their metadata, split the articles
into two categories: before and after the template-
based translation occurred, and lastly, label, prepro-
cess, and encode these categorized articles using
Arabic pre-trained models.

3.1. Dataset Filtrating and Labeling
We follow a few heuristic rules to classify Egyp-
tian Wikipedia into articles created before and after
the massive template-based translation activities
related to creation dates, total edits, and types of
creators and editors. We take insights from our ex-
ploratory analysis, section 2, the Wikimedia Statis-
tics service, and the previous research works that
documented the template translation activities in
the Egyptian Wikipedia (Baker, 2022; Alshahrani
et al., 2022; Wikimedia Statistics, 2024), to craft
these rules, specifically when selecting the dates.

Category Total
Total Articles (both categories) 736,107

Articles Before Template Translation 11,126
Articles After Template Translation 155,275

Uncategorized Articles 569,706

Table 4: Statistics of filtered articles after applying
our heuristic filtration rules, displaying the totals.

We list the heuristic rules for filtering the arti-
cles created before and after the translations in Ap-
pendix B, where we employ more rigorous heuristic
rules to filter the articles created after the template
translation appeared on the Egyptian Wikipedia. In
Table 4, we show the statistics of our rule-based

filtration process. We then randomly select 10K
articles from each category to train a multivariate
machine learning classifier to detect the template-
based translations automatically. We lastly label
the articles before translation as ‘human-generated’
articles since all articles are created by registered
users and label the articles after translation as
‘template-translated’ articles.

3.2. Dataset Preprocessing
We lightly preprocess the filtered articles by replac-
ing all non-alphanumeric and non-Arabic charac-
ters with white spaces and normalizing the extra
unnecessary whitespaces to one whitespace. We
do not apply stemming, lemmatization, or any Ara-
bic text normalization on the articles to have organic
content (articles) as much as possible.

3.3. Dataset Encoding
We use two different types of embedding
techniques to encode the randomly selected
20K articles separately: pre-trained Egyptian
Arabic context-independent word embeddings
(Word2Vec) of the size of 300 dimensions
from Spark-NLP Python library9 and context-
dependent word embeddings (contextual) of the
size of 768 dimensions produced by utilizing the
pre-trained CAMeLBERT-Mix POS-EGY model10

(Inoue et al., 2021) as our feature extraction model.
The goal is to test with different embedding tech-
niques to maximize the performance of our multi-
variate machine learning classifiers and investigate
how the type and size of the word embeddings
would affect their performance.

4. Template Translation Detection

We experiment with a few supervised classification
algorithms and unsupervised clustering algorithms

9Word2Vec Embeddings in Egyptian Arabic (300d):
https://sparknlp.org/2022/03/14/w2v_cc_300d_arz_3_0.

10CAMeLBERT-Mix POS-EGY model:
https://huggingface.co/CAMeL-Lab/bert-base-arabic-
camelbert-mix-pos-egy.
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Figure 3: Visualizations displaying the percentage of article creators and editors in terms of their types,
bots, and humans, and their number of contributions (article creations) in each Arabic Wikipedia edition.

to determine which approach and algorithm will
best solve our template-based translation problem.

4.1. Input Features Extraction
We aim to leverage the metadata of corpus, i.e.,
articles, collected using Wikimedia services to de-
tect the template-translated articles in the Egyp-
tian Wikipedia edition. Besides utilizing pre-trained
Word2Vec and CAMeLBERT word embeddings as
input features, we also include the metadata we col-
lect about every article: total edits, total editors, to-
tal bytes, total characters (charts), and total words.
Overall, we test the machine learning algorithms’
performance using three input features: only em-
beddings, only metadata, or both (metadata and
embeddings), as illustrated in Figure 4.

4.2. Metadata Ablation Studies
We perform two ablation studies for each machine
learning algorithm (classification and clustering) to
determine the best metadata features to include in
the input features. We first test each metadata fea-
ture’s performance individually and then combine
two, three, and all metadata features consecutively.

4.3. Classification Algorithms
We select five supervised classification algorithms
to solve our multivariate classification problem: Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) (Fan et al., 2008), Sup-
port Vector Machine (SVM) (Chang and Lin, 2011),
Gaussian Naive Bayes (GNB) (Pedregosa et al.,
2011), Random Forests (RF) (Breiman, 2001), and
XGBoost (eXtreme Gradient Boosting) (XGBoost,
2024). We, in the next subsections, discuss the
experimental setups and the performance results
of these supervised machine learning classifiers.

4.3.1. Classification Experimental Setup

We split the randomly selected 20K articles into
training (80%) and testing (20%) splits with data
shuffling and stratification enabled to ensure that
the training and test splits are randomized and have
the same proportion of each class. We further eval-
uate our classifiers using the accuracy metric with
the Stratified K-Folds Cross-Validation technique,
where we set the number of folds K=5, ensuring
every fold has a representative class distribution.

4.3.2. Results of Classification Ablations

We report, in Table 5, the evaluation accuracy re-
sults on the testing splits of our metadata ablations.
We can see that all machine learning classifiers
achieve excellent (100%) to very good performance
(100%>accuracy>90%) with the total edits and total
editors separated or combined. In contrast, meta-
data features like the total bytes, total characters,
and total words perform from fairly to poorly and, un-
fortunately, decrease the overall performance of all
metadata features combined with some classifiers
like SVM. Generally, we observe that the ensem-
ble classifiers (RF and XGBoost) outperform the
other classifiers even with the metadata features
that contribute less to the classifiers’ learning.

4.3.3. Results of Classification Algorithms

We show, in Table 6, the evaluation accuracy
scores on the testing splits of the multivariate ma-
chine learning classifiers studied, demonstrating
how the classifiers would perform with three in-
put features: two embedding styles (Word2Vec or
CAMeLBERT), corpus/articles metadata, and both
embeddings and metadata combined. Here, we de-
cided to include all the articles’ metadata, not only
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Word2Vec 300 or 
BERT 768 Vectors

Total Edits, Total Editors, Total 
Bytes, Total Charts, Total Words

300 or 768 Vectors AND Total Edits, Total 
Editors, Total Bytes, Total Charts, Total Words

Embeddings Metadata Embeddings + Metadata

Input Features

Figure 4: A basic process chart demonstrating the studied input features: embeddings (two word
embeddings of sizes 300 or 768), metadata (five metadata of articles), or both (embeddings + metadata).

Classifier Metadata
A B C D E A+B C+D+E All

Logistic Regression 100 100 88.30 83.85 84.67 100 89.03 98.42
Support Vector Machine 90.30 100 87.95 83.60 83.95 99.78 87.62 87.75

Naive Bayes 100 100 82.00 74.28 78.00 100 80.50 99.60
Random Forest 100 100 86.17 82.23 84.80 100 91.25 100

XGBoost 100 100 88.60 84.52 84.70 100 90.53 100

Table 5: Accuracies of metadata ablations of the studied classifiers. Encoded columns denote metadata
features as follows: A) total edits, B) total editors, C) total bytes, D) total characters, and E) total words.

Classifier Embeddings Metadata Both (Embeddings + Metadata)
Word2Vec CAMeLBERT Word2Vec CAMeLBERT

Logistic Regression 91.22 99.30 98.42 99.40 100
Support Vector Machine 99.02 98.45 87.75 87.90 87.90

Naive Bayes 88.90 95.17 99.60 99.60 99.52
Random Forest 98.08 98.17 100 100 99.95

XGBoost 98.28 98.78 100 100 100

Table 6: Accuracies of the machine learning classifiers studied, showing their performance with different
input features: two embedding styles, corpus metadata, and both embeddings and metadata combined.

the features that performed well in our ablation stud-
ies, to diversify the classifiers’ learning and ensure
that each category of the Egyptian Wikipedia arti-
cles (human-generated and template-translated)
is well-represented. We report, again, that the
SVM classification algorithm underperforms all the
other algorithms and find that the metadata fea-
tures present a bottleneck performance for it (i.e.,
highly variable features). We attribute the poor
performance to the complex, multivariate nature
of the dataset, specifically, the high variability of
the metadata features like the total bytes, words,
and characters, as seen in Table 5.11 On the other
bright side, we find that ensemble classification
algorithms like RF and XGBoost excel and outper-
form the traditional, single classification algorithms
due to their ability to overcome noise, bias, and vari-
ance; the RF algorithm uses the bagging technique,
and XGBoost algorithm uses boosting technique
to handle such technical challenges.12

11We handled the dataset noise through our filtration
process and the bias by balancing the dataset classes,
yet the dataset variance is challenging due to the high
dispersion in metadata features collected.

12As an online application, we deploy our best clas-
sifier, XGBoost, with input features of metadata and
CAMeLBERT embeddings. See Appendix C for details.

4.4. Clustering Algorithms
We explore three different unsupervised cluster-
ing algorithms to solve the template-based trans-
lation problem: K-Means (Wu, 2012), Hierarchical
Agglomerative (Zepeda-Mendoza and Resendis-
Antonio, 2013), and DBSCAN (Density-Based Spa-
tial Clustering of Applications with Noise) (Ester
et al., 1996). We, in the following, discuss the ex-
perimental setups and the performance results of
these unsupervised machine learning clusterers.

4.4.1. Clustering Experimental Setup

We feed the unsupervised clustering algorithms all
the randomly selected 20K articles after removing
the labels without splitting them due to their nature.
We set the number of clusters to K=2 since our
dataset only has two categories (human-generated
and template-translated). We further evaluate our
clusterers using the Silhouette coefficient with the
Euclidean distance, a widely used internal evalua-
tion metric to measure how cohesive and separated
the clusters are, based on the distances or similari-
ties between the data points, i.g., articles.13

13Values of the Silhouette coefficient are always be-
tween 1 and -1. We apply a percentage normalization
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4.4.2. Results of Clustering Ablations

We report the Silhouette scores of our metadata
ablation studies in Table 7. We can see that all
machine learning clusterers achieve great perfor-
mance with the total bytes, total characters, and
total words, separated or combined, except for the
DBSCAN algorithm. In contrast, metadata features
like the total edits and total editors perform from
fairly to poorly with K-Means and Hierarchical clus-
tering algorithms, except for the DBSCAN algorithm.
The results of these metadata ablations indicate
an opposite behavior from those discussed in sub-
section 4.3.2, where the previously weak metadata
features for the classification algorithms, like the
total bytes, words, and characters, became strong
metadata features for the clustering algorithms in-
stead of the total edits and editors, which were
previously strong. Generally, the K-Means and Hi-
erarchical clustering algorithms outperform the DB-
SCAN algorithm even with the metadata features
that contribute more to the clusterers’ learning.

4.4.3. Results of Clustering Algorithms

We show, in Table 8, the Silhouette scores of the
machine learning clusterers studied, demonstrat-
ing how the unsupervised clusterers would perform
with three input features: two embedding styles
(Word2Vec or CAMeLBERT), corpus/articles meta-
data, and both embeddings and metadata com-
bined. We, here, fit all the articles’ metadata, not
only the features that performed well in our ab-
lation studies, to diversify the clusterers’ learning
and ensure that each class of the Egyptian Arabic
Wikipedia articles (human-generated and template-
translated) is included. We report that all the cluster-
ing algorithms perform poorly with the word embed-
dings as features, whereas the metadata features
present a performance improvement. We assume
clustering the word embeddings is challenging, es-
pecially with their large dimensionality; Word2Vec’s
size is 300, and CAMeLBERT’s is 768. Overall,
the unsupervised clustering algorithms underper-
form the supervised classification algorithms, yet
we can confirm that the clustering algorithms do
better with low-dimensionality features like articles’
metadata, even though they introduce high-variable
and dispersed features.

5. Discussion

We discuss three negative implications of the un-
guided, unreviewed, unsupervised template-based
translation from English to Arabic on the Egyptian
Wikipedia articles: societal, representation, and

(multiply values by 100) when reporting the values to
draw a head-to-head comparison between algorithms.

performance implications. On the societal implica-
tions, we argue that using off-the-shelf-translation
tools like Google Translate, which is widely known
for its social problems like gender, cultural, and
religious biases and stereotypes, could not only
cause linguistic and grammatical errors but also am-
plify these social risks like biases and stereotypes
(Prates et al., 2020; Ullmann and Saunders, 2021;
Lopez-Medel, 2021; Naik et al., 2023; Al-Khalifa
et al., 2024). Many researchers have emphasized
how unsupervised translations are prone to seri-
ous gender bias issues, like producing translations
with inaccurate gender, that could impact native
speakers. For example, Stanovsky et al. (2019)
have automatically evaluated the gender bias for
eight highly-gendered languages like Arabic and
found that a few popular industrial and academic
machine translation systems (like Google Trans-
late and Microsoft Translator14) were significantly
prone to gender-biased translation errors for all
tested target languages. We believe those machine
translation systems are greatly beneficial tools, yet
they should not be used to naively, directly, or auto-
matically translate content without human review,
especially if the content is related to the societal
representation of Arabic native speakers.

On the representation implications, we argue
that such automatic template-based translations
without humans in the loop could misrepresent the
Egyptian Arabic native speakers, where instead
of the Egyptian people enriching the content of
Wikipedia by sharing their voices, opinions, knowl-
edge, perspectives, and experiences, a couple of
registered users automated the creation and trans-
lation of more than a million and a half million arti-
cles (95.56%) from English on their behalf without
supervision or revision of the translated articles, dis-
regarding that the main goal of Wikipedia is to be
written by the people to the people (Cohen, 2008).
Another troubling drawback of such a practice is the
cultural misrepresentation of the Egyptian people
and their culture, where the unfiltered and unsu-
pervised translation from English could introduce
content that is not representative of the culture of
native speakers. Lastly, we argue that including
culturally unrepresentative articles from the Egyp-
tian Arabic Wikipedia in pre-training corpora for
language models could present cultural implica-
tions and generate culturally misaligned outputs
from these models, where the majority of Arabic
and multilingual language models have been funda-
mentally pre-trained on Wikipedia dumps like Jais
and Jais-chat (Sengupta et al., 2023), AraMUS (Al-
ghamdi et al., 2023), and JASMINE (Nagoudi et al.,
2023). We believe research works, like ours, that
automatically identify these template-translated ar-
ticles could promote data transparency and help

14Microsoft Bing: https://www.bing.com/translator.
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Clusterer Metadata
A B C D E A+B C+D+E All

K-Means 82.68 78.32 97.10 96.46 96.39 81.77 96.89 96.89
Hierarchical 86.85 81.42 97.10 97.37 97.32 82.28 96.08 97.52

DBSCAN 97.80 99.62 37.20 67.58 89.79 77.11 68.35 68.33

Table 7: Silhouette scores of the metadata ablations of the studied clusterers. Encoded columns denote
metadata features: A) total edits, B) total editors, C) total bytes, D) total characters, and E) total words.

Clusterer Embeddings Metadata Both (Embeddings + Metadata)
Word2Vec CAMeLBERT Word2Vec CAMeLBERT

K-Means 12.50 14.95 96.89 96.89 96.89
Hierarchica 11.79 10.82 97.52 96.77 96.77

DBSCAN 61.64 8.43 68.33 68.34 68.68

Table 8: Silhouette scores of the machine learning clusterers studied, showing their performance with
different features: two embedding styles, corpus/articles metadata, and both embeddings and metadata.

researchers make an informed decision about what
to include in their pre-training datasets/corpora.

On the performance implications, we argue that
the template-based translations that occurred on
the Egyptian Wikipedia produce not only short and
shallow articles, where we have reported that nearly
46% of the Egyptian Wikipedia articles are less than
50 tokens/words and recognized a large number
of duplicate n-grams due to the templates used
in translations, but also articles that lack lexical
richness and diversity, where we have found that
the Egyptian Wikipedia scored the worst among
other Arabic Wikipedia editions in the MTLD metric.
These poorly translated articles could negatively
impact the performance of language models and
NLP tasks that are trained on them. One research
that supports our claim is the recent work of Al-
shahrani et al. (2023a), where they documented
that models trained on the template-translated arti-
cles of the Egyptian Wikipedia performed the worst
when compared with the models trained on the
Arabic Wikipedia articles. Finally, we recommend
excluding the unfiltered template-translated articles
from Egyptian Wikipedia from training datasets to
mitigate their negative societal, representation, and
performance implications and encourage using au-
tomatic detection systems, like ours, to identify such
articles that are not only mispicturing the Egyptian
people and their culture but also affecting the per-
formance of language models and NLP tasks.

6. Limitations

We leverage five metadata of articles of different
sizes (total edits, total editors, total bytes, total char-
acters, and total words) and then append them
to two types of word embeddings (Word2Vec and
CAMeLBERT) of sizes of 300 or 768 vectors to
build powerful classifiers, yet concatenating all
these different features could produce highly vari-

able features due to the high dispersion between
the extracted input features, which could present
a performance challenge for our proposed auto-
matic detection system and could increase the non-
deterministic behavior of its classifiers.

7. Conclusion

We attempt to mitigate the template translations on
the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia by identifying these
template-translated articles and their characteris-
tics through exploratory analysis and developing
automatic detection systems. We first investigate
the content of the three Arabic Wikipedia editions in
terms of density, quality, and human contributions
and use such insights to build powerful multivari-
ate machine learning classifiers leveraging articles’
metadata to detect template-translated articles au-
tomatically; we find that the supervised classifica-
tion algorithms are better than the unsupervised
clustering algorithms. We then publicly deploy the
best-performing classifier, XGBoost, as an applica-
tion and release the extracted, filtered, labeled, and
preprocessed datasets to the community to benefit
from our datasets and the online detection system.

Reproducibility

We share our labeled datasets, code and
scripts of the exploratory analysis, and the mul-
tivariate machine learning classifiers on GitHub
at https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/
leveraging-corpus-metadata.
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A. Analysis of N-Grams

We analyze the 5-grams and 10-grams closely
since they are suitable, not long or short. The n-
grams in the Egyptian Wikipedia are very large
compared to the Arabic and Moroccan Wikipedia
editions, as indicated in Tables 9 and 10. Plus, it
is noticeable that these counts do not decay ex-
ponentially as they normally should (the larger the
n-gram size, the smaller the n-grams’ count) but
linearly and slowly (all near 222K even with differ-
ent sizes of n-grams), suggesting this abnormal
decay is a symptom of the template translations
that Egyptian Wikipedia suffered from, where some
grams/parts/phrases from the used templates are
frequently and constantly repeated.

We additionally observe that most of the top ten
5-grams and 10-grams of the Moroccan Wikipedia
edition are predominantly non-Arabic grams, which
seems in a format of the Wikitext Markup Language
(Wikipedia, 2024a), as exhibited in Tables 9, 10,
and 11. We further investigate this issue by testing
our parsing code scripts and find that it does not
occur when parsing articles from the other two Ara-
bic Wikipedia editions, Arabic (AR) and Egyptian
(ARZ), using the same code scripts; it only surfaces
when parsing the Moroccan Wikipedia articles. We
attribute this issue to either leaking Wikipedia tem-
plates used to create articles or insert images into
articles or an issue with the method used to dump
and compress Moroccan Wikipedia articles. We
urge the global and local admins of the Moroccan
Wikipedia edition to investigate this issue, which
could affect not only the Moroccan Wikipedia con-
tent but also the performance of perspective NLP
models and tasks trained on such content.

B. Heuristic Filtration Rules

We list the heuristic filtration rules used to filter the
articles before and after the template-based trans-
lation in the Egyptian Wikipedia edition and further
shed light on the effectiveness of each enforced
rule. We demonstrate, in Figures 5 and 6, the effec-
tiveness of the implemented rule-based filtration.
We can see that our heuristic filtration rules are
practical, as each rule consecutively and rigorously
filters out unfit articles that do not meet the heuristic
filtration rules.

∗Heuristic filtration rules for before the translation:

1. Include articles created before 2019-12-01.

2. Include articles with more than five edits.

3. Include articles with more than three editors.

4. Include articles with greater than or equal to
50% human editors.

Rule #1
27,701

Rule #2
21,503

Rule #3
15,667

Rule #4
11,126

Effectiveness of Heuristic Filtration Rules for Articles Before  Translation

Figure 5: A treemap showing the effectiveness of
the heuristic rules for articles before the template-
based translation in Egyptian Wikipedia, highlight-
ing the number of articles filtered out by each rule.

∗ Heuristic filtration rules for after the translation:

1. Include articles created between 2019-12-1
and 2023-12-01 and discard young articles
with an age of less than 30 days (2023-12-1
and 2024-1-1).

2. Include articles with less than five edits.

3. Include articles with less than three editors.

4. Include articles with greater than or equal to
50% bot editors.

5. Include articles created by these registered
users, ‘HitomiAkane’ and ‘Al-Dandoon’, who
overwhelmed the Egyptian Arabic Wikipedia
with massive auto-generated and template-
translated articles without human supervision.
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Table 9: Selected top three 5-grams from each Arabic Wikipedia edition with their English translations.
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Table 10: Selected top three 10-grams from each Arabic Wikipedia edition with their English translations.
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Table 11: A sample of a parsed article from Moroccan Wikipedia, showing the embedded Wiki markups.
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Rule #1
719,683

Rule #2
287,535

Rule #3
165,608

Rule #4
155,846

Rule #5
155,275

Effectiveness of Heuristic Filtration Rules for Articles After  Translation

Figure 6: A treemap showing the effectiveness of
the heuristic rules for articles after the template-
based translation in Egyptian Wikipedia, highlight-
ing the number of articles filtered out by each rule.

C. Egyptian Wikipedia Scanner

We evaluate our multivariate supervised machine
learning classifiers using metrics like accuracy and
ROC-AUC (Receiver Operating Characteristic Area
Under Curve). We then publicly deploy and host
our best classifier, XGBoost, which takes input fea-
tures of articles’ metadata and CAMeLBERT em-
beddings, as illustrated in Figures 7 and 8. We
include the articles’ metadata because we find that,
from our two ablation studies, metadata could be
practical and encode features useful for the clas-
sifier’s learning. We also choose CAMeLBERT
over Word2Vec word embeddings because CAMeL-
BERT’s embeddings take the context into account,
and Word2Vec’s embeddings are context-free and
need to be retrieved word by word and then aver-
aged for the whole article; this is not ideal.

We call this online application Egyptian
Wikipedia Scanner, where users can search for
an article directly or select a suggested article re-
trieved using fuzzy search from the Egyptian Ara-
bic Wikipedia edition.The application automatically
fetches the article’s metadata (using the Wikime-
dia XTools API), displays the fetched metadata
in a table, and automatically classifies the article
as ‘human-generated’ or ‘template-translated’. The
application also dynamically displays the full sum-
mary of the article and provides the URL to the
article to read the full text, as shown in Figure 9.

We utilize the Streamlit Framework15 to design,
host, and deploy the application on the free
Streamlit Community Cloud16 service, making it
publicly accessible to everyone at https://egyptian-
wikipedia-scanner.streamlit.app. We also host the
application on Hugging Face Spaces to avoid run-

15Streamlit Framework: https://streamlit.io.
16Streamlit Cloud: https://streamlit.io/cloud.

ning out of Streamlit Cloud free, limited resources:
https://huggingface.co/spaces/SaiedAlshahrani/Eg-
yptian-Wikipedia-Scanner. This online applica-
tion, Egyptian Wikipedia Scanner, is open-
sourced on GitHub with an MIT license, here:
https://github.com/SaiedAlshahrani/Egyptian-Wik-
ipedia-Scanner.
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Figure 7: Confusion matrix of the best, deployed
classifier, XGBoost, which takes input features of
articles’ metadata combined with CAMeLBERT’s
embeddings, showing the excellent performance
of this multivariate ensemble classifier.
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Figure 8: ROC curve of the best, deployed classi-
fier, XGBoost, which takes input features of articles’
metadata combined with CAMeLBERT’s embed-
dings, showing the excellent performance of this
multivariate ensemble classifier.
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Figure 9: A screenshot of the Egyptian Wikipedia Scanner, illustrating its capabilities and features.
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Abstract 
Although syntactic analysis using the sequence labeling method is promising, it can be problematic when the labels 
sequence does not contain a root label. This can result in errors in the final parse tree when the postprocessing method 
assumes the first word as the root. In this paper, we present a novel postprocessing method for BERT-based dependency 
parsing as sequence labeling. Our method leverages the root's part of speech tag to select a more suitable root for the 
dependency tree, instead of using the default first token. We conducted experiments on nine dependency treebanks from 
different languages and domains, and demonstrated that our technique consistently improves the labeled attachment score 
(LAS) on most of them. 

Keywords: Dependency Parsing, Sequence Labeling, Natural Language Processing, BERT, Transformers  

1. Introduction 
Dependency parsing is the task of identifying the 
syntactic structure of a sentence by assigning a head 
(parent) and a label to each word (child). Traditionally, 
this task has been approached using transition or 
graph-based methods, which rely on explicit parsing 
algorithms or auxiliary structures. However, it has 
been shown that dependency parsing can also be 
performed as a sequence-labeling problem (Lacroix, 
2019; Strzyz et al., 2019), where each word is 
associated with a label that encodes its head and 
syntactic information. Strzyz et al. (2019) show that 
this approach offers a good trade-off between parsing 
accuracy and speed as it leverages the efficiency of 
deep learning frameworks running on GPUs. 

One of the challenges of dependency parsing as 
sequence labeling is the postprocessing stage, which 
can introduce errors in the syntactic analysis. A 
common flaw in this stage is that if the parser does 
not assign any word a label to be the root of the parse 
tree, it selects the first word in the sentence as the 
head of the syntactic tree and updates the rest of the 
labels accordingly (Vilares et al. 2020). Al-Ghamdi et 
al. (2023) highlighted this issue and showed that it 
was the reason for some errors in the final syntactic 
results. 

In this work, we aim to reduce the effect of 
postprocessing on dependency parsing as sequence 
labeling. We propose a root part-of-speech (POS) 
identification as postprocessing method that predicts 
the root POS tag for a given sentence. Instead of 
choosing the first token of the sentence as the root 
when the parser fails to label a root, we choose the 
first token that has the predicted POS tag as the root. 
This way avoids some errors in the syntactic analysis.  

To apply the proposed method, a root POS identifier 
(RPI) was built by fine-tuning a BERT pretrained 
model for text classification to perform the proposed 
solution of identifying the root POS for a sentence. 
This work is an enhancement of a previous 
exploratory work that also attempted to build a root 
index identifier model, yet the model was not accurate 

enough to find the correct roots. The details of that 
exploration are beyond the scope of this paper and 
will be reported elsewhere. 

Our method was evaluated on nine different 
treebanks, and we showed that it could improve the 
Label attachment scores (LAS) and unlabeled 
attachment scores (UAS) of BERT-based 
dependency parsing for most parsers. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 
2 reviews the postprocessing for the parse trees and 
presents the RPI used in the proposed method. 
Section 3 describes the experiments setup, including 
the data sets and the baseline parser. Section 4 
reports and analyzes the results of our method and 
compares it with the baseline. Finally, Section 5 
concludes the paper with limitations and future work. 

2. Postprocessing with root POS 
identification 

The root's POS tag is the tag of the word that serves 
as the syntactic head of the parse tree for the 
sentence. It also can provide useful information for 
downstream tasks, such as parsing and semantic 
analysis. In this section, we propose a novel root POS 
identification method for postprocessing in the 
sequence labeling dependency parsing. The following 
two sub-sections explain the postprocessing steps of 
the parse tree and present the proposed RPI. 

2.1 The Postprocessing for Parse Trees 
The postprocessing implementation of Vilares et al. 
(2020) shows how to construct a parse tree from a 
labeled sequence, which is the output of the model. If 
the output labels do not include a root or a possible 
root, the first token in the sequence is assigned as the 
root node. The root is a token that has a head index 
of 0 and a relation label of the root. In contrast, the 
possible root is a token that has a head index that is 
not the root index but has a relation label of the root. 
Figure 1 shows an example of an output label 
sequence that does not include a root token but 
includes a possible root token. Token number 3 has a 
head index of -4, which means the fourth token to the 
left, but there are only three tokens to the left. 
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However, it has a relation label @root. Therefore, it is 
selected as the root node of the parse tree. 

Figure 1: An example of the output of labels that 

includes possible root. 

Instead of selecting the first token as the root node, 
we apply our novel postprocessing step that identifies 
the root POS tag for a given sequence. Then, we 
select the first token that has the predicted POS tag 
as the root node. For instance, in the example shown 
in Figure 2, the third token in the sequence was 
selected as the root node, because it was the first 
verb token, and the RPI predicted the root POS tag as 
a verb. 

Figure 2: An example of assigning root using RPI. 

To perform our proposed postprocessing step, we 
designed a simple but effective root POS identifier 
(RPI) based on BERT. It can recognize the POS tag 
of the syntactic root of the input sentence. We 
describe the details of BERT-based RPI in the next 
section. 

2.2 The proposed RPI  
We formulate the task of root POS identification as a 
text classification problem, which is a natural 
language processing task that aims to assign a label 
to a given sequence of words. For example, given a 
sentence, one can classify it as a positive or negative 
sentiment, or as a question or a statement. 

We implemented an RPI as a simple text classification 
task using the pretrained BERT model (Devlin et al., 
2018). We fine-tuned the pretrained language model 
to predict the root part-of-speech (POS) tag for an 
input sequence. For example, given an input 
sentence S with a sequence of tokens [T1, …, Tn], the 
model predicts the POS tags that corresponds to the 
syntactic root of S. 

3. Experiments 
To test our proposed method, we used nine datasets 
as our input. Seven of them came from the UD2.12 
universal dependency treebanks (Zeman et al., 
2023). The other two were Arabic datasets: one was 
the converted version of the Penn Arabic Treebank 

(ATB) part2 v3.1 (Diab et al., 2013), which was part of 
the Columbia Arabic Treebank (CATiB), and the other 
was the Classical Arabic poetry dependency treebank 
(ArPoT) (Al-Ghamdi et al., 2021). Table 1 shows the 
number of different root part-of-speech (POS) tags 
(classes).  

We measured the accuracy of our BERT-based RPI 
in predicting the correct POS tags of the root nodes. 
Then, we evaluated the effectiveness of our method 
with the BERT-based sequence labeling dependency 
parser (P-w-RPI) by comparing the UAS/LAS scores 
with the baseline parsers (BL) without RPI.  

The baseline parser we built is based on (Vilares et 
al. 2020) and (Al-Ghamdi et al., 2023). The list of the 
fine-tuned BERT models used for each language is 
presented in Table 1. We also show the number of 
different POS tags for roots in each dataset. 

We used Colab T4 GPUs to train all models on 10 
epochs. All experiment's implementation codes and 
settings will be released on Github: 
https://github.com/Sharefah-Alghamdi 

 

Table 1:  Number of Root POS tags and BERT 
models for nine treebanks under study. 

Dataset Roots' POS BERT Model 

AR ArPoT 5 

bert-base-arabertv2 AR CATiB 6 

AR PADT 14 

EL GDT 15 bert-base-greek-uncased-v1 

EN EWT 8 bert-base-uncased 

FR ParTUT 8 bert-base-french-
europeana-cased 

TA TTB 6 tamil-bert 

TR IMST 13 bert-base-turkish-uncased 
ZH GSD 10 bert-base-chinese 

4. Results and Analysis 
 
The results of our RPI on the nine datasets are shown 
in Table 2. The highest accuracy was obtained for 
Tamil (96.67%), followed by Chinese (91.6%), Arabic 
(PADT) (91.32%), and Arabic (CATiB) (90.1%). The 
lowest accuracy was obtained for Turkish (76.92%), 
followed by Arabic (ArPoT) (79.34%), and Greek 
(84.21%). These results indicate that our model can 
effectively predict the root POS tag for most datasets, 
but there is still room for improvement for some 
languages. 

 

 

 

Table 2: RPI accuracy for nine datasets. 
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 Dataset RPI 
AR ArPoT 79.34 
AR CATiB 91.23 
AR PADT 91.32 
EL GDT 84.21 
EN EWT 88.88 
FR ParTUT 88.18 
TA TTB 96.67 
TR IMST 76.92 
ZH GSD 91.6 
Average 87.6 

 

We hypothesize that there is a relation between the 
difficulty of syntactic root POS identification and the 
difficulty of grammatical nature understanding for the 
language model. For example, some languages may 
have more complex or irregular word forms, or more 
syntactic variations than others. These factors may 
make it harder to predict the root POS tag for some 
languages than others. However, the average 
accuracy (87.6%) across all datasets shows that 
BERT-based text classification models can 
sufficiently perform our RPI.  

We evaluated the impact of using RPI in the 
postprocessing stage on the parsing accuracy of the 
BERT-based dependency parser. The UAS/LAS 
scores of BL and BL using RPI on the nine treebanks 
are shown in Table 3. We calculated the average 
results over three runs to ensure the reliability and 
consistency of our models. 

Table 3: UAS/LAS of the baseline (BL) parser with 
and without RPI. 

Dataset BL P-w-RPI 

AR ArPoT 80.01 74.21 80.02 74.22 

AR CATiB 87.54 86.47 87.54 86.47 

AR PADT 84.49 80.55 84.49 80.55 

EL GDT 62.24 54.88 62.37 55.31 

EN EWT 83.94 80.62 84.05 80.71 

FR ParTUT 89.05 87.67 89.11 87.73 

TA TTB 58.50 47.16 58.64 47.24 

TR IMST 63.75 51.19 63.75 51.13 
ZH GSD 77.10 74.02 77.21 74.12 

 

We found that adding RPI in the postprocessing step 
improved UAS scores for six out of the nine 
treebanks, whereas the Arabic (CATiB and PADT) 
and Turkish had no change. The LAS scores also 
increased for six of treebanks. Arabic (CATiB and 
PADT) also had no change, and Turkish had a slight 
decrease (-0.06%). The highest UAS improvement 
was achieved by Tamil (+0.14%), followed by Greek 
(+0.13%). The lowest improvement was achieved by 

Arabic (ArPoT), which had negligible changes (0.01% 
and 0.02%) in UAS and LAS respectively. These 
results indicate that the postprocessing step using 
RPI can enhance the quality of parsing results by 
selecting more appropriate roots. 

We analyzed the results of our experiments in 
different scenarios and found their strengths and 
limitations. Table 4 presents the analysis metrics of 
the proposed method on various datasets. The 
metrics are: 

• No root: The percentage of trees without 
roots generated by the baseline parser. 

• Possible roots (PR): The percentage of 
trees that are treated by using possible roots 
in the output labels. 

• Processed with RPI (w-RPI): The 
percentage of trees that processed with the 
use of our RPI. It is equal to the No root minus 
the PR columns. 

• Correct POS (c-POS): The percentage of 
correct root POS tags predicted by our RPI 
model. 

• First Token (FT): The percentage of cases 
where the first token with the predicted POS 
tag in the sentence is the correct root, as in 
the gold dataset. For example, the first verb 
is the correct root, not the second or third 
verb. (we counted only the roots that their 
POS predicted correctly). 

Table 4: Average percentages for nine treebanks on 
metrics related to parse tree roots: No root, possible 
root (PR), processed by RPI (w-RPI), correct POS (c-
POS), First Token roots with predicted POS (FT). 

Dataset No 
root PR w-RPI c-POS FT 

AR ArPoT 8.36 7.63 0.74 83.33 66.67 

AR CATiB 0.29 0 0.29 0 0 

AR PADT 0.88 0 0.73 20.95 33.33 

EL GDT 7.16 0 7.01 83.06 72.22 

EN EWT 1.70 0 1.64 82.36 82.57 

FR ParTUT 0.91 0 0.91 0 0 

TA TTB 0.56 0 0.56 100 100 

TR IMST 1.78 0 1.78 53.57 38.26 
ZH GSD 3.20 0 3.13 84.32 33.98 

 

Table 4 shows that the number of trees without roots 
varies across languages and treebanks, from 0.29% 
for Arabic (CATiB) to 8.36% for Arabic (ArPoT). 
Except for Arabic (ArPoT), none of the trees without 
roots have any possible root tokens (PR). That means 
our proposed postprocessing step is needed for most 
of the trees without root labels. The table also shows 
that our RPI was applied on a considerable proportion 
of the trees, especially for Greek (7.01%) and 
Chinese (3.13%). 
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The accuracy of RPI on predicting the root POS tag 
(c-POS) is also reported in Table 2. This metric 
explains why some datasets did not show any 
improvement after applying the postprocessing step. 
The datasets with a small number of trees that were 
generated without a root had lower accuracy of c-POS 
prediction. For instance, Arabic (CATiB and PADT) 
had one and six root-less trees in each respectively, 
and they reported low accuracy of root POS prediction 
by RPI. However, the postprocessing step of 
choosing the root instead of the first token still 
improved the results for these datasets, even when 
the POS tag was incorrectly identified for some 
languages such as French (improved by +0.06 in both 
UAS and LAS in Table 3). On the contrary, Turkish 
had a low accuracy of root POS prediction, which was 
consistent with the low performance of RPI for Turkish 
in Table 2. 

Our method achieved better results on Greek 
treebank than on other treebanks, because this 
treebank had several factors that suited our method. 
First, the RPI treated a relatively large proportion of 
trees without roots. Second, the RPI was very 
accurate in predicting the POS tag of the root word in 
the sentence. Third, for most sentences, if there were 
more than one token with the predicted POS tag 
(three verbs, for example), usually the first one in the 
sequence was the correct root. 

The results illustrated how our postprocessing step 
improves the quality and completeness of the parse 
trees by finding a valid root node. It also highlighted 
the languages' differences and challenges in 
predicting the correct root based on the POS tag. 

5. Conclusion 
The paper shows that our root POS identification as 
postprocessing can improve the results of the 
dependency parser as a sequence labeler by 
selecting a more proper syntactic root. The results 
show that our method can enhance the completeness 
of the dependency structure in the parse tree. We 
evaluated our method on nine treebanks, and 
demonstrated that it can enhance UAS/LAS scores 
over most of them. 

The work also revealed that the postprocessing of the 
syntactic structures of sentences had different effects 
on different treebanks, depending on the nature of the 
syntactic relations in those treebanks. Therefore, we 
identified a limitation of our method, as the high 
accuracy of the RPI might not be enough to determine 
the correct root. For instance, if most of the sentences 
in a treebank have a root that is the second or third 
word in the sequence that has the predicted POS, our 
method might not be beneficial. Moreover, there might 
be some treebanks that we have not examined, and 
that might not produce sequences without roots, and 
in this case, there is no need for any postprocessing 
at all.  

In the future, we might explore more treebanks and 
look for solutions that make our method universally 
applicable to all languages and treebanks. 
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Abstract 

Medical Question Answering systems have gained significant attention in recent years due to their potential to enhance 
medical decision-making and improve patient care. However, most of the research in this field has focused on English-
language datasets, limiting the generalizability of MQA systems to non-English speaking regions. This study introduces 
AraMed, a large-scale Arabic Medical Question Answering dataset addressing the limited resources available for Arabic 
medical question answering. AraMed comprises of 270k question-answer pairs based on health consumer questions 
submitted to online medical forum. Experiments using various deep learning models showcase the dataset's effectiveness, 
particularly with AraBERT models achieving highest results, specifically AraBERTv2 obtained an F1 score of 96.73% in the 
answer selection task. The comparative analysis of different deep learning models provides insights into their strengths and 
limitations. These findings highlight the potential of AraMed to advance the creation and development of resources specific 
to Arabic medical question answering research and development. 

Keywords: natural Language processing, medical question answering, answer selection, language models  

1. Introduction  
With the ever-increasing volume of health information 
available online, finding accurate answers to specific 
medical requests is becoming more difficult for health 
consumers (Alasmari & Zhou, 2019, 2021). Medical 
question and answer (MQA) platforms provide an 
online space where users can ask direct questions 
and medical experts can provide answers to these 
questions. This is the most intuitive ways for people 
to seek information online, especially when search 
engines fail to provide relevant and accurate results 
(Liu et al., 2012). In addition, MQA enables 
consumers to avoid long wait times when seeking 
health information, particularly if they require 
information quickly or need information about 
managing a health condition at home. Wicks et al.  
(Wicks et al., 2010) demonstrated that an online 
medical platform can assist users in managing their 
own symptoms, dealing with side effects, connecting 
with other patients, and seeking medication advice.   
The explosive demand and growth of users and 
questions are creating a bottleneck for the limited 
number of doctors. Therefore, developing ways of 
automatically answer questions using the information 
from previously answered questions is important. 
Particularly for delivering responses that direct 
consumers to the potentially relevant information 
about their concern. Ideally, implementing effective 
solutions can result in the workload of doctors being 
greatly reduced and the consumer's experience of 
online medical systems being enhanced. That is, 
lower overhead cost on the medical institutions, the 
speed into which the answer is fetched, and 
harnessing the intelligence of already available MQA 

forums and datasets. MQA systems are designed to 
solve the automatic QA issue by the development of 
several tracks and tasks including question ranking, 
question similarity, and answers selection. Question 
ranking is the task of ranking a set of questions 
according to their relevance to a given question 
whereas question similarity is concerned with 
detecting the semantic similarity between two 
questions (Mishra & Jain, 2016). We focus on the task 
of answer selection in this work, which is the task of 
choosing the best answer to a given question from a 
set of possible answers. 

Figure 1: An example of MQA sample in AraMed. 
The English translation is not a part of the corpus. 
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Answer selection has received an increasing attention 
recently. There are several benefits of answer 
selection in MQA. Answer selection can improve the 
accuracy of the answers, reduce the time it takes to 
answer questions, and increase user satisfaction by 
providing users with the most relevant answers to 
their questions. The aim is to identify which of the 
candidate answers contain the correct answer to a 
question given a question and a set of candidate 
answers (Lai et al., 2018). Traditional approaches to 
answer selection typically rely on recurrent neural 
networks, including long short-term memory networks 
and Seq2seq models (Roy et al., 2023). However, the 
recent development of attention mechanisms, like 
those found in Transformers, BERT models and large 
language models has shifted the focus of answer 
selection research in the question answering 
research (Zhang et al., 2021; Guo et al., 2022).   

The quality and accuracy of MQA systems are 
dependent mainly on two factors: the size and quality 
of the corpus and the efficacy of the machine learning 
model. In English multiple MQA corpora are available 
that can be used to build more efficient MQA systems. 
However, the Arabic language currently lacks such 
comprehensive resources. 

To date, the contribution in the Arabic MQA corpora 
is limited to two, ARmed (Fehri et al., 2022) and CQA-
MD (Adlouni et al., 2019; Balla et al., 2022). This 
could be due to the lack of resources, the 
morphological complexity of Arabic, and the multiple 
forms and dialects that are used for online expression 
and communication (Boudjellal et al., 2020). In 
particular, the first contribution (Fehri et al., 2022) 
created a corpus, ARmed, which included 350 
manually annotated questions along with the 
corresponding responses which were collected from 
several resources for the purpose of automatically 

answering medical questions in Arabic. The second 
contribution is a widely used corpus, CQA-MD, which 
includes 57,764 question-answer pairs. This dataset 
was used for the SemEval 2016 and 2017 workshops 
(Agirre et al., 2016; Nakov et al., 2017), which were 
collected from three Arabic medical websites 
including WebTeb, Al-Tibbi, and Islamweb.  Several 
studies built MQA systems utilizing this corpus 
(Adlouni et al., 2019; Balla et al., 2022). However, 
CQA-MD is small and unbalanced and contains only 
1,943 directly relevant, 24,265 relevant, and 31,556 
irrelevant answers.  Direct relevant represents the 
correct answers and is only 4% of the dataset, and it 
is a low number not sufficient for deep learning 
purposes. In addition, the average sequence length of 
combining the new query with the question answer 
pairs is 1,101 which is considered large as an entry 
for transformer-based models. Another contribution 
related to the MQA (Faris et al., 2022) introduced an 
annotated corpus of 75,000 medical questions only, 
each of which is assigned one of 15 medical topics; 
the goal for this was to build an automated question 
classification. Clearly, the need for an Arabic MQA 
corpus of a decent size to enable creation of 
advanced MQA systems is evident. 

To address this gap, this paper presents AraMed, a 
large-scale and a balanced MQA corpus containing 
270k pairs of question and answer, along with the 
question categories, age and gender of the 
questioner, the specialty of the physician who 
answered the question, and the date. AraMed is 
constructed from Altibbi platform data, a popular 
medical website in the MENA region. This work has 
two major contributions: 

• The collection and curation of an annotated 
dataset of 270k Arabic question-answer pairs 
based on health consumer questions 

Figure 2: Flow diagram of AraMed dataset creation and validation. 
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submitted to the Altibbi platform. The code 
and datasets will be made available upon 
request. 

• Performing preliminary experimentation on 
the dataset using state-of-the-art pretrained 
models that are trained specifically for answer 
selection tasks to benchmark the dataset for 
future work. 

 Train  Test 
Questions 109,834 27,459 
Answers 219,668 54,918 
Categories 85 78 
Relevant Answers 109,834 27,459 
Irrelevant 
Answers 

109,834 27,459 

Table 1: Description of the AraMed corpus. 

2. Dataset  
In this section, we describe the four main aspects 
related to the creation of AraMed corpus: data 
collection, data curation, and data preprocessing. 
Those aspects are to be described below. Figure 2 
illustrates the architecture of the AraMed corpus 
creation and validation process.  

2.1 Data Collection 
All data was obtained from the medical platform, 
Altibbi.com. This platform aims to provide users with 
reliable, up to date, simplified medical information in 
Arabic. The website includes thousands of medical 
articles, a medical glossary, a section of questions 
and answers (Q&A), the most recent medical news, 
and telehealth services and consultations. For this 
work, we collected the most recent Q&A, ranging from 
2020 to 2021, and the most useful questions by the 
vote of users on the website.  The resulting dataset 
includes 219,668 unique Q&A pairs. 

2.2 Data Curation  
Our corpus involved several preprocessing steps, 
beginning with the removal of questions with no 
answers and the removal of duplicate answers for the 
same question. Additionally, for the learning process 
to be effective, the data needed to include both 
questions with correct answers and the same 
questions with irrelevant answers. As the dataset 
does not contain irrelevant answers, a rule-based 
automated annotation approach was applied 
(Thuwaini & Alhumoud, 2022). This approach is 
summarized as follows:   

For each question that have n correct answers, n 
candidate irrelevant answer is appended. To 
nominate the candidate irrelevant answer, a sliding 
window is moved over the answers by m, where 
m=i+10 and i denominates the current row. The 
candidate mth answer is checked against 2 conditions. 
The first is the category; if both the candidate mth 
answer category and the current ith answer category 
are the same, then the irrelevant answer is skipped, 
and m is incremented by 5. This is to confirm that the 
two answers, the current and the candidate, are not 
the same or similar. The second condition is that the 

mth answer has more than 7 words. This is to ensure 
that the answer has a substantial content that would 
aid the learning process, as answers with a smaller 
number of words are not indicative or informative. If 
the candidate answer satisfies both conditions then it 
is used as the current question’s irrelevant answer, its 
related data is appended to the question and i is 
incremented by 1 to proceed to the next question.   

A unique ID is added for every question, relevant 
answer, and irrelevant answer. After curation and 
annotation process, the columns added to the dataset 
are question ID, relevant answer ID, irrelevant 
answer, and irrelevant answer ID, and answer date of 
irrelevant answer.   

2.3 Data Preprocessing 
The following preprocessing steps are applied to the 
data:  

• Replace “.” with space, since it has been 
used as delimited between tokens, such as, 

يعیبط...معن . 
• Remove extra spaces.  
• Remove diacritics and elongation “ ـــ ” using 

Pyarabic, an Arabic plugin tool for Python.   
• Remove HTTP links, special characters, 

English alphabet, English numbers, Arabic 
numbers, and extra spaces using regular 
expressions, a built-in Python package.   

• Normalize text, that is replace the letters ٱ ,إ , 
أ ,آ  with ا 

• Replace English question marks “?” with 
Arabic question marks “؟”to unify the 
letters.    

3. Experimental design 
We evaluated the performance of the answer 
selection classification model using several variants 
of transformer-based models on various data sets 
compiled from our developed corpus. In particular, we 
experimented with multiple variants of transformer-
based models and compared their performances on 
the test set. All models were trained on the same 
training set and hyperparameters were optimized 
using the same validation set.  

3.1 Transformer-based Models 
Transformers achieved state-of-the-art performance 
in multiple NLP tasks. A transformer is a deep 
learning language model that is trained on a huge 
corpus to solve sequence to sequence tasks while 
easily handling long-range dependencies and predict 
the probability of the next token given the previous 
one (Wolf et al., 2020).  

In our experiments, we used several Bidirectional 
Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT) 
variants (Devlin et al., 2019). BERT is a transformer-
based language model that represents the 
embedding based on the context of the sentence.   
There are various Arabic pretrained language models 
available, including AraBERT (Othman et al., 2020) 
and CAMeLBERT (Inoue et al., 2021), all of them are 
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based on transformers produced recently by the 
Arabic NLP community. The pretrained AraBERT and 
CAMeLBERT language models are fine-tuned with 
the target dataset using TensorFlow Estimators1 and 
transformers for sequence classification2, 
respectively. The maximum sequence length selected 
was 256 tokens in each QA pair, since the average 
length of questions and answers is 23.9 and 34.2 
respectively. From previous experience using a larger 
sequence (Thuwaini & Alhumoud, 2022), length (512) 
has no effect on the accuracy and doubles the 
execution time.The models are as follows:  

• AraBERT version 2 (AraBERT v2) is a 
version of the AraBERT (Othman et al., 
2020), which uses pre-segmentation based 
on Farasa segmentation (Abdelali et al., 
2016) that segment words into stems, 
prefixes, and suffixes.  

• AraBERT version 0.2 (AraBERTv0.2) is a 
version of the AraBERT(Othman et al., 
2020), which uses BERT-compatible 
tokenization, and the text is preprocessed 
without the use of Farasa segmentation. 

• CAMeLBERT-MSA (Inoue et al., 2021) which 
pretrained with modern standard Arabic 

• CAMeLBERT-DA (Inoue et al., 2021) which 
pretrained with dialectal Arabic 

• CAMeLBERT-CA (Inoue et al., 2021) which 
pretrained with classical Arabic 

• CAMeLBERT-Mix (Inoue et al., 2021) which 
is pretrained with a mix of Modern Standard 
Arabic (MSA), dialectal, and classical Arabic. 

 
1https://github.com/aub-mind/arabert/ 

3.2 Hybrid Sentence Embedding Models 
To tackle the challenge of contextually representing 
the data, we developed a hybrid model. The first step 
involves using AraBERTv0.2, in combination with 
Sentence-BERT (Reimers & Gurevych, 2019), to 
encode the text data. Unlike BERT, which can capture 
the contextual relationships between words and 
phrases, Sentence-BERT is designed to represent 
entire sentences. By using these two models 
together, the input text can be encoded into a fixed-
dimensional vector representation with 768 
dimensions that capture the semantic similarity. Next, 
the sentence's contextual embedding is fed into a 
Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) and Long Short-Term 
Memory (LSTM) model. A dense layer with a sigmoid 
activation function is added to the model to predict the 
similarity.  

4. Results 
In this section, we present the characteristics of 
AraMed where we analyze various aspects of the 
annotated corpus, including the category distribution, 
and the top medical topics discussed in the corpus. 
Additionally, we present the performance of various 
deep learning models on the AraMed dataset for the 
answer selection task. 

4.1 Descriptive Results 
The AraMed corpus contains more than 270k 
questions and answers pairs about numerous 
medical topics, with an average of 23.9 tokens per 
medical question and an average of 34.2 tokens per 
answer. The dataset statistics are in Table 1 and an 
example from the AraMed corpus is shown in Figure 
1.  

We listed the categories where the questions in our 
corpus posted, and total number of questions for each 
category. For a detailed breakdown of descriptive 
statistics by category, please refer to Appendix Table 
3. The three topics with the highest number of 
questions are gynecological diseases, sexual health, 
and general medicine, with more than 10,000 
questions per topic. 

In this collection, we used word clouds to visualize the 
highest frequency words in the top two categories to 
gain insights into the most frequent unigrams and 
bigrams used. Figure 3 shows word clouds of the 
most frequent words associated with the questions 
and answers for top two categories, which are general 
medicine and gynecological diseases. In general, the 
diagram shows that the most frequently occurring 
terms in questions from the general medicine 
category are عادص  "headache", سار  "head", "drowsy", 

ضارعلأا  "symptoms", مسجلا ملأ  "body aches", and مونلا  
"sleep". Word clouds representing most frequent 
answers for questions in general medicine are as 
follows: ضارعلأا  "symptoms", مدلا طغض  "blood pressure", 

تاملاس  "feel better", بیبط ةعجارم  "doctor’s visit", مد ةروص  

2https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model_doc/bert
#transformers.BertForSequenceClassification  
 

Figure 3: Frequently discussed medical topics 
in the top two categories in AraMed 
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"blood sample". For questions related to 
gynecological diseases, the most frequent words are 

ةیرھش ةرود  "menstruation", لمحلا  "pregnancy", عنم بوبح  
لمح  "birth control pill", لمحلا عنم  "contraception", and 

نطبلا لفسا  "lower abdomen". Meanwhile, common 
words in the answers are ضیوبت  "ovulation", يعیبط  
"normal", صحف يلمعا  "do a check".  

4.2 Experimental Results   
The results presented in Table 2 indicate that the 
AraBERT models emerged as the top performers. 
The AraBERTv2 achieved the highest results, with F1 
score 96.73%, demonstrating its effectiveness in 
capturing the contextual semantic of the Arabic 
language. AraBERTv0.2 closely followed, showing 
that both versions of AraBERT are highly capable in 
this task. The CAMeLBERT models, trained on 
different Arabic text forms, showed good 
performance, with CAMeLBERT-MSA leading among 
them. 

On the other hand, hybrid models integrating 
Sentence Transformers with GRU and LSTM showed 
limitations, indicating the complexity of mixing 
sentence-level embeddings with sequence models. 
This finding suggests there is potential for advancing 
sentence embedding techniques to achieve more 
precise contextual and semantic representations. 

 
Model Accuracy 

(%)  
F1 
(%) 

AraBERTv2 96.71 96.73 
AraBERTv0.2 96.54 96.56 
CAMeLBERT-MSA 95.78 95.74 
CAMeLBERT-DA 93.72 93.62 
CAMeLBERT-CA 94.38 94.31 
CAMeLBERT-Mix 95.19 95.15 
Sentence transformer 
AraBERT + GRU  

86.29 89.49 

Sentence transformer 
AraBERT + LSTM 

86.81 86.57 

Table 2: Finetuning and Hybrid models performance 

5. Conclusion and Future Work  
This paper presents large-scale Arabic Medical 
Question Answering Corpus (AraMed). AraMed 
addresses the need for a large-scale resource to 
study Arabic medical question answering system, 
answer selection and related tasks. Our evaluation 
demonstrates the value of AraMed. First, it serves as 
a benchmark for further research on answer selection 
and related tasks, achieving solid baseline 
performance with different variants of pretrained 
transformer language models. Moving forward, to 
explore future directions, tracks including advanced 
models, multimodal incorporation, and dialect-specific 
model adaptation, holds immense potential for 
building more efficient, informative, and user-centric 
medical question answering systems. Also, the QA 
model could be enhanced by sampling irrelevant 
answers that are semantically similar. That is done by 
not skipping similar categories when selecting 

irrelevant answers. By addressing these future 
directions, AraMed can become a crucial resource for 
advancing research in Arabic medical question 
answering and foster further exploration in related 
NLP tasks. 

 

6. Ethical Consideration 
We ensured the dataset protects user privacy. We 
anonymized question URLs and user IDs. We went a 
step further by removing any additional details that 
could potentially identify individuals, such as email 
addresses, physical locations, names, or website 
links. This comprehensive anonymization process 
allows researchers to safely use the data without the 
risk of uncovering personal information. AraMed is 
intended only for research purposes. Following a 
review process to understand the requester's intent 
and ensure responsible use, we plan to share the 
corpus upon research requests to facilitate further 
advancement in medical question answering 
research in Arabic. 
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8. Appendices 
8.1 Dataset Description 
Each question “Q” has question ID, question 
category, gender, age, question time, question title, 
question description, number of answers, relevant 
answer ID, date of relevant answer, relevant answer, 
the answer specialty of the physician, irrelevant 
answer ID, doctor specialty of irrelevant answer, date 
of irrelevant answer, irrelevant answer. 

To offer a deeper understanding of the AraMed 
corpus, let's delve into the nature of the questions 
and answers. The AraMed corpus is primarily 
composed of questions and answers formulated in 
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). This reflects the 
platform's focus on providing reliable and 
standardized health information. However, the 
corpus also encompasses a variety of question 
types. Users engage in both knowledge-seeking 
queries, such as "What are the symptoms of the 
common cold?", and those seeking specific 
consultations, like "I have a persistent cough. What 
could it be?". This diversity enriches the data by 
reflecting real-world information needs within Arabic-
speaking communities. 
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Table 3: Total number of questions for each category. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Categories Number of 
Questions 

Gynecological diseases 24399 
Sexual health 18569 
General Medicine 10656 
Musculoskeletal and joint diseases 7898 
Skin disease 5574 
Gastrointestinal diseases 5567 
Urinary and venereal diseases 5063 
Sexually transmitted diseases 4980 
Pharmacology 4266 
Cardiovascular disease 4113 
General Surgery 3513 
Dental disease 2410 
Otolaryngology 3364 
Pregnancy and birth 3140 
Psychiatric illness 2753 
Children's diseases 2713 
Internal medicine 2684 
Ophthalmology 2277 
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Abstract
The “Multilingual Corpus of World’s Constitutions” (MCWC) is a rich resource available in English, Arabic, and
Spanish, encompassing constitutions from various nations. This corpus serves as a vital asset for the NLP
community, facilitating advanced research in constitutional analysis, machine translation, and cross-lingual legal
studies. To ensure comprehensive coverage, for constitutions not originally available in Arabic and Spanish,
we employed a fine-tuned state-of-the-art machine translation model. MCWC prepares its data to ensure high
quality and minimal noise, while also providing valuable mappings of constitutions to their respective countries
and continents, facilitating comparative analysis. Notably, the corpus offers pairwise sentence alignments across
languages, supporting machine translation experiments. We utilise a leading Machine Translation model, fine-tuned
on the MCWC to achieve accurate and context-aware translations. Additionally, we introduce an independent
Machine Translation model as a comparative baseline. Fine-tuning the model on MCWC improves accuracy,
highlighting the significance of such a legal corpus for NLP and Machine Translation. MCWC’s diverse multilingual
content and commitment to data quality contribute to advancements in legal text analysis within the NLP community,
facilitating exploration of constitutional texts and multilingual data analysis.

Keywords: Constitutions, Corpus, Legal Documents, Fine-tuning, Machine Translation.

1. Introduction and Rationale

The “Multilingual Corpus of World’s Constitutions”
(MCWC) represents a contribution to the field of
legal and multilingual natural language process-
ing. This corpus spans the legal spectrum, with
constitutions from across the globe, with a partic-
ular emphasis on those available in multiple lan-
guages, including English, Spanish, and Arabic.
The acronym ‘MCWC’, is pronounced as ‘Makkuk’,
a word that carries significance in the Arabic lan-
guage, where it refers to a Space Shuttle ك .
Constitutional documents, serving as the bedrock
of legal systems across the globe, embody the
principles and values upon which nations are built.
They define the rights, responsibilities, and gov-
ernance structures that shape societies (Hutson,
1981). These foundational texts, however, often
transcend linguistic boundaries, existing in a mul-
titude of languages, each with its unique nuances.
The study and analysis of constitutional texts, par-
ticularly in a multilingual context, present both an
intellectual challenge and an avenue for ground-
breaking advancements in the realms of Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and legal scholarship
(Zhong et al., 2020). This paper introduces a con-
tribution to the intersection of language technology
and legal studies – The MCWC Corpus. Our cor-
pus, comprising 223 constitutions from 191 coun-
tries, encompassing both current and previous ver-
sions of constitutions and offering translations into
English, Arabic, and Spanish. Serving as a multi-

lingual bridge, it connects legal documents across
diverse linguistic backgrounds. Each country is ac-
cessible in English, with 95 constitutions available
in all three languages, facilitating comprehensive
multilingual research. Through an automatic trans-
lation pipeline, we expanded coverage to include
all three languages for all 223 constitutions. Our
experiments highlight the corpus’s potential for the
NLP community and researchers in constitutional
analysis, machine translation, and cross-lingual le-
gal studies.

MCWC holds importance beyond individual dis-
ciplines. Within its digital pages lies the constitu-
tional heritage of nations, united by themes of jus-
tice, governance, and the rule of law. This cor-
pus enables insights into the development of le-
gal thought across cultures and languages, reveal-
ing shared values underlying global legal systems
(Blaustein, 1991). In addition, it serves as a cata-
lyst for research, driving progress in fields such as
machine translation, information retrieval, cross-
cultural legal studies, and beyond.

1.1. Motivation

MCWC Corpus emerges from a profound motiva-
tion rooted in the convergence of legal scholarship
and NLP. Constitutional documents, as the em-
bodiment of a nation’s values and legal principles,
hold paramount importance in the legal domain
(Chitere et al., 2006). However, their analysis and
cross-lingual study pose substantial challenges,
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and this corpus addresses these challenges with
precision and foresight (Driskill et al., 2010).

In the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), the domain of multilingualism represents
a continually expanding frontier. The capacity to
effectively process, analyse, and translate legal
documents across different languages stands as
a crucial milestone in language technology devel-
opment (Wiesmann, 2019). MCWC plays a role
in propelling forward the capabilities of NLP in
the legal domain. By offering access to consti-
tutional texts in multiple languages, it opens up
fresh avenues for research and advancement in
machine translation, sentiment analysis, summari-
sation, and various other NLP tasks within the legal
context (Katz et al., 2023). MCWC has the poten-
tial to enhance state-of-the-art machine translation
models through fine-tuning on constitutional texts,
benefiting multilingual societies and legal practi-
tioners, which enables comparative legal studies,
shedding light on how legal concepts vary across
languages and jurisdictions (Katz et al., 2023).
This cross-cultural analysis contributes to an un-
derstanding of the global legal landscape. By mak-
ing this resource publicly available, we encour-
age interdisciplinary collaboration and innovation
across NLP, law, political science, linguistics, and
more.

2. Related Work

The intersection of natural language processing
and legal scholarship has sparked significant in-
terest in recent years (Katz et al., 2023; Sanchez,
2019; Zhong et al., 2020; Moreno-Schneider et al.,
2020). Researchers have explored various facets
of legal text analysis, including case law, statutes,
and regulations. However, the specific domain
of constitutional texts, especially in a multilingual
context, presents a unique set of challenges and
opportunities (Shaheen et al., 2020; Lenci et al.,
2007; Tsarapatsanis and Aletras, 2021).

The Comparative Constitutions Project (CCP)1
is a research initiative dedicated to the comprehen-
sive study of constitutions from across the globe.
It has compiled a vast repository of constitutional
texts, aiming to facilitate in-depth analysis of con-
stitutional design, governance dynamics, and the
intricate factors shaping the evolution of national
constitutions (Elkins et al., 2009). It is worth not-
ing that the original dataset was not optimised for
advanced NLP and Machine Learning research.
Lacking suitable formatting and organisation, our
efforts were focused on formatting and extracting
relevant text from each constitution. We have un-
dertaken extensive cleaning, alignment, and re-
finement processes. Missing constitutions were

1https://comparativeconstitutionsproject.org

collected from various sources, including each na-
tion’s government websites and Wikipedia2. In ad-
dition, our work on fine-tuning machine translation
(MT) models on the MCWC has enabled us to com-
pile a comprehensive list of the world’s constitu-
tions in all three languages (English, Arabic and
Spanish), surpassing the offerings available on the
CCP, government websites, or Wikipedia. This
means that our collection includes translations for
constitutions that were previously unavailable in
multiple languages through conventional sources.

Legal NLP has evolved rapidly with advance-
ments in machine learning and deep learning
techniques. Early work focused on legal docu-
ment classification and information retrieval, laying
the groundwork for subsequent research (Wang
et al., 2023). Recent efforts have turned to ma-
chine translation, with initiatives like the European
Union’s eTranslation project aiming to provide au-
tomated translation services for legal texts within
the EU3. However, these initiatives often focus on
specific languages and legal domains, leaving a
gap in comprehensive multilingual constitutional
analysis.

The development of multilingual corpora has
played a pivotal role in the training and assess-
ment of NLP models. Projects such as Universal
Dependencies (UD) and Parallel Universal Depen-
dencies (PUD) have assembled parallel datasets
across multiple languages, facilitating research
in areas like cross-lingual dependency parsing
and sentiment analysis (De Marneffe et al., 2021).
However, it is important to note that these corpora
primarily consist of general text data and do not fo-
cus on specialised legal content. In a similar vein,
the UN MultiUN Corpus is worth mentioning as
it offers a multilingual corpus derived from United
Nations documents, which, while not specific to le-
gal content, represents another valuable resource
for multilingual NLP research (Eisele and Chen,
2010).

Constitutional analysis has long been a corner-
stone of legal scholarship (Bhagwat, 1997). Schol-
ars have explored various dimensions of constitu-
tional texts, including textual structure, legal rea-
soning, and historical context (Gammelgaard and
Holmøyvik, 2014). However, much of this work has
been conducted within specific linguistic and juris-
dictional boundaries. Comparative constitutional
analysis, which seeks to identify commonalities
and differences across constitutions, has tradition-
ally relied on manual examination and translation,
presenting significant challenges in cross-lingual
research (Bruteig, 1814).

2www.wikipedia.org
3https://commission.europa.eu/resources-

partners/etranslation_en
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Table 1: Statistics by Continent
Continent Countries Constitutions Words Tokens Avg_Word TTR
Africa 51 65 1,877,335 1,520,717 28,444.5 0.810
Asia 47 54 1,445,844 1,135,877 26,774.9 0.786
Europe 44 49 1,452,992 1,158,030 29,652.9 0.797
North America 23 26 1,121,426 875,036 43,131.8 0.780
Oceania 14 14 514,347 404,127 36,739.1 0.786
South America 12 15 1,137,263 934,696 75,817.5 0.822

Table 2: Statistics by Country (sample out of 191 countries)
Country Continent #Const Avg_Words Lang TTR Const_Years
Egypt Africa 2 42,190.5 en, es, ar 0.832 2012, 2019
France Europe 1 37,755 en, es, ar 0.826 2008
Argentina South America 1 35,108 en, es, ar 0.806 1994
Australia Oceania 1 41,735 en, es, ar 0.773 1985
Japan Asia 2 8,066 en, es, ar 0.849 1889, 1946
USA North America 1 22,275 en, es, ar 0.737 1992

3. Dataset and Preparation

We assemble a diverse corpus of constitutional
texts from various countries, spanning continents
and languages4. These constitution texts are
sourced from publicly available data provided by
the Comparative Constitutions Project5 and Con-
stitute Project6 as well as Wikipedia and Govern-
ment official websites. Initially, the data consists of
the text of constitutions from 191 countries, primar-
ily in XML format. In cases where XML files were
unavailable, we resorted to extracting the constitu-
tion text directly from the respective country’s gov-
ernmental website. However, these XML files do
not consistently adhere to the same tagging for-
mat, leading to challenges when extracting con-
tent, particularly in cases where a constitution is
available in multiple languages. The Constitute
Project site’s service methods and detailed API
documentation to enable developers to retrieve
constitution and topic data7. To enhance accessi-
bility, we not only created a corpus from this data
but also augmented it to include additional consti-
tutions in Arabic and Spanish, while ensuring align-
ment, refinement, and cleanliness, making the cor-
pus ready for optimal use in NLP and ML applica-
tions in a standardised format, such as CSV.

Notably, aligning sentences across languages
was achieved through an automated parser devel-
oped explicitly for this purpose. The parser relies
on structural information present in the text itself,

4In the case of the UK, the Magna Carta is included
in the MCWC Corpus as it serves as a foundational
document, given the absence of a single written consti-
tution in the country.

5comparativeconstitutionsproject.org
6https://constituteproject.org/
7https://constituteproject.org/content/data

such as section numbers, article identifiers (e.g.,
Section 1, Artículo 1, and 1 .(ا

We employ straightforward gazetteer matching
techniques to categorise constitutions according
to their respective continents, facilitating a coarse-
grained level of comparative analysis. This pre-
pared dataset serves as the cornerstone for train-
ing and evaluating our machine learning model,
enabling comprehensive research in constitutional
analysis, machine translation, and cross-lingual le-
gal studies.

Table 1 provides statistics organised by conti-
nent for MCWC. It presents a breakdown of var-
ious metrics, including the number of countries
represented in each continent, the total number
of constitutions available, the total word count, to-
ken count, average words per constitution, and the
Type-Token Ratio (TTR). These statistics offer in-
sights into the composition and characteristics of
the corpus across different continents. For exam-
ple, it is evident that South America has the high-
est average words per constitution and the high-
est TTR among the continents listed, indicating lin-
guistic diversity and potentially complex legal lan-
guage8. Conversely, North America has the low-
est TTR, suggesting a lower degree of linguistic
variation in its constitutional texts.

Table 2 summarises key statistics for countries
within the MCWC. It includes information about
each country’s continent, the number of constitu-
tions available from that country, the average word
count across those constitutions, the number of
languages in which the constitutions are available,
TTR for the country’s constitutions, and the span

8This takes into consideration constitutions avail-
able in languages other than English; i.e. Spanish and
Arabic
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Figure 1: By-continent Vocabulary Overlap
Heatmap for Constitutions written in English

Figure 2: By-continent Vocabulary Overlap
Heatmap for Constitutions written in Arabic

of years during which these distinct constitutions
were enacted, revised or to account for constitu-
tional reforms, historical changes, or different iter-
ations over time.

Figures 1-3 show heatmaps displaying vocabu-
lary overlap among continents’ constitutions in En-
glish, Arabic and Spanish, respectively. These
heatmaps provide a view of the linguistic common-
alities and shared legal terminology across conti-
nents, facilitating cross-lingual legal studies and
machine translation research.

4. MCWC Cosine Similarity Analysis

In the pursuit of assessing the similarities between
the constitutions of diverse countries, our analysis
commenced with the extraction of pertinent texts
from a formatted CSV dataset. In order to facili-
tate a comparative analysis across continents, we

Figure 3: By-continent Vocabulary Overlap
Heatmap for Constitutions written in Spanish

judiciously employed another CSV file to establish
the mappings of countries to their respective conti-
nents. Our primary focus during this investigation
remained directed towards the English language
text, as the constitutions of each country in our cor-
pus is available in the English language.

Figure 4: Cosine Similarity Between Continents
(English)

Prior to embarking on the intricacies of simi-
larity calculations, we conducted a series of text-
cleansing procedures. In addition to removing
common English stop-words, this initial stage in-
volved the elimination of frequently occurring yet
extraneous terms, such as “Article” and “Pream-
ble”, which were deemed irrelevant to the core
analysis for being very repetitive. Furthermore,
we removed numeric values and any special char-
acters, thereby ensuring that our dataset was
composed of unadulterated textual content. This
preparation enabled us to explore the similarities
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Table 3: Cosine Similarity Between Continents
Continents Sim
Africa - Asia 0.90
Asia - Europe 0.90
Africa - North America 0.89
Europe - South America 0.89
Asia - South America 0.88
Africa - South America 0.87
Africa - Europe 0.87
Asia - North America 0.87
North America - South America 0.87
North America - Oceania 0.85
Europe - North America 0.84
Africa - Oceania 0.83
Asia - Oceania 0.81
Europe - Oceania 0.75
Oceania - South America 0.74

between constitutions in greater depth.
Table 3 and Figure 4 present the cosine sim-

ilarity values between continents without normal-
isation. These values range between 0.74 and
0.90, indicating the degree of resemblance be-
tween the constitutions of different continents. No-
tably, the highest similarity of 0.90 is observed be-
tween Africa and Asia, suggesting a substantial
overlap in the content and structure of their con-
stitutions. Similarly, the similarities between Asia
and Europe (0.90) and Africa and North America
(0.89) are noteworthy, indicating significant com-
monalities, shedding light on nuanced patterns in
our corpus and aligning with the insights gleaned
from Figures 1-3.

In our pursuit of objectivity, we proactively ad-
dressed the potential for bias towards continents
endowed with a greater number of constitutions.
To mitigate this, we undertook the essential step
of vector normalisation. This involved the compu-
tation of average TF-IDF vectors for all countries
within each continent and ensured that the rep-
resentation of each continent’s constitutional sub-
corpus remained equitable and unaffected by the
quantity of constitutions it contributed (Table 4 and
Figure 5). The normalisation process resulted in a
drop in similarity scores, providing a clearer under-
standing of the true relationships between consti-
tutional texts across different regions.

5. Constitutions Machine Translation

In organising our corpus, we adhered to a hier-
archical structure aligned with the organisation of
constitutional data on the Constitute Project web-
site. The data is made publicly available there

Figure 5: Cosine Similarity Between Continents
(English - normalised)

Table 4: Cosine Similarity Between Continents
(normalised)

Continents Sim
Europe - South America 0.85
Africa - North America 0.80
Asia - Africa 0.79
Asia - North America 0.77
Asia - Oceania 0.76
Africa - South America 0.74
Oceania - North America 0.72
Europe - Africa 0.68
Africa - Oceania 0.67
South America - North America 0.64
Asia - South America 0.64
Asia - Europe 0.60
Europe - North America 0.52
South America - Oceania 0.45
Europe - Oceania 0.43

in XML format9. Our process involved extract-
ing content segments tagged with language at-
tributes, specifically English, Arabic, or Spanish,
from these publicly accessible XML files. To facil-
itate NLP tasks like translations, we subsequently
converted the constitutional text data into CSV for-
mat. This conversion also included the assign-
ment of a consistent unique identifier (Align#) to
each sentence across various languages. This
identifier plays a pivotal role in simplifying the align-
ment of sentences during our machine translation
experiments.

In preparation for our multilingual machine trans-
lation tasks, we curated the dataset to include con-
stitutions available in at least two of the three lan-

9Example: Constitution of Argentina as XML: con-
stituteproject.org/countries/Americas/Argentina
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guages: English, Spanish, and Arabic. However,
due to the shortage of constitutions available in
Arabic and Spanish, we employed machine trans-
lation techniques through fine-tuning and training
to augment the missing constitutions in these lan-
guages. Specifically, we translated the English
versions of constitutions into Arabic and Spanish
using the state-of-the-art Neural Machine Transla-
tion model Facebook’s Seamless-m4t-v2-large10.

To evaluate the effectiveness of this approach,
we conducted a thorough assessment. First,
we randomly sampled 500 constitution pairs in
English-Arabic and English-Spanish to ensure the
quality of our translation model. The assessment
revealed a BLEU score of 0.68, which, within the
context of this specific dataset and language pairs,
suggests a high level of translation accuracy and
is indicative of the model’s effectiveness (Chouigui
et al., 2021; El-Haj et al., 2014).

Additionally, we performed a human evaluation
specifically for the augmented versions in Arabic.
Two expert annotators, well-versed in the Arabic
language and Arabic NLP, and both proficient in
English, manually pair-annotated 50 paragraphs
randomly selected from the Arabic translations of
constitutions11. Initially, the inter-annotator agree-
ment was measured using Cohen’s Kappa, yield-
ing a score of 0.30 with an agreement rate of 91%
on positive translation quality.

To account for the substantial imbalance in the
distribution of agreement categories and to pro-
vide a more robust measure of inter-annotator reli-
ability, we further analysed the data using Krippen-
dorff’s Alpha. This metric, which is less sensitive to
such imbalances and suitable for a variety of data
levels, yielded a more accurate reflection of agree-
ment at an impressive score of approximately 0.90.
This high value indicates a good level of agree-
ment between the annotators, reinforcing the re-
liability of the manual annotations despite the pre-
dominance of one category. The primary source
of disagreement is explained in the Error Analysis
(Section 5.1).

In total, our dataset encompasses pairwise sen-
tence alignments across selected languages, re-
sulting in 52,177 sentence pairs for English-Arabic
(En-Ar), 48,892 for English-Spanish (En-Es), and
27,352 for Arabic-Spanish (Ar-Es). Additionally,
we augmented our dataset to include a total of
236,156 parallel sentences in English, Arabic, and
Spanish using the above-mentioned Facebook’s
Seamless-m4t-v2-large translation model. These

10https://huggingface.co/facebook/seamless-m4t-
v2-large

11This smaller sample size, while offering valuable
insights, might not capture the full dataset’s diversity.
Further research with a broader corpus is recommended
to enhance the robustness of these results.

language pairs and parallel sentences, along with
our machine translation approach and evaluation
results, are made available for reproduction and
research purposes12.

5.1. Error Analysis

The primary source of disagreement between an-
notators was rooted in the completeness of Ara-
bic translations, which tended to be more concise
than their English counterparts. This conciseness
in translation, rather than a reduction in translation
quality, contributed to discrepancies in the inter-
annotator agreement metrics. Notably, one anno-
tator would still deem a translation accurate and
correct even if it did not translate the original text
word for word, focusing instead on the preserva-
tion of overall meaning and intent.

Cohen’s Kappa, yielding a score of 0.30 with a
91% agreement rate, may have been influenced
by these variations. The kappa score, while indica-
tive of a fair level of agreement, does not fully cap-
ture the essence of the translations’ quality due to
its sensitivity to the imbalance in the distribution of
agreement categories.

Conversely, Krippendorff’s Alpha, with a score of
approximately 0.90, provided a more nuanced un-
derstanding of the inter-annotator agreement. By
accommodating the data’s imbalance and focus-
ing on the ratio of observed to expected disagree-
ment, Krippendorff’s Alpha highlighted the consis-
tency of the annotations in evaluating the trans-
lation quality, underscoring the annotators’ align-
ment on the translations’ overall fidelity to meaning
despite variances in completeness.

The following examples illustrate instances
where annotators disagreed, yet the translations
remained faithful to the source material’s essence:

1. “When both the Pyithu Hluttaw and the
Amyotha Hluttaw have certain matters to
study, apart from matters to be performed
by the Committees as prescribed in Sub-
Sections (a) and (b) of Section 115, the
Speakers of these Hluttaws may co-ordinate
among themselves and form a Joint Com-
mittee comprising an equal number of repre-
sentatives from the Pyithu Hluttaw and the
Amyotha Hluttaw. The Pyithu Hluttaw may
elect and assign the Pyithu Hluttaw represen-
tatives included in that Committee.” was trans-
lated as:
Amyutha و Hluttaw Pythus ن

ا ا ء ، را ا Hluttaw
(b) و (a) ا ا د ن ا د أن

و ا ن ا ه ء ؤ ، 115 دة ا
12https://huggingface.co/collections/ezzini
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و Hluttaw Pythus ً و ً دا
أن Hluttaw Pythus ـ ، Hluttaw Amyutha

. ا ا Hluttaw Pythus .و
2. “In order to provide for decentralised admin-

istration of the administrative divisions of the
Maldives, elections to island councils, atoll
councils and city councils as provided for in
this Constitution shall be held before 1 July
2009.” was rendered as:
ر دار ا ت إدارة أ
ر ا و ر ا ت ا اء إ ، ا
ر ا ا ص ا ن ا و ا
.2009 1 .

3. “Whose father or mother, on the sixth day of
August, 1962, became or would but for his or
her death have become a citizen of Jamaica
in accordance with subsection (1) of section
3,” translated to:
1962 أ دس ا وا أو ه وا أ ي ا
3 ا (1) ا ة ً و ً ا .

4. The numeral “Four” was translated as “ً .”را
These examples underscore the annotators’

ability to navigate the complexities of linguistic
and cultural nuances, ensuring the translations’ in-
tegrity while accommodating the inherent brevity
of the Arabic language.

5.2. Machine Translation Setup

In the course of this research, we have established
an experimental framework that leverages state-
of-the-art models to empower Machine Transla-
tion exploration. Recognising the multilingual par-
allel nature of our dataset, we opted to conduct
a machine translation experiment, demonstrating
the significance of fine-tuning machine learning
models on constitutional data. Our setup encom-
passes the evaluation of six machine translation
models on our data, covering the six possible pairs:
En-Ar, Ar-En, En-Es, Es-En, Ar-Es, and Es-Ar.

Machine Translation Models: We utilise the
state-of-the-art Machine Translation models based
on Marian NMT, known for its proficiency for bilin-
gual neural machine translation (NMT)13.

Fine-Tuning Process: We fine-tuned each Ma-
chine Translation model on the corresponding lan-
guage pair subset of our constitutional corpus us-
ing three epochs, and a batch size of 32. The re-
sulting six fine-tuned models are made public in
our HuggingFace repository14.

13https://github.com/Helsinki-NLP/Opus-MT
14https://huggingface.co/collections/ezzini

Evaluation Metric: We use the SacreBLEU im-
plementation of the BLEU score to compare the
translation models output with ground-truth15.

Hardware: The experiments are conducted on
a high-performance machine equipped with an
NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU, accelerating
both training and evaluation processes.

6. Results and Evaluation

Table 5: Cumulative BLEU Scores for Machine
Translation Models: Original vs. fine-tuned

Pair Original model fine-tuned model
Es-En 0.261 0.557
En-Es 0.335 0.475
Ar-En 0.255 0.433
En-Ar 0.177 0.274
Ar-Es 0.216 0.271
Es-Ar 0.093 0.191

The evaluation results, presented in Table 5,
demonstrate a significant improvement in the per-
formance of our Machine Translation models fol-
lowing the fine-tuning process. Initially, the origi-
nal models exhibited commendable BLEU scores
across various language pairs, ranging from 0.093
(Es-Ar) to 0.335 (En-Es). However, the true signif-
icance of this experiment becomes evident when
comparing these scores to those achieved by the
fine-tuned models. Across all language pairs, the
fine-tuned models consistently outperformed their
original counterparts, as illustrated in Fig. 6. For
instance, in the En-Ar translation task, the BLEU
score increased from 0.177 to 0.274, representing
a substantial enhancement in translation quality.
Similarly, in the Es-En translation, the BLEU score
surged from 0.261 to 0.557. These results under-
score the effectiveness of fine-tuning in enhancing
the accuracy and fluency of our Machine Transla-
tion models, highlighting the tangible quality of our
parallel data.

This advancement in machine translation accu-
racy for constitutional text holds the potential to
facilitate the automatic translation of constitutions
across the globe into various languages. This ca-
pability is especially valuable for languages that
may be digitally under-resourced, as it enables
broader access to legal and constitutional doc-
uments, fostering cross-border collaboration and
promoting legal discourse across linguistic bound-
aries.

15https://github.com/mjpost/sacreBLEU
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Figure 6: Translation Results

7. Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced the Multilin-
gual Corpus of World’s Constitutions (MCWC), a
resource comprising 223 constitutions from 191
countries. What sets MCWC apart is its inclusiv-
ity, encompassing not only the current versions
of these constitutions but also previous iterations
where applicable. The corpus goes beyond mere
documentation, offering good quality translations
into three prominent languages: English, Arabic,
and Spanish. In essence, it provides a multilingual
bridge, connecting legal documents from diverse
linguistic backgrounds.

Within MCWC, every country is represented in
English, underscoring its global accessibility. Fur-
thermore, 95 constitutions are available in all three
languages: English, Arabic, and Spanish, facilitat-
ing comprehensive multilingual research. Addition-
ally, 58 constitutions are accessible in English and
Spanish, while 50 are accessible in English and
Arabic. Using our automatic translation pipeline,
we augmented the available 223 constitutions to
cover all three languages - English, Arabic, and
Spanish. Our experiments, as showcased in this
paper, leave no room for doubt about the corpus’s
potential and the exceptional quality of its multilin-
gual aspect. It has the potential to become a valu-
able tool for the NLP community and researchers
across various disciplines, including constitutional
analysis, machine translation, and cross-lingual le-
gal studies.

Looking ahead, our plans for MCWC involve on-
going refinement and expansion. We are ded-
icated to completing pending translations to en-

hance its comprehensiveness. Additionally, we
aim to broaden the linguistic scope of MCWC by
incorporating more languages and countries. This
expansion seeks to create a more inclusive reposi-
tory, promoting cross-cultural understanding, facil-
itating legal discourse, and supporting research in
an increasingly diverse and interconnected world.

8. Ethical Considerations

We would like to acknowledge that the data used
in the Multilingual Corpus of World’s Constitutions
(MCWC) has been sourced from the Comparative
Constitutions Project16 and Constitute Project17,
as made available on the Constitute website. The
data is provided in open-linked data format, fol-
lowing the standards of the Semantic Web. The
Constitute Project site’s service methods and de-
tailed API documentation to enable developers to
retrieve constitution and topic data18. It is impor-
tant to note that we are not republishing the origi-
nal data from these projects. Instead, we are pro-
viding a processed, cleaned, and aligned version
in CSV format for each language pair, as well as
a machine-translated version of all English consti-
tutions into Arabic and Spanish. Users who re-
quire the original data format can download it di-
rectly from the Constitute Project website, which
offers service methods and detailed API documen-
tation enabling developers to retrieve constitution
and topic data

Limitations

This work has the following potential limitations:
Limited Translation Sources: While the pa-

per utilises English translations from reputable
sources like HeinOnline19 and the Oxford Constitu-
tions of the World20 , it is important to acknowledge
that the quality and comprehensiveness of transla-
tions can vary depending on the source. This in-
troduces a potential limitation as the accuracy and
nuances of the original texts may not be fully cap-
tured in these translations.

Variable Translation Quality: The use of trans-
lations provided by different entities, such as Inter-
national IDEA for Arabic texts21 and the Human
Rights Lab of the University of Los Andes22 for
some Spanish texts, may result in variations in
translation quality and consistency. These differ-

16comparativeconstitutionsproject.org
17https://constituteproject.org/
18https://constituteproject.org/content/data
19http://home.heinonline.org/
20http://oxcon.ouplaw.com/
21https://www.idea.int/
22https://uniandes.edu.co/en
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ences could impact the overall quality of the multi-
lingual corpus and subsequent analyses.

Potential Bias or Omissions: The reliance on
translations from specific organisations may intro-
duce bias or omissions in the corpus, as certain
constitutional texts or specific nuances may not be
included or may be subject to interpretation by the
translation providers. This could affect the com-
prehensiveness and accuracy of the MCWC, po-
tentially limiting its applicability in certain research
contexts.

Lack of Control Over Translation Process:
There are unavailable details from CCP on the
translation process, such as the criteria used
for selecting specific translations or the extent to
which the translations were reviewed or edited.
This lack of transparency regarding the translation
process may limit the ability to assess the reliability
of the translated texts.
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Abstract
In this paper, we present a comprehensive tool of preprocessing Classical Arabic (CA) literature in the field
of historical exegetical studies for machine learning (ML) applications. Most recent ML models require the
training data to be in a specific format (e.g. XML, TEI, CoNLL) to use it afterwards for Natural Language
Processing (NLP) tasks such as Named Entity Recognition (NER) or Topic Modeling (TM). We report on how our
method works and can be applied by other researchers with similar endeavors. Thereby, the importance of this
comprehensive tool of preprocessing is demonstrated, as this novel approach has no predecessors for CA yet. We
achieve results that enable the training of current ML models leading to state-of-the-art performance for NER and
TM on CA literature. We make our tool along its source code and data freely available for the NLP research community.

Keywords: preprocessing, named entity recognition, topic modeling, machine learning, historical NLP, clas-
sical Arabic, low-resource languages, theological studies

1. Introduction

While working within the field of Classical Arabic
(CA) literature and its genre of exegetical studies
(tafsir), it becomes clear that it is a very broad field
in which different textual components can be ex-
amined along their topics, e.g. the textual compo-
nent of oral traditions (hadith) along the topics of
juridical rulings (fiqh), linguistics (lugha), and judeo-
christian sources (israiliyat). One exegetical work
that is particularly emphasized to research such
topics is the monumental book of the theological
scholar Al-Tabari (d. 923). His work Tafsir Al-Tabari
is regarded among the most important exegeses in
the Islamic theology and contains a large part of all
relevant oral traditions that were in circulation at the
beginning of the 10th century (Ahmed et al., 2022a).
Through his work it is possible to gain insights into
the mentioned topics (e.g. juridical rulings) to un-
derstand a given verse and its circumstances for
scholars of historical literature.

Given the substantial volume of Al-Tabari’s work,
extracting and compiling oral traditions on specific
topics from classical works to enhance Quranic ex-
planations is a complex task. This complexity is
exacerbated by the vast array of topics available for
analysis in exegetical works, totaling 15 according
to the classical categorization by Al-Suyuti (1505).
Therefore, it becomes imperative to undertake digi-
tal preparations for such texts. This digital transfor-
mation allows efficient access to a wealth of infor-
mation within the realm of exegesis, facilitating a
more effective exploration of diverse topics.

To this end, we develop in this work the tool Tafsir
Extractor, a comprehensive text preprocessing
pipeline for preparing gold data that can be used to

train machine learning (ML) models. Several steps
are necessary to digitally process the Al-Tabari cor-
pus. First, the corpus is extracted from the resource
platform Gawami’ al-Kalim1 (GK), which is prepared
via an optical character recognition (OCR) process
from the original manuscripts. Second, it is anno-
tated manually in the XML/TEI formats according
to the annotation guidelines (Ahmed et al., 2022b).
Third, the data is converted using our TEI2CoNLL
module, a method that has been developed with
various different options to convert the data auto-
matically into the CoNLL format (Tjong Kim Sang
and De Meulder, 2003) which is necessary for cur-
rent ML models (Lample et al., 2016; Devlin et al.,
2019; Brown et al., 2020) for the task of Named
Entity Recognition (NER). Our extended CoNLL

Figure 1: Processing steps for preparing the raw
data from CA literature

format also contains a matrix with extracted infor-
mation on Topic Modeling (TM) data. Additional
columns can be added for syntactical and analyt-
ical information of a word or a sentence. Finally,
this whole dataset can be used for ML evaluations
(see Figure 1), either by training the heavyweight
large language models with MaChAmP (van der

1https://gk.islamweb.net
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Goot et al., 2021) (even in multi-task learning sce-
narios), or by lightweight embedding-based models
(Mikolov et al., 2013; Ling et al., 2015) trained on
the unlabeled OpenITI corpus (Miller et al., 2018)
from scratch.

Thus, our work allows us to accelerate the pro-
cess of digitizing information from the historical lit-
erature of theological studies. We lay the technical
foundations for our ongoing research work on Nat-
ural Language Processing (NLP) for CA literature
allowing the training and fine-tuning of current ML
models for higher-level NLP tasks such as NER or
TM (Ahmed et al., 2022b). Until now there was no
software tool available that solved these respective
tasks for CA. The tool developed by us is freely
available along its data2, so that the reproducible
and further development of both the methodology
and the results is enabled for the open source com-
munity.

2. Related Work

Various approaches have been utilized to create
software tools that address preprocessing chal-
lenges in different languages. These tools enable
the faster analysis of substantial amounts of text
data, even for historical low-resource languages
and their literature.

Recent research in Arabic NLP has produced
new tools that provide different functions for text,
sentence, word, pre- and suffix analysis, e.g.
CAMeL tools (Obeid et al., 2020), Stanza (Qi
et al., 2020), MADAMIRA (Pasha et al., 2014) and
Farasa (Abdelali et al., 2016). CAMeL tools is a
comprehensive NLP package specialized for Ara-
bic language. Stanza offers various preprocess-
ing methods for many languages including Arabic.
MADAMIRA and Farasa are tools for Morphologi-
cal Analysis and Disambiguation of Arabic. These
tools mainly focusing on Modern Standard Arabic,
rather than CA. Besides, these prior works cannot
convert out-of-the-box a given piece of text in XM-
L/TEI format into a specific format (e.g. CoNLL).
In our research work, this target format is needed
for ML downstream-task evaluations. Even with a
combination of existing tools just mentioned above,
the target format cannot be reached. Therefore,
we solve this challenge by developing a compre-
hensive modular pipeline which, once started, au-
tomatically solves the required tasks.

Preprocessing Arabic, especially Classical Ara-
bic, is challenging due to its complex morphology.
Tasks include word evaluation, categorizing sen-
tence components, and segmenting sentences. An-
alyzing words and parsing sentence components
for specific topics or subtopics is challenging due

2https://github.com/sa-j/ArabicNLP

to contextual dependencies. Context-aware strate-
gies are needed to prevent misinterpretations, as
words can have multiple meanings depending on
context, such as "madina" meaning both a city and
a personal name, and "mansur" meaning assis-
tance or a personal name.

This field is relatively new and specialized. Our
literature review revealed that to the best of our
knowledge, there are no prior studies available.
Hence, we are among the first to deal with this
genre of literature from the perspective of computa-
tional linguistics. Despite that, we discovered that
existing tools are helpful for certain aspects in our
pipeline, while working on preparing ML training
data.

To accomplish the tasks just mentioned and to
meet the specific requirements of our research,
we developed in this paper our own functions and
methods, which are not available in any previous
work, and introduced our very specific approach
for textual preprocessing of CA literature for ML
applications.

3. Preprocessing Approach

As previously illustrated, our preprocessing pipeline
comprises four distinct stages (see Figure 1). We
provide details for each module and put our em-
phasis on the most complex part, namely the
TEI2CoNLL module.

OCR process The initial step is defining and ex-
tracting CA literature data through an OCR process
which involves in our case the digitization of the
Al-Tabari corpus. This is a foundational step of
transformation in our preprocessing pipeline, which
allows us to take any raw OCR text from the vast
collection of CA literature and digitize it so that it
can be used for further processing.

GK2TEI Afterwards our GK2TEI module diligently
transforms the digitized data of the OCR process
available from its very specific markup language
into XML files applying the TEI format, leveraging a
myriad of functions we embedded within this mod-
ule. This format enables the structured coding and
annotation of the data. Consequently, the data is
ready to be used for manual annotation and further
processing by our tool TEI2CoNLL.

TEI2CoNLL The digitization process of the Tabari
text into XML format includes the annotation of
NER, topics, and subtopics by experts in the field
of theological studies. The annotation of the text
data is carried out manually whereby the rest of
the transformations are automated by our pipeline.
Afterwards, the data is exported into XML files, serv-
ing as the base for TEI2CoNLL, which is the core
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of our processing pipeline. The program provides
versatile filtering options for generating specific out-
puts, including choices for NEs, topics, subtopics,
either with or without Isnad (chain of transmitters).
Users can customize data extraction using flags,
and the order of functions can be adjusted, offering
flexibility in data processing. The resulting output is
presented in a specific matrix format (see Figure 2).

TEI2CoNLL reads preprocessed XML files,
merges them into one, and extracts NEs, topics,
subtopics, and Isnads. It then converts the merged
file into CoNLL format, crucial for data analysis and
training ML models. In these XML files, annotated
data is identified using specific keys such as <per-
sName> for Isnad, <name ..> for NEs, <p..ana=..>
for topics, <seg ana=..> for subtopics, and <said>
for the Matn (text of a transmission). The XML
files are processed, creating a three-column ma-
trix shown in Figure 2. Very long sentences are
split based on heuristics considering factors like
length and specific factors, as described in detail in
Schweter and Ahmed (2019). Users can customize
the inclusion NEs and Isnad into the sentences.
NE tags are converted to the BIO scheme, marking
start with B-[NE] and subsequent ones with I-[NE].

Figure 2: Matrix representation of NEs, topics, and
subtopics

CoNLL-Reader In the final phase of the pipeline,
our CoNLL-Reader module empowers the modifi-
cation of pre-existing ML training datasets, already
strictly structured in CoNLL format. This flexibil-
ity enables the application of advanced grammat-
ical, morphological, and script-dependent prepro-
cessing techniques, thereby enhancing the depth
of analysis for historical languages and their an-
cient writing systems. Our CoNLL-Reader module
has specific filtering options to modify punctuation,
diacritic marks (tashkeel) and even letters in the

CoNLL files. This allows us to customize the CoNLL
files to generate different preprocessed versions of
ML training data, allowing us to develop our novel
method of script-compression as part of our ongo-
ing work on NLP for the CA language.

Preparation of data for language model train-
ing: OpenITI extraction Beside TEI2CoNLL, we
analogously apply a specific preprocessing tech-
nique on the OpenITI corpus in order to extract data
for training the language model from scratch. To
get CA text data, we crawl the platform of OpenITI,
which contains one of the largest collections of on-
line available historical books for CA. The final data
is stored in one large text data file in which per line
one sentence is saved. To actually generate this
format, we apply our sentence splitting heuristics
along tokenization from CAMeL tools. This addi-
tional data helps us to train a lightweight model
with state-of-the-art performance for NER or re-
lated tasks without relying on pre-trained language
models.

4. Results

The preprocessing pipeline Tafsir Extractor pro-
duces text data for different stages of our ML analy-
sis. In the following sections, we present the major
results after the Tafsir Extractor has been applied
on the input data set consisting of the entire Tabari
corpus.

GK2TEI: data for human annotation The
GK2TEI module standardizes the raw CA text from
its very specific markup language by automatically
generating the TEI files. This allows the usage of
various tools which are based on the popular TEI
format, such as the Oxygen XML Editor3. Hence,

Figure 3: Screenshot of the annotation working
environment in Oxygen XML Editor (figure taken
from Ahmed et al. (2022b)).

this crucial step of conversion generates the data
which enables the manual annotation of raw CA
texts with NEs and Topics by experts and its further
analysis by ML models. Figure 3 provides a view
of the annotation environment.

3https://www.oxygenxml.com/
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TEI2CoNLL: data for task-specific ML training
(NER and TM) The output in Figure 2 presents a
matrix displaying sentences with listed topics. Each
sentence begins with topics marked as 1 or 0. Un-
tagged sentences are denoted with 0, and unde-
fined topics as ’nil.’ Subtopics follow a BIO format
akin to NE tags. Data extraction includes NEs,
sentence-based topics, and span-based subtopics.
Extracting NE tags involves boundary recognition
and categorization into semantic types: persons
(PER), organizations (ORG), locations (LOC), times
(TME), and others (OTH), leveraging annotation
data for concept analysis in theology. Sentence-
based topics, in total 15, encompass a range of
categories including topics like topics of juridical
rulings (fiqh), theological topics (kalam), and linguis-
tics (lugha). Span-based subtopics further refine
these topics and include themes like specific his-
torical topics (e.g. tareekh). Finally, the processed
data is saved into three files (dev.conll, test.conll,
train.conll).

Table 1 provides the results for NEs. We can
see that there are twice as many NE tokens in
the data with Isnad compared to the data without
Isnad. Especially for the NE category PER, the
amount is increased significantly, but not for the
other four NE categories. This is not surprising,
since by definition an Isnad consists predominantly
of transmitters (i.e. PER). Therefore, the inclusion
of Isnad has a greater impact on the number of
PER tokens, rather than any other NE category and
their tokens. Furthermore, according to our results
presented in Table 1, the total count of tokens is
1,793,315. However, when Isnad is excluded from
the calculation, the count drops to 913,749 tokens.
This suggests that approximately half of the text
consists of Isnad data.

NE w. Isnad NE w.o. Isnad

1,409,334 O 775,010 O
176,105 B-PER 47,746 B-PER
149,292 I-PER 31,991 I-PER
22,026 B-ORG 21,459 B-ORG
12,453 B-OTH 12,142 B-OTH
8,456 I-ORG 8,122 I-ORG
4,160 B-TME 6,610 B-TME
5,583 B-LOC 4,990 B-LOC
4,087 I-TME 3,912 I-TME
1,032 I-OTH 1,008 I-OTH
787 I-LOC 759 I-LOC

Table 1: Results for NE tokens with/without Isnad

For topics, the picture is more dynamic while look-
ing from the perspective of Isnad inclusion (see
Table 2). For some topics (fiqh, sufism, adyan)
the number depends highly on the Isnad inclu-
sion, whereas for some other topics (qiraat, tikrar,
takhsis) the number seems to be not strongly in-
fluenced by this inclusion. Further investigation is
required to determine the reason for this pattern.

Topic w. Isnad w.o. Isnad

adyan (non-Islamic relig.) 31,931 20,536
asbab (occas. of revelation) 9,143 6,268

fiqh (jurisprudence) 21,381 9,753
israiliyat (Judeo-Christian) 7,795 4,533
kalam (Islamic theology) 36,133 19,384

lugha (linguistics) 29,573 15,776
mushkilat (problem) 59 28

mutashabih (allegorical) 360 175
naskh (abrogation) 1,257 727

qiraat (recitation style) 4,957 4,238
sirah (prophetic biography) 3,960 2,729

sufism (mysticism) 15,570 7,553
takhsis (specification) 400 317

tikrar (repetition) 405 381
ulum (science) 5,028 2,262

Table 2: Results for Topic tokens with/without Isnad

OpenITI: data for language model training
(task-independent) Our results for the OpenITI
corpus data are 134.17 Mio. sentences, extracted
from 17 GB of raw text data, which is the largest
amount yet to be used for CA. Thus, this allows
the training of lightweight ML models for CA-NER
and CA-TM without relying on pre-trained language
models which are not made with regard to the do-
main of historical theology. We plan to upload this
corpus data along its text generation module for the
research community. This will give rise to the possi-
bility of using the strengths of current heavyweight
ML models (such as BERT, XLNet, GPT-3 (Devlin
et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2019; Brown et al., 2020))
and training domain-specific versions of them as
well, even when new historical text collections are
added to the growing platform of OpenITI.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the Tafsir Extractor,
a comprehensive preprocessing tool designed for
extracting raw text data from CA literature and con-
verting it into a specific format (e.g. CoNLL and
its extensions), to facilitate downstream-task eval-
uations for fundamental NLP tasks, such as NER
and TM. The absence of a similar tools for CA liter-
ature prior to our work prompted the development
of Tafsir Extractor. Consequently, our work paves
the way for a large-scaled generation and analysis
of historical CA literature with modern ML methods.

Our work highlights the challenge of sentence
segmentation and word recognition in CA texts
due to the absence of punctuation and the context-
dependant changes in the semantics of words. To
overcome these challenges, we have employed a
specialized heuristics in our program, which consid-
ers word counts, customizable through a filter in our
program, and takes into account sub/topic anno-
tatations for segmentation. Determining contextual
meanings of words still poses a formidable chal-
lenge for NLP methods in prospective projects. De-
spite minor deviations, the cleanliness of the data
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enables its utilization for subsequent downstream-
task evaluations without hindrance.

In future work, we propose improving sentence
segmentation by developing a domain-specific neu-
ral network model which identifies sentence bound-
aries based on semantics rather than syntax of text.
This approach holds promise for addressing the
major limitations encountered in our current work.
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A. Data and Code Availability
Statement

The project aims to promote cooperation and
progress in the field of NLP. To ensure transparency
and reproducibility, all datasets used in our ex-
periments, along with the corresponding code-
base, will be made readily available to the public
through GitHub repositories (https://github.
com/sa-j/ArabicNLP). The datasets will be
provided in commonly used formats, accompanied
by comprehensive documentation detailing their
sources, preprocessing procedures, and any rele-
vant licensing information. The codebase will be
structured in a modular and well-documented man-
ner. The aim is to offer researchers precise in-
structions for accessing and using the data, which
will facilitate their understanding, extension, and
adaptation of our algorithms and methodologies.
The NLP community is encouraged to explore, cri-
tique, and build upon the contributions, promoting
a culture of open collaboration and accelerating
progress in the field.
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Abstract
High-quality WordNets are crucial for achieving high-quality results in NLP applications that rely on such resources.
However, the wordnets of most languages suffer from serious issues of correctness and completeness with respect
to the words and word meanings they define, such as incorrect lemmas, missing glosses and example sentences,
or an inadequate, Western-centric representation of the morphology and the semantics of the language. Previous
efforts have largely focused on increasing lexical coverage while ignoring other qualitative aspects. In this paper,
we focus on the Arabic language and introduce a major revision of the Arabic WordNet that addresses multiple
dimensions of lexico-semantic resource quality. As a result, we updated more than 58% of the synsets of the
existing Arabic WordNet by adding missing information and correcting errors. In order to address issues of language
diversity and untranslatability, we also extended the wordnet structure by new elements: phrasets and lexical gaps.

Keywords:Arabic, wordnet, quality, completeness, correctness, phraset, lexical semantics

1. Introduction

WordNets (Beckwith et al., 2021) are lexical
databases that represent lemmas (lexemes,
words) of a language, together with their mean-
ings organised into a lexico-semantic network.
Wordnets define meanings as sets of synonymous
words called synsets. Synsets are described by
a gloss (e.g., a definition in a natural language
that represents the synset meaning) as well
as example sentences that clarify the usage of
words in context. WordNets are used in many
NLP applications, such as machine translation
(Poibeau, 2017), information retrieval (Nie, 2022),
or word sense disambiguation (Navigli, 2009).
The English Princeton WordNet (PWN) (Miller,

1995), as the first wordnet, has been adapted and
employed as a foundation for constructing word-
nets in other languages.
In general, WordNets are constructed using ei-

ther the merge or the expand model (Vossen,
1998). In the merge model, synsets are initially
created from pre-existing resources (e.g., dictio-
naries) in a language. Then, for translability into
other languages, the synsets have to be aligned
with equivalent English synsets in PWN. For exam-
ple, the IndoWordNet (Bhattacharyya, 2010) was
built following this model. In the expand model,
PWN synsets are ‘localized’ or ‘translated’ into tar-
get languages. For example, the Polish WordNet
(Piasecki et al., 2009) was constructed using this
model. In either case, when mapping across lan-
guages, the PWN synsets (and thus the English

language) are usually used as a pivot when trans-
lating words across languages.

Wordnets often suffer from quality issues, in a
large part due to the use of automated and semi-
automated methods for building them (Khalilia
et al., 2021a,b). In addition, mistakes can be hard
to detect as most wordnets do not contain glosses
or example sentences. The above are true of the
existing Arabic wordnets. The first Arabic wordnet
(AWN V1) was built following the expand model
(Elkateb et al., 2006) and includes 9,618 synsets
translated from PWN to modern standard Arabic.
Its second version (AWN V2) (Regragui et al.,
2016) extended AWN V1 to 11,269 synsets and
was developed using a semi-automatic method
and the expand model. As we show in our pa-
per, both wordnets suffer from correctness and
completeness issues, and lack glosses and exam-
ples. By correctness we refer to the accuracy of
lemmas in representing the meaning of a synset,
while completeness refers to the extent to which
a synset includes all words that are synonymous
based on the synset meaning. For example, with-
out an Arabic gloss and example sentences, it is
hard to judge the correctness and completeness of
the AWN V1 synset { د ، د ، ، } that corre-
sponds to the English WordNet synset {actuation,
propulsion: the act of propelling; actuation of this
app needs a password}.

In this paper, we introduce AWN V3, a signifi-
cantly extended and quality-enhanced version of
AWN V1. The novel contents of this new Ara-
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bic wordnet are: (a) the addition of glosses and
examples to all synsets; (b) the improvement of
the correctness and the completeness of the word-
net by adding missing lemmas and removing er-
roneous ones; (c) a reduced level of polysemy
with respect to other wordnets through the elim-
ination of redundant word meanings, based on
our prior research; and (d) addressing phenomena
of language diversity by introducing new linguis-
tic information, namely lexical gaps that explicitly
indicate untranslatability (Giunchiglia et al., 2018;
Bella et al., 2022) and phrasets, i.e., free combi-
nations of words that express the meaning of a
synset in case of nonexistent equivalent lemmas
(Bentivogli and Pianta, 2000). Such explicit repre-
sentations of untranslatability distinguishes them
from resource incompleteness (i.e., words merely
missing from the resource) and give indications to
both human and machine translators about par-
ticularly difficult cases of translation. Also, we
tackle the polysemy problem of the source synsets
by not inheriting specialization polysemy (Freihat
et al., 2013) and compound noun polysemy (Frei-
hat et al., 2015) problem in the target synsets.
Accordingly, the paper presents the following

contributions: (1) the extension of the existing Ara-
bic wordnet model by devices for tackling untrans-
latability: lexical gaps and phrasets; (2) a develop-
ment methodology for lexical databases, inscribed
within the expand model, that ensures a high-
quality and diversity-aware output; (3) AWN V3,
the new and freely available Arabic wordnet re-
source as described above.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In

Section 2, we introduce the state of the art of Ara-
bic wordnets. Sections 3 and 4 present our con-
tributions in addressing language diversity and ex-
cessive polysemy, respectively. In Section 5, we
describe our synset localization method. Section
6 presents AWN V3, the high-quality Arabic lexical
resource resulting from our work. Finally, we pro-
vide conclusions and discuss future work in Sec-
tion 7.

2. State of the Art

The first effort of building an Arabic wordnet was
undertaken by Diab (2004). She introduced an
automated approach known as SALAAM (Sense
Assignment Leveraging Annotations And Multilin-
guality) to translate synsets from PWN into stan-
dard Arabic. This translation process relied on
PWN 1.7 and an English-Arabic corpus as knowl-
edge sources. Notably, her primary focus was on
translating lemmas without glosses and example
sentences. This approach was evaluated using a
dataset comprising 447 synsets.
AWN V1 represents the inaugural Arabic Word-

Net developed by Elkateb et al. (2006). The de-
velopment approach closely mirrors the methodol-
ogy employed in creating EuroWordnet (Vossen,
1999), which consists of two phases. The first
phase involves constructing a foundational core
wordnet centered around base concepts (Vossen,
1998), while the second phase focuses on expand-
ing the core wordnet’s coverage by incorporating
additional criteria. This version of AWN is aligned
with PWN in terms of structure and content cov-
ering WordNet domains defined by Magnini and
Cavaglia (2000). This wordnet also integrates
the Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)
to provide a formal semantic framework (Elkateb
et al., 2006).
In the case of the core Arabic WordNet, the pro-

cess involves encoding the Common Base Con-
cepts (CBCs) found in the EuroWordnet and Balka-
Net (Tufis et al., 2004) as synsets. This is achieved
through a manual translation effort, wherein all
English synsets having an equivalence relation in
the SUMO ontology are translated into their cor-
responding Arabic synsets. Figure 1 illustrates
this process, showing an example of how Arabic
Synsets are linked to overarching SUMO terms
that directly correspond to the associated English
synsets. Each translated synset is validated by
evaluating the coverage of synset lemmas and the
domain distribution of these synsets. These ef-
forts produced 9,228 synsets in the core wordnet
of AWN V1. The distribution of these synsets, cat-
egorized by Part-Of-Speech (POS), is detailed in
Table 1.

Figure 1: SUMO mapping to WordNets (Elkateb
et al., 2006)

To expand the core of AWN, Elkateb et al.
(2006) introduced the Suggested Translation
semi-automatic method, using available bilingual
(Arabic-English) resources to extract <English
word, Arabic word, POS> tuples. This method
served a similar purpose in the development of
Spanish WordNet (Farreres et al., 2002) and
BalkaNet (Tufis et al., 2004). Building on eight
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POS/WN AWN V1
(Core WN)

AWN V1
(Ext. WN) AWN V2

Noun 6,252 6,558 7,960
Verb 2,260 2,507 2,538
Adjective 606 446 271
Adverb 106 107 500
Total 9,228 9,618 11,269

Table 1: The count of Arabic synsets in each AWN
version based on POS

heuristic procedures, associations between Arabic
words and PWN synsets were assigned scores, re-
lying on Arabic-English bilingual resources. Lex-
icographers utilized these scores to create new
synsets or supplement existing ones with addi-
tional lemmas. The total number of synsets in this
version is 9,618.
After the first release of AWN, there were many

attempts to enrich its content concerning the num-
ber of synsets, lemma, and the relations between
them. Alkhalifa and Rodríguez (2009) introduced
an automated method to enhance the coverage of
named entities (NE) within AWN V1. This method
used Wikipedia and established connections to
PWN 2.0. In this study, 1,147 synsets were gen-
erated, covering 1,659 named entities across 31
general categories. In these studies, Boudabous
et al. (2013); Batita and Zrigui (2018) proposed
a hybrid linguistic approach grounded in morpho-
logical patterns. They used Wikipedia and PWN
to enrich AWN with new semantic relations. The
former augmented AWN by establishing relations
between nominal synsets, while the latter incorpo-
rated antonym relations.
As part of the ongoing efforts to enrich AWN,

Abouenour et al. (2013) introduced a semi-
automatic method to increase the coverage of
AWN V1. Their objective was to enhance named
entities (NEs), verbs, and noun synsets. For the
enrichment of NE synsets, the authors present a
three-step methodology, which translates YAGO
(Yet Another Great Ontology) entities (Suchanek
et al., 2008) into Arabic instances and extracts
Arabic synsets. Regarding verb synsets, the au-
thors adopted a two-step approach inspired by Ro-
dríguez et al. (2008). The first step involved sug-
gesting new verbs by translating a set of verbs
from VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) into standard Arabic.
In the second step, Arabic verbs were intercon-
nected with AWN synsets by establishing a graph
connecting each Arabic verb with its correspond-
ing English verbs in PWN. The authors employ a
two-step method that detects hyponym/hypernym
pairs from the web to enrich noun synsets. The
overall result of this work is introducing a new ver-

sion of AWN, known as AWN V2, including 11,269
synsets (for more details, see Table 1).
Despite the previous efforts, which primarily fo-

cused on expanding the coverage of synset lem-
mas, AWN still falls short compared to other Word-
Nets in terms of content quality. This assess-
ment was highlighted by Batita and Zrigui (2018),
who emphasized in their research that “AWN has
very poor content in both quantity and quality lev-
els.” Our work focuses on the synset quality
level, mainly on the synset correctness and com-
pleteness dimensions. AWN V1 marks a signifi-
cant milestone for several reasons. Firstly, it en-
compasses the most common concepts and word
senses found in PWN 2.0, ensuring a comprehen-
sive representation in AWN V1. Secondly, its de-
sign and integration with PWN synsets facilitate
cross-language usability. Finally, like other word-
nets, AWN establishes a connection with SUMO,
further enhancing its utility. Conversely, several
issues related to synset quality have been identi-
fied in the majority of the synsets in this resource.
These issues are also observed in AWN V2, as
outlined below:

1. All synsets lack gloss and/or illustrative exam-
ples.

2. Many synsets contain incorrect senses, lem-
mas (including incorrect word forms or re-
peated words), and incorrect relations be-
tween synsets.

3. Many synsets lack essential senses, lemmas,
and necessary relations.

For instance, consider the following synset {
ء ، } presented in AWN V1, corresponding
to the English synset {noise: sound of any kind,
especially unintelligible or dissonant sound; he en-
joyed the street noises}. In AWN V2, this synset
was enriched to include ض} ، }, resulting in
ض} ، ء، ، }. In this case, the synset
incorporates two erroneous lemmas ض} ، },
which are not found in Arabic dictionaries such as

ا Almaany dictionary1. Additionally, it lacks the
lemma , which means noise.
In this paper, we enhance the accuracy of

synset elements in AWN V1 by addressing in-
correct lemmas and expanding the coverage of
synsets through the addition of missing lemmas.

3. Addressing Language Diversity

Cultural and linguistic differences abound across
the more than seven thousand languages in the

1http://www.almaany.com/thesaurus.php
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world, to which we simply refer as language diver-
sity. To give a few examples from lexical seman-
tics, the English word cousin, meaning the child
of your aunt or uncle, does not have any equiva-
lent term in Arabic. In contrast, the Arabic word
, which means the brother of your father, does

not exist in English (Khalilia et al., 2023). Another
example is from colors: the Italian word marrone,
which means chestnut color, does not have an
equivalent word in Persian and Welsh (McCarthy
et al., 2019), while the Breton glaz, spanning a
range of hues between blue and green, has no
equivalent in English or in the majority of Indo-
European languages.
Linguists refer to such cases of lexical untrans-

latability as lexical gaps. A lexical gap happens
when a word in one language is not lexicalized in
another language (Lehrer, 1970). In such cases,
speakers can express a similar meaning through
a free combination of words called phrasets (Ben-
tivogli and Pianta, 2000).
As in most wordnets, instances of language di-

versity are not explicitly indicated in the existing
versions of AWN, instead mapping Arabic synsets
to PWN synsets in an approximate manner. Such
inaccuracies lead to the corruption of resource
quality and an Anglo-Saxon meaning bias, also re-
ducing the performance of applications relying on
the resource, such as translation tools.
This paper introduces a new version of AWN

that explicitly represents gaps and phrasets. For
example, {adjectively: as an adjective; nouns
are frequently used adjectively} is identified a gap
in the resulting resource; at the same time, this
phraset is used to describe this synset.
In addition, in the case of lexicalizations (trans-
lated synsets), to increase the clarity of synset
meaning and understandability, phrasets are used.
For example, {unwittingly, unknowingly, inadver-
tently: without knowledge or intention; he unwit-
tingly deleted the references } is translated { اً:

ون ا ، أو إدراك ودون د
}, and the phraset ون is used.
Lexical gaps are implemented in our resource at

the synset level, while phrasets are implemented
on the word level.

4. Addressing Polysemy

Polysemy is a well-known problem in PWN. It has
been addressed in many studies, such as (Gon-
zalo, 2004; Mihalcea and Moldovan, 2001; Buite-
laar, 1998; Freihat, 2014). In our previous re-
search (Freihat et al., 2016), polysemy was clas-
sified into several types. These types are homon-
omy, metaphoric, metonymy, specialization poly-
semy, and compound noun polysemy. While the
first three polysemy types are essential in lexi-

cal resources, the latter two are considered the
main reasons behind the highly polysemous na-
ture of WordNet that makes WordNet too fine-
grained for NLP. As an example of compound
noun polysemy, the word head has more than
30 synsets (meanings) in PWN. Another exam-
ple of compound noun polysemy is the word cen-
ter, which has 18 synsets. The problem becomes
more clear in the Arabic ontology (Jarrar, 2021),
which has more than 500 synsets meaning
center. For example, the word turtledove is pol-
ysemous because it belongs to the following two
synsets: {australian turtledove, turtledove: small
Australian dove.}, {turtledove: any of several Old
World wild doves.} Of course, it is possible to use
the word turtledove to refer to any kind of turtle-
doves when it is clear from the context which kind
of turtledoves we are speaking about. At the same
time, adding the word turtledove as a synonym to
all kinds of turtledoves in the lexical resource is
useless and just makes the resource hard to use.
According to our research (Freihat et al., 2015),

the word sense disambiguation for these two types
is similar to anaphora resolution and does not re-
quire including all these possiblemeanings in a lex-
ical resource because they lead to the problem of
sense enumeration which makes such resources
very hard to use in NLP.

5. Addressing Synset Quality

In the following, we list the goals of our approach:

1. Synset glosses: Each synset should have a
gloss that clearly identifies its meaning. With-
out such gloss, we will not be able to under-
stand the synset, moreover, we will not be
able to differentiate between the meanings
of the same lemma in different synsets, for
example, the word ’love’ has more than one
meaning e.g, belongs to different synsets

2. Synset examples: Each lemma in a synset
should have at least one example to clarify its
usage. Such examples also allow us to verify
the synonymity between the synset lemmas.
This is crucial for the synset correctness.

3. Language diversity and phrasets: Ideas are
expressed in cultures in different ways, which
leads to untranslatability in some languages
(e.g., a lexical gap). Another phenomenon in
Arabic (and maybe in other languages) is the
usage of prepositional phrasets to express a
synsetmeaning. For example, themeaning of
this synset { someday: some unspecified time
in the future; someday you will understand my
actions} is identified as a lexical gap in Arabic,
and the phraset ً is used to express this
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meaning. We add these phrasets to the Ara-
bic WordNet to increase the understandability
of synsets. Also, such phrasets can be used
in NLP applications to identify the intended
synset.

4. Errors in the source WordNet (PWN): PWN
suffers from the polysemy problem. Accord-
ing to our previous approaches, the source of
the polysemy problem is due to the specializa-
tion polysemy and sense enumeration. In our
work, we avoid such polysemy types in the re-
sulting resource to enhance AWN usability in
NLP applications.

5. Named entities: A lexical resource should in-
clude concepts only. It is not the correct place
to include named entities, which may be an-
other source of noise in lexical semantic re-
sources.

Our approach consists of three steps:

1. Task generation: We have collected the data
from AWN V1 and prepared the spreadsheet
to be provided for translation.

2. Task enhancement: The translators trans-
lated the corresponding PWN synset glosses,
then performed the following: adding miss-
ing lemmas, and examples for the synset
elmmas, removing wrong lemmas from the
original Arabic synsets, identifying gaps in
the case of untranlatability, and adding
phrasets for increasing the understandability
of synsets.

3. Task validation: Validation is carried out in two
phases: 1) Each contribution provided by one
of the translators was validated by the other.
In the second phase, a linguistic expert vali-
dates and approves the contribution.

5.1. Task generation
This section describes the essential materials
required for the next step of the methodology.
The preparation process involves constructing a
dataset containing AWN V1 synsets as well as
the corresponding PWN synsets. In this con-
text, AWN V1 and PWN browsers are utilized for
data retrieval. This dataset is customized in a
spreadsheet for usability and simplicity in provid-
ing contributions, in which the linguistic expert (the
first author) organizes synsets into four categories
(each in one sheet) based on the part of speech
(POS). Each row within the spreadsheet repre-
sents a synset and includes information such as
the synset ID, lemmas, gloss, and example sen-
tences in Standard Arabic and English. Addition-
ally, empty slots are provided for inserting missing

lemmas, a gloss, examples, and comments by the
data provider (translator) in Arabic. One additional
slot is designated for validation purposes, along
with comments from the validator. In this step, the
linguistic expert excludes all (42 synsets) named
entities from the spreadsheet.

5.2. Task enhancement

Contributions for synset enhancement, which in-
volve the addition of missing information or correc-
tion of synset elements, are made by two trans-
lators and validated by a language expert. An
overview of our contribution collection workflow is
illustrated in Figure 2. As depicted, the workflow
is structured into two cycles, with the aim of ensur-
ing the quality of results. The first cycle operates
between the two translators, where each transla-
tor’s contributions are subject to verification by the
other. The second cycle involves the validation of
accepted contributions by a linguistic expert.

Figure 2: The workflow of the contribution collec-
tion

The process of synset enhancement in the first
cycle was carried out by two native speakers.
Regarding their socio-linguistic background, both
translators possess at least a bachelor’s degree
in the field of translation (English-Arabic). Before
the translation, translators have been trained as
described in the following subsections.

5.2.1. Synset understanding

Central to this process is ensuring that the transla-
tor possesses a clear understanding of the synset
they are tasked with translating. Misunderstand-
ings can arise when the translator does not grasp
a thorough understanding of both the synset lem-
mas and the gloss in English. The translators
are asked to understand each PWN synset in the
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spreadsheet using the following notable instruc-
tions:

• Use external resources such as dictionaries
and Wikipedia to understand the meaning of
the synset.

• They are given the authority to skip the synset
or leave a comment when they do not under-
stand the meaning of the synset.

5.2.2. Lexical gap identification and synset
lexicalisation

A lexical gap happens when either the meaning of
the concept in a source language is not known in
the culture of the target language or the concept
can be lexicalized only through word-free combi-
nation (Giunchiglia et al., 2018). This means that
there is no lexical unit (single word or restricted
collocation) that corresponds to any of the source
language lemmas. In this step, for each English
synset in the spreadsheet, the translator decides
whether it has an equivalent meaning in Arabic
(lexicalisation exists) or is a lexical gap based on
the understanding of the English synset and using
a bilingual dictionary. If an English synseti is a
gap, the translator performs step A; otherwise,
she/he performs steps B and C.

Step A: Lexical gap processing, in this step,
the translator is asked to mark the English synseti
as a lexical gap in the spreadsheet and provide
a phraset in Arabic. For example, the synset
{expressively: with expression, in an expressive
manner; she gave the order to the waiter, using
her hands very expressively} is identified as a
lexical gap in Arabic, and meaning (an
expressive way) is provided as a phraset to this
synset.

Step B: Synset translation, after the transla-
tor confirms the existence of the meaning of the
English synseti in Arabic, she/he translates this
synset to Arabic. This translation includes the fol-
lowing steps.

1. Translating synset gloss: The translation
is across language and cross-cultural com-
munication. A translation should give a com-
plete transcript of the synset; meanwhile, the
style and manner of writing should be at
least the same quality as the gloss of En-
glish. Above all, faithfulness, expressiveness,
and closeness are the important three ele-
ments of translation. The gloss should explic-
itly express the semantics and the common
attributes of a synset.

2. Translating synset lemmas: Translators
should keep two key considerations in mind

while translating synset lemmas. Firstly, this
translation process does not entail a direct
one-to-one correspondence between English
and Arabic terms. Secondly, it is important
to note that the set of lemmas within the En-
glish synset may not be exhaustive, meaning
it might not contain all the synonyms associ-
ated with the synset. To translate the synset
lemmas, we go through the following phases:

• English lemmas translation: Translate
the English synset lemmas into Arabic.
The result of this step is a set of lemmas
of the length n, where n is the number of
lemmas in the English synset.

• Arabic synonyms collection: For each
translated lemma, the translators collect
the lemma synonyms in Arabic. The re-
sult of this phase is m synonym sets in
Arabic, m ≤ n (since some Arabic lem-
mas may have empty synonym sets).

• Arabic synonyms validation: Based on
the synset gloss, for each of the m syn-
onym sets in Arabic, the translators ex-
clude all synonyms that do not belong to
the synset. Use the provided examples
in the English synset and other examples
to include/exclude the synonyms in this
phase.

• Arabic lemmas collection: The trans-
lators collect the Arabic lemmas, result-
ing in the translation process in phase (1)
and the synonyms produced from phase
(2) and put them as the Arabic synset
lemmas. In the case of polysemy, we
solve the specialization polysemy and
compound noun polysemy. For example,
ْ ِ is excluded from this synset { ْ ِ
ْ ِ ، ِ ْ ِ } which corresponds {object,
physical object: a tangible and visible en-
tity, an entity that can cast a shadow;
pens, books and bags are school ob-
jects}

• Arabic lemmas ordering: The transla-
tors order the Arabic collected lemmas
in phase (4), wherein the first lemma
is the Arabic synset preferred term and
so on (in descending order of impor-
tance). Based on the examples pro-
vided in phase (3) (and other examples if
needed), the translator gives preferences
for the lemmas based on these exam-
ples.

3. Translating synset examples: Examples
within a synset contribute to a clearer com-
prehension of how to utilize the synset lem-
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mas, consequently enhancing the overall un-
derstanding of the fully lexicalized synset. We
employ the same examples crafted during the
lemma translation phase as synset examples.
This approach signifies that we do not solely
translate the examples found in the English
synset. Ideally, we provide an example sen-
tence in Arabic for each synonym within the
synset, even if the English synset does not
contain examples at all. The provided exam-
ples are incorporated into the Aarbic synsets,
aligning themwith the order of their respective
synonyms

Step C: Comparing the produced (translated)
synset in Step (B) with the corresponding
synset from AWN V1, At this stage, a translator
compares the translated synset generated in
Step B and its corresponding Arabic synset, as
imported from AWN V1. This Arabic synset is
designated to correspond with the English synseti
in the spreadsheet. Based on the gloss and
examples provided in the generated synset, the
translators undertake the following actions: (1)
Copy lemmas from the translated synset to the
AWN V1 synset if they are missing from the AWN
V1 synset. (2) Exclude the lemmas from the AWN
V1 synset, which are not covered by the synset
gloss and examples. (3) Copy the gloss and the
examples from the translated synset to the AWN
v1 synset if they are missing in the latter.

5.3. Task validation
The validation process consists of two phases. In
the first phase, the two translators validate the re-
sulting synsets (stored in a spreadsheet contain-
ing English and produced Arabic synsets) in an al-
ternating manner, checking each synset (and gap)
one by one. During the validation, each of them
considers the following:

1. Gap validation: A translator validates synsets
marked as lexical gaps in Arabic, either as
confirmed gaps or as non-gaps due to an ex-
isting lexicalization in Arabic, which he/she
should provide a gloss and lemmas of that
synset.

2. Gloss validation: The Arabic gloss expresses
the intended meaning of the English synset.
Also, the Arabic gloss is easy to understand
and does not contain typos or grammatical er-
rors.

3. Lemmas validation: Synset lemmas should
be correct (e.g., not include wrong lemmas)
and complete (e.g., there are no missing lem-
mas). In addition, the validator can use the

examples to check synonymity between lem-
mas.

4. Examples validation: Each lemma has at
least one example. The examples are natu-
ral and express the intended usage.

In case of disagreement, the affected synsets
are sent back to the translators with the validator’s
comment. The accepted synsets are sent to the
expert validation.
In the second phase, An Arabic linguistic expert

performs this validation on a spreadsheet contain-
ing the resulting synsets (and gaps) only, without
including the English synsets, which both transla-
tors accepted in the previous step. His task is to
approve the final resulting synsets. The same cri-
teria used in the previous validation phase for val-
idating gaps, glosses, lemmas, and examples are
adopted in this step.

6. Evaluation and the Resulting
Resource

This section demonstrates the use of the method-
ology described in Section 5 on evaluating and im-
proving the content quality of AWN V1 depending
on PWN as a reference to our work. As mentioned
above, AWN V1 includes 9,618 synsets written in
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), which refers to
the standard form of the language used in aca-
demic writing, formal communication, classical po-
etry, and religious sermons.
In this study, contributions are provided by two

translators (each is an Arabic native speaker).
They were born and educated within the Arabic-
speaking community, having completed at least
their high school education within this community.
Four experiments (one for each POS) are per-

formed to evaluate the extended version of AWN
V1 synsets and tackle synset quality issues using
our method. In each experiment, a spreadsheet
includes Arabic synsets imported from the AWN
V1 and their corresponding English synsets. Each
spreadsheet contains data for a specific POS
and serves as an input dataset to the contribu-
tion (synset quality enhancement) collection step.
The experiments are conducted on 6,516 nouns,
2,507 verbs, 446 adjectives, and 107 adverbs (see
Table 2 for more details).
In the contribution collection, for each Arabic

synset in a row in the spreadsheet, a translator is
tasked to translate the corresponding PWN synset
to Arabic or identify it as a lexical gap using a
bilingual (English-Arabic) linguistic resource, such
as the Al-Mawrid Al-Qareeb ا رد ا dictionary
(Baalbaki, 2005). After that, if a lexicalization ex-
ists in Arabic, the translator tackles the latter by
comparing a generated translated Arabic synset
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Noun Verb Adjective Adverb Total
Synsets 6,516 2,507 446 107 9,576
Words 13,659 5,878 761 262 20,560

Table 2: The count of synsets and words (imported
from the extended AWN V1- without named enti-
ties) in the input dataset based on POS

with the AWN V1 synset in the same row, which fol-
lows by adding missing synset lemmas, gloss, and
example sentences; and/or rectifying incorrect el-
ements. Also, if the English synset is a gap in Ara-
bic, he/she marks it as a lexical gap and provides a
phraset to express the synset (Note that phraset is
also used for some translated synsets to increase
the understandability). To our knowledge, our re-
sulting resource (AWN V3) is the first Arabic Word-
net that identifies gaps and provides phrasets.
The overall effort to collect contributions re-

sulted in updating 5,554 synsets from AWN V1.
We added 2,726 new lemmas, 9,322 new glosses,
and 12,204 new example sentences. We
also identified 236 lexical gaps and inserted
701 phrasets. Furthermore, we deleted 8751 in-
correct lemmas. More details regarding the counts
of these contributions are presented in Table 3.
See the dataset uploaded to GitHub2. For each
POS, two spreadsheets were uploaded to GitHub;
the first file includes the final resulting Arabic
synsets, and the second contains the added and
deleted synset components.

Noun Verb Adj Adv Total
Updated synsets 3,938 1,364 181 71 5,554
New lemmas 2,581 64 72 9 2,726
Deleted lemmas 6,050 2,387 223 91 8,751
New glosses 6,511 2,258 446 107 9,322
New examples 7,597 3,620 782 205 12,204
Gaps 28 187 0 21 236
Phrasets 364 275 0 62 701

Table 3: Statistics of the data addition and deletion
into/from AWN

Validation was carried out by an Arabic linguis-
tic expert who has a Ph.D. in the Arabic language
and is a university instructor at the linguistics de-
partment. As introduced above, the expert follows
the criteria described in Section 5.3 to verify pro-
duced synsets. Results can be seen in Table 4,
where by correctness we understand the number
of contributions validated as correct divided by the
total number of contributions. These contributions

2https://github.com/HadiPTUK/AWN3.0

can be newly added or deleted lemmas, collected
glosses and example sentences, identified lexical
gaps, and inserted phrasets. For example, in the
case of an added lemma, the validator either con-
firms the addition or rejects it by leaving a com-
ment. For instance, َس} ْ ِ } meaning a measur-
ing tool is deemed an incorrect added word to the
synset { ّ ِّ َ ،ّ َ ر، ْ َ اَر، ْ ِ } which corresponds to
{measure, quantity, amount: how much there is
of something that you can quantify; he has a big
amount of money}. In the case of identified gaps,
the validator either as confirmed gaps or as non-
gaps due to an existing lexicalization in Arabic,
which the validator needs to indicate. For instance,
the following English synset {try, try on: put on a
garment in order to see whether it fits and looks
nice; Try on this sweater to see how it looks} is
considered a gap. The validator rejected it and
provided this word َسَ with the same meaning.

Contribution Correctness

New lemmas 97.34%
Deleted lemmas 98.89%
New glosses 98.76%
New examples 99.13%
Gaps 96.82%
Phrasets 97.54%
Total 98.08%

Table 4: Validator evaluation of translator contribu-
tions

Upon discussion between the validator (linguis-
tic expert) and the translators, the mistakes made
by the latter can be explained by misunderstand-
ings of the meanings of certain concepts provided
in English. The validator made sure to exclude or
fix the mistakes, bringing the correctness of the fi-
nal dataset closer to 100%.

7. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we evaluate and address the
quality—correctness and completeness—of
synsets from AWN V1 across four parts of speech
(nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs). The
resulting total of 9,576 synsets are introduced
as AWN V3—an enhanced version of AWN
with corrected and extended lemmas, as well
as added glosses and example sentences. In
order to represent English words not directly
translatable to Arabic, we introduce phrasets to
provide approximate phrase-level translations and
lexical gaps to indicate untranslatability. As part
of our future work, we will apply the methodology
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described in order to increase the coverage of
Arabic synsets, based on AWN V2 as well as the
remaining synsets in PWN.
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Abstract 
Many under-resourced languages face data scarcity issues due to a lack of standardized writing systems, making ASR 
training more challenging and costly. However, there's a growing need to adapt ASR for indigenous languages to support 
language documentation, preservation, and the development of learning materials for these communities. Shehri or Jibbali, 
a spoken language in Oman, lacks extensive annotated speech data. This paper aims to investigate transfer learning 
techniques to develop an ASR model for this under-resourced language. We collected a Shehri (Jibbali) speech corpus and 
utilized transfer learning by fine-tuning pre-trained ASR models on this dataset, including Wav2Vec2.0, HuBERT and 
Whisper. Evaluation using word error rate (WER) and character error rate (CER) showed that the Whisper model, fine-tuned 
on the Shehri (Jibbali) dataset, significantly outperformed other models, with the best results from Whisper-medium 
achieving 3.5% WER. This demonstrates the effectiveness of transfer learning for resource-constrained tasks, showing high 
zero-shot performance of pre-trained models. 

Keywords: Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR), Speech Processing, Transfer Learning, Zero-Resource Languages, 
Indigenous Languages

1. Introduction 

Languages with rich linguistic resources often have 
extensive corpora and annotated speech data which 
facilitate the development of accurate and robust 
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) systems. In 
contrast, languages with limited or zero resources 
face data scarcity issues, making it a challenge to 
train ASR models effectively. These languages often 
lack a standardized writing system, or their written 
form may be limited to a small number of experts (SIL 
International, 2022), (R. Coto-Solano et al, 2022). 
This complicates the transcription process, making it 
more challenging and costly compared to widely 
spoken languages. Despite these challenges, there is 
an increasing need to adapt ASR to work effectively 
on indigenous languages. One of the main reasons is 
to support indigenous communities in documenting 
their languages and preserving their linguistic 
heritage. Moreover, such adaptations enable these 
communities to develop learning materials for their 
languages and facilitate their continuous use (R. 
Coto-Solano et al, 2022). 

One such under-resourced language is Shehri, also 
known as Jibbali, spoken in Oman. Shehri lacks 
extensive annotated speech corpora, making 
conventional supervised training approaches difficult 
to apply for building an ASR system. However, with a 
dropping number of fluent speakers, particularly 
among younger generations, there is a need to 
develop technological tools that can help document 
the language.  

This study aims to investigate the application of 
transfer learning techniques to develop an initial ASR 
capability for Shehri (Jibbali) language without 
requiring a large, annotated dataset. Therefore, the 
main contributions of this work are as follows: 

1) Collection of a Shehri (Jibbali) speech dataset,   

2) Fine-tuning pre-trained ASR models like 
Wav2Vec2.0, HuBERT, and Whisper on the Shehri 
dataset, and 

3) Evaluation of the adapted models on Shehri 
(Jibbali) using word error rate and character error rate 
metrics. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 
2 provides an overview of the Shehri (Jibbali) 
language. Section 3 discusses related work in under-
resourced languages ASR. Section 4 describes the 
methodology adopted including dataset collection and 
model fine-tuning. Section 5 presents the results and 
analysis. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and 
outlines directions for future work. 

2. Shehri (Jibbali) Language 

The Dhofar Governorate (محافظة ظفار) is situated in the 
southernmost region of the Sultanate of Oman, 
bounded to the east by the Al Wusta Governorate, 
and to the north and northwest by the Rub' al Khali 
desert, while sharing its southwestern border with 
Yemen (Oman Encyclopedia, 2013, p. 2321). 
Additionally, it shares a frontier with Saudi Arabia to 
the northwest. It encompasses ten administrative 
divisions, including Salalah, Taqah, Mirbat, Sadah, 
Shalim, the Halaniyat Islands, Thumrait, Muqshin, Al 
Mazunah, Dhalkut, and Rakhyout (Ministry of 
Information, 2020, p. 67). 
 

The population stands at 416,458 individuals (as per 
the 2020 census). Covering an area of approximately 
99,300 km² (Oman Encyclopedia, 2013, p. 2321), the 
Dhofar Governorate presents a rich linguistic tapestry 
despite its relatively modest size. It hosts a diverse 
array of contemporary South Arabian languages, 
including Shehri (Jibbali), Mahri, Bathari, and Hobyot, 
alongside Arabic dialects with close affinities to North 
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Arabian, encompassing both urban and Bedouin 
variants (Al-Kathiri et al., in press). The Shehri (jibbali) 
language is referred to by different names among its 
speakers, either exclusively among Shehri speakers 
or exclusively among Jibbali speakers. However, in 
research studies, it also sometimes appears with a 
combination of both, in order to address ambiguities 
(Al-Hafeezh, 1987; Johnstone, 1981; Rubin, 2014). 
This language shares 25 letters with Standard Arabic, 
which are: (/ʔ/ أ, /b/ب, /t/ت, /θ/ ث, /dʒ/ ج, /ħ/ ح, /x/ خ, /d/ 
 ,غ /ɣ/ ,ع /ʕ/ ,ظ /ðˤ/ ,ط /tˤ / ,ش /ʃ/ ,س /s/ ,ز /z/ ,ر /r/ ,ذ  /ð/ ,د 
/f/ ف, /k/ ك, /l/ ل, /m/ م, /n/  ن, /h/ ه, /w/ و, and /j/ ي). It has 
retained old methods of pronouncing some letters (Al-
Mashani, S, 2017). Researchers have proposed 
various alphabets for these letters, and after 
consulting with experts Watson and Al-Kathiri, the 
appropriate alphabet was settled upon Al-Kathiri et 

al., (2024), which is as follows: (/ɬ/ڛ  , /ɮ/   ڸ,  /tʃ’/ ڞ, 

/g/ ج, /ʒʷ/ ج, /ʃ/ ش   , /ʃʷ/ ش  , /sʼ/ ص, /ɬ’/ ض, and /kʼ/ ق). 

The common letters between Shihri (Jibbali) and 
Classical Arabic are similar in pronunciation, with 
some differences in letter characteristics. Some of 
them correspond to Arabic in both articulation and 
characteristics, while the other common letters 
correspond to Arabic in articulation but differ in some 
characteristics. For further details on the 
characteristics of these alphabets, refer to Al-
Mashani, S,( 2017); Watson & Al-Kathiri, (2022).  

3. Literature Review 

Previous studies have explored the challenges and 
opportunities in implementing ASR systems for 
languages with limited resources. R. Coto-Solano et 
al, (2022) and Gupata et al., (2020) analyzed the 
challenges involved in the transcription of spoken 
audio recordings in indigenous languages. In 
addition, Stan et al., (2022) conducted a 
comprehensive analysis of the challenges involved in 
developing ASR systems. Their work highlighted 
issues such as a lack of annotated data, phonetic 
variations, and the importance of cultural context in 
acoustic modeling. Some recent advancements in 
ASR have leveraged self-supervised learning (SSL) 
techniques to address resource constraints. A study 
conducted by Chen et al., (2023) demonstrated the 
efficiency of the SSL in adapting pre-trained models 
to indigenous languages, mitigating the need for 
extensive language-specific training data. In the 
context of multi-lingual ASR, Arisaputra et al., (2024) 
evaluated the performance of the XLS-R model on 
various low-resource languages. They incorporated a 
5-gram KenLM into the optimized model and it has 
resulted in a significant decrease in the Word Error 
Rate (WER). In addition, Zellou et al., (2024) 
investigated a cross-language ASR transfer approach 
for the low-resource Tashlhiyt language, which shares 
similar phonological inventories with Arabic. Their 
experiment utilized a commercially available Arabic 
ASR system without any modifications for the target 
language, resulting in approximately 45% accurate 
word transcription. Furthermore, Woldemariam et al., 
(2020) investigated the efficiency of transfer learning 

to improve the performance of ASR for the under 
resourced Semitic language (Amharic). They utilized 
Deep Neural Network (DNN) acoustic models pre-
trained on English and Mandarin as source 
languages, adapting them to Amharic. Experimental 
results demonstrate significant improvements through 
transfer learning compared to the baseline Amharic 
model. The best enhancements were observed with 
models transferred from English, achieving WER 
reductions of 5.75% and 8.06%. In contrast, the 
Mandarin model achieved a WER reduction of 
14.65%, while the baseline only improved by 38.72%. 

4. Methodology 

The methodology of this study aims to improve an 
ASR model for a zero-resource language, Shehri 
(Jibbali) language. We collected speech data from 
Shehri (Jibbali) speakers and constructed a dataset 
for the training of ASR model. The study leveraged 
the efficiency of transfer learning to adapt a pre-
trained ASR model to our specific task. 

Transfer learning involves leveraging knowledge from 
pre-trained models on large-scale datasets and 
adapting them to perform specific tasks or domains 
with smaller, task-specific datasets (N. Das et al., 
2021). This approach allows ASR systems to benefit 
from the generalization and feature extraction 
capabilities learned from the pre-training phase, 
improving performance and reducing the need for 
extensive labeled data in the target domain 
(Neyshabur et al., 2020). Transfer learning in ASR 
typically involves fine-tuning pre-trained models on 
task-specific data. 

In the following subsections, we provide details about 
our Shehri (Jibbali) speech dataset, give an overview 
of the fine-tuned models, present our Shehri (Jibbali) 
ASR model, and explain the model evaluation criteria. 

4.1 Dataset 

The dataset for Shehri (Jibbali) language speech was 
collected from 30 speakers, including 23 males and 7 
females. Speakers represent the eastern and central 
parts of Oman, and the western part adjacent to the 
central part (Asʼaib region), due to the similarity of 
dialects in these regions. Informed consent was 
obtained from all subjects involved in the study. 

Each speaker uttered 15 sentences and repeated 
each sentence 5 times, with a total of 75 utterances 
for each speaker. In the selection of sentences, we 
focused on Shehri (Jibbali) phonemes that are not 
represented in the Arabic language, to ensure the 
model can effectively distinguish these unique 
sounds. Table 1 represents the selected sentences 
with their corresponding Arabic and English 
translations. The total duration of the dataset is 1 hour 
and 54 minutes, with an average duration of 3 
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seconds for each file. The dataset is publicly available 
through a GitHub repository1. 

English 
Translation 

Arabic 
Translation 

Shehri 
(Jibbali) 

Sentences 

Light the fire 
and fetch the 
firewood 

أشعل النار، وأحضر  
 الأثافي 

اعلق ڛوط، بغد هير 
 اوقودر 

When the pot 
is full, turn off 
the water. 

إذا امتلأ القدر أغلق  
 الماء

هير اصفريت ميڸوت  
 قفل اميه 

Watch out for 
the children so 
they don't fall 
into the water 

انتبه للأطفال كي لا 
 يسقطوا في الماء

اقول لقيڸون او يهبي 
 عق اميه

Let them just 
play on the 
beach 

دعهم فقط يلعبوا على 
 الشاطئ 

قلع هوم بس ينحوج  
 ظير حڞ

If you exit 
'Madinat al-
Haqq' you will 
see my car on 
the road 

إذا خرجت من "مدينة  
الحق" سترى سيارتي  

 على الطريق

هير تيروفك  
بخيڞول أتڛنأ  

 سيارهي ظير اورم 

This man often 
opposes me 

هذا الرجل كثيرا ما 
 يعارضني 

اغيج ذان يكين ار  
 ديجحود تو 

Did the funeral 
arrive or is it 
still there? 

هل الجنازة وصلت أم  
 ؟لا زالت هناك

اچينوزت بروت  
زحوت من دعوت 

 لحك 

I will go and 
see if the ewe 
has given birth 
or is still in 
labor 

سأذهب وأنظر هل  
ربّت الغنمة أم لا  

 زالت

الغد  لڛنأ اووز  
بيروت غيچوت من  

 دعوت

Do you think 
they are still 
asleep until 
now? 

أتظنهم لا زالوا 
 ؟نائمين إلى الآن

تعمورهم دعود 
 ؟ دشيف اد ناصنو

If you want it 
strong, put a 
lot of tea 

إذا أردته جيدا ضع  
 الكثير من الشاي

هير عك تش إصلح 
 ازد شاهي حور 

Your whole 
head is gray 

ارشك بير كلش   رأسك كله شيب
 ڛوب

He went in the 
morning to 
fetch 
provisions and 
has not 
returned yet 

ذهب صباحا ليحضر 
 الزاد ولم يعد بعد 

بير اغد كحصف هير  
خصور بعود اوزحم 

 لو 

There 
appeared 
among them a 
wise man 

ضهر عمقوهم غيج   ظهر فيهم رجل حكيم 
 بيصير 

 
1 https://github.com/iwan-rg/Shehri-Jibbali-Speech-
Dataset 

If your foot 
falls asleep, 
don't walk on it 

إذا تنملت رجلك فلا 
 تمشي عليها 

هير حيضوت فعمك 
 اوتركت ليس لو

They spent 
their day 
searching, but 
they found 
nothing 

ظلوا يومهم يبحثون 
 ولكن لم يجدوا شيئا

قـهب يوهم ديغولق 
ار هيس او كسئ ڛي 

 لو 

Table 1 : Selected sentences for Shehri (Jibbali) speech 
dataset 

 
For the training of Shehri (Jibbali) ASR model, we split 
the data into 80% for the training and 20% for the 
testing. Before splitting the dataset, we shuffled it to 
ensure a random distribution of the data. Table 2 
represents details of the data division. 
 

Subset Utterances Duration 

Training 1800 1 hr. and 31 min 

Testing 450 22 minutes 

Total 2250 1 hr. and 54 min 

Table 2: Dataset Summary of the Training and Testing 
Subset Statistics 

4.2 Fine-Tuned Models 

In this study, we selected three large-scale pre-
trained models, including Wav2Vec2.0, HuBERT, and 
Whisper. We provide an overview description for each 
model in the following subsections. 

4.2.1 Wav2Vec2.0 

Wav2Vecc2.0 is a speech representation framework 
based on self-supervised learning, enabling the 
extraction of rich features from raw audio data without 
the need for annotations or labeled data. The 
framework was pre-trained on a large quantity of 
unlabeled data and leveraged Transformer 
architecture to achieve remarkable performance in 
speech-related tasks (Baevski et al., 2020).  
Wav2Vec2 employs a multi-stage architecture 
consisting of several key components, as shown in 
Figure 2. The speech features are extracted from raw 
audio using a CNN, followed by a Transformer layer 
for contextualized representation aggregation. Self-
supervised training involves discretizing the output of 
the feature encoder into a finite set of speech 
representations using product quantization. 
Wav2Vec2.0 offers multiple models with varying 
parameters and training datasets. The base model, 
called 'Wav2vec2-base-960h', was trained with over 
94 million parameters on 960 hours of the Librispeech 
corpus, which is designed for native English 
speakers. Additionally, a large-scale multi-lingual pre-
trained model known as 'Wav2Vec2-XLS-R-300M' 
was pre-trained with up to 300 million parameters on 
436,000 hours of unannotated speech data collected 
from diverse corpora spanning 128 languages. 
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Figure 2: The architecture of Wav2Vec2.0 (Baevski et al., 
2020) 

 

4.2.2 HuBERT 

Hidden unit BERT (HuBERT) is a self-supervised 
speech representation framework learned by masked 
prediction of hidden units (Hsu et al., 2021). Figure 3 
shows the architecture of HuBERT framework.  
HuBERT integrates an offline clustering step for 
BERT-like pre-training with noisy labels. It utilizes a 
BERT model on masked continuous speech features 
to predict predetermined cluster assignments, 
focusing the predictive loss on masked regions to 
learn robust high-level representations. This setup 
enables simultaneous learning of acoustic and 
language models from continuous inputs, addressing 
acoustic modeling challenges and capturing long-
range temporal relations in learned representations. 
HuBERT model was pre-trained on either standard 
Librispeech 960h or the Libri-Light 60k hours on three 
model sizes, including Base (90M parameters), Large 
(300M parameters), and X-Large (1B parameters). 

 

Figure 3: The architecture of HuBERT (Hsu et al., 2021) 

 

4.2.3 Whisper 

Whisper is a large-scale speech representation 
framework based on a weakly-supervised approach, 
that was pre-trained on 680,000 hours of labeled 
audio data, including English speech and multilingual 
data covering 96 languages to perform two different 
tasks: speech recognition and speech translation 
(Radford et al., 2022). The English-only models were 
trained on speech recognition tasks, whereas the 
multi-lingual models were trained on speech 

recognition and speech translation tasks to predict the 
transcription of different languages. Figure 4 
illustrates the architecture of the Whisper, featuring an 
encoder-decoder Transformer chosen for reliability 
and scalability. Audio data is resampled to 16,000 Hz 
and transformed into an 80-channel log-magnitude 
Mel spectrogram representation. The encoder 
consists of a stem with two convolutional layers 
followed by sinusoidal position embeddings and pre-
activation residual blocks. The decoder utilizes 
learned position embeddings and tied input-output 
token representations. Both the encoder and decoder 
have the same width and number of transformer 
blocks for consistency in processing the input and 
generating the output. Whisper was pre-trained on 
several models with different numbers of parameters, 
ranging from 39M to 1.5B parameters. 

 

Figure 4: The architecture of Whisper (Radford et al., 
2022) 

4.3 Shehri (Jibbali) ASR Models 

To implement an ASR model for the Shehri (Jibbali) 
language, we utilized a transfer learning approach by 
fine-tuning several pre-trained models, including 
Whisper (Radford et al., 2022), HuBERT (Hsu et al., 
2021), and Wav2Vec2.0 (Babu et al., 2021) on our 
constructed speech dataset for Shehri (Jibbali) 
language. For Wav2Vec2.0, we selected the XLS-R 
model as a large-scale model for cross-lingual speech 
data that was trained on 436K hours of unannotated 
speech data including 128 different languages. For 
HuBERT, we selected the large model that was 
trained on both Libri-Light 60k and LibriSpeech 960 
hours of speech data. For Whisper, we trained the 
base, tiny, small, medium, and large-v3 models with 
varying numbers of parameters, ranging from 39M to 
1.5B of parameters. 
Training Details. Models were trained on NVIDIA 
Tesla T4 GPU with 54GB of memory and CUDA 
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version 12.2. We utilized Huggingface trainer2 to train 
each model, and PyTorch (version 2.1.0+cu121) to 
perform GPU-accelerated training. The pre-
processing step was applied to both audio and textual 
data. The transcription texts contain some 
punctuation marks, such as ‘?’ and ‘,’, then we 
normalized the text by removing these marks before 
training. Additionally, the audio data was re-sampled 
to 16kHz and converted the raw waveform of the 
speech signals into a floating array. During the fine-
tuning process, we selected similar configurations 
and hyperparameter settings for both the XLS-R and 
HuBERT models, because they were implemented on 
closely related architectures. According to (Babu et 
al., 2021), we trained these models with a learning 
rate of 3e-4, 500 warmup steps, 20 epochs, 16 for the 
batch size, and no weight decay. Table 3 shows the 
hyperparameters of all fine-tuned models. 
For training Whisper models, we encountered issues 
related to the GPU and computational resources due 
to its huge number of parameters. To address these 
issues, we applied some parameter-efficient fine-
tuning (PEFT) techniques for model optimization and 
improving the training process. PEFT is a technique 
employed in Natural Language Processing (NLP) and 
ASR to enhance the effectiveness of pre-trained 
language models on specific downstream tasks. It 
aims to decrease the hyperparameter numbers for the 
large-scale language models, which minimizes the 
computational resources and time compared to the 
training of the entire model (Z. Fu et al., 2023). We 
trained Whisper models using two PEFT methods, 
named Int8 matrix multiplication for Transformers at 
scale (LLM.int8) (Dettmers et al., 2022) and low-rank 
adaption of large language models (LORA) (E. J. Hu 
et al., 2023). LLM.int8 was utilized to lower the 
precision of floating-point data types, thereby 
reducing the memory required to store model weights. 
The LORA approach involves freezing the weights of 
the pre-trained model and incorporating trainable rank 
decomposition matrices into each layer of the 
Transformer architecture, which reduces the number 
of trainable parameters. After performing these 
methods, the number of parameters in Whisper 
models has reduced to utilize only 1% to 1.5% of all 
trainable parameters. For example, the number of 
parameters of the medium model has been reduced 
from 9.4 M to 773K parameters, which improves the 
performance of the training process using less 
memory and other computational resources.  
Table 4 presents the number of model parameters, 
trainable parameters, and training time for each 
model. The ‘All parameters’ represents the number of 
parameters for each pre-trained model, while the 
number of ‘trainable parameters’ refers to the number 
of parameters that are trainable during the training 
process. As shown in Whisper models, the number of 
trainable parameters was reduced after optimization 

 
 
2https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/main/train
er 

and parameter reduction, while Wav2Vec2 and 
HuBERT remained unchanged. Additionally, the time 
consumed to train Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT models 
are closely similar, because they were trained on the 
same settings and have the same number of 
parameters. The training time of Whisper models is 
higher than Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT, despite their 
smaller sizes. However, the training time increased 
exponentially with the growth of model parameters. 
 

Hyper-
parameters 

XLS-R-
Wav2Vec2 

HuBERT Whisper 

learning-rate 3e-4 3e-4 1e-3 

warmup_steps 500 500 50 

num_train_ 
epochs 

20 20 10 

batch_size 16 16 6 

gradient_ 
accumulation_ 
steps 

2 2 1 

Table 3: Hyperparameter settings for fine-tuning 
Wav2Vec2.0, HuBERT, and Whisper 

Model All 

Parameters 

Trainable 

Parameters 

Training 

Time 

XLS-R-

Wav2Vec2 

315 M 315 M 49 min 

HuBERT-

large 

315 M 315 M 43 min 

Whisper-

tiny 

39 M 589 K 57 min 

Whisper-

base 

75 M 1.1 M 1 hr. 

Whisper-

small 

244 M 3.5 M 1 hr. and 

56 min 

Whisper-

medium 

769 M 9.4 M 3 hrs. 

and 24 

min 

Whisper-

large-v2 

1.5 B 15 M 4 hrs. 

and 28 

min 

Table 4: Number of model parameters, training 

parameters, and the training time consumed for each 

mode 

4.4 Model Evaluation 

 
The evaluation measures of each model are word 
error rate (WER) and character error rate (CER) 
which are commonly used to evaluate the 
performance of ASR systems. Both are used to 
measure the rate of errors in transcribing the 
recognized speech compared to the reference 
(ground truth) transcription. WER measures the rate 
of errors in recognized speech at the word level, while 
CER measures errors at the character level. The 
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WER and CER are calculated as the following 
equations (S. Young et al., 1995): 

𝑊𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑆 + 𝐼 + 𝐷

𝑁
 #(1)  

𝐶𝐸𝑅 =  
𝑆 + 𝐼 + 𝐷

𝑁
 #(2)  

N refers to the number of labels, whereas the S, I, and 
D, are referring to the number of substitutions, 
insertions, and deletions of the recognized words or 
characters. A lower rate of WER or CER indicates 
better accuracy in the ASR system's transcription 
output. 

5. Results and Analysis 

Table 5 presents the achieved results among all 
models. XLS-R-Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT-large 
achieved similar performance since they followed the 
same architecture and model size, both gained a 
WER of 19%, while XLS-R-Wav2Vec2 achieved a 
lower CER at 6.5%. In contrast, Whisper models 
demonstrated superior performance with WER 
ranging from 5.5% to 3.5% and CER ranging from 4% 
to 2.6%. Among the Whisper models, Whisper-
medium has the lowest WER and CER, while 
Whisper-tiny has the highest. There is a noticeable 
improvement in performance as the model size 
increases within the Whisper models, with Whisper-
medium and Whisper-large-v2 achieving the lowest 
WER and CER among all models. 

Overall, Whisper models consistently outperform 
XLS-R-Wav2Vec2 and HuBERT-large in terms of 
both WER and CER, with Whisper-medium 
demonstrating the best performance among all 
models. These results highlight Whisper's efficiency 
in recognizing the Jibbali language, even with a 
limited amount of training data. 

Figure 5 shows the confusion matrix of the recognized 
and misrecognized characters obtained from the 
Whisper-medium model. The confusion matrix 
demonstrates the effectiveness of the mode in 
character recognition with a higher number of 
correctly recognized characters compared to the 
misrecognized characters. 

Model WER (%) CER (%) 

XLS-R-

Wav2Vec2 

19.2% 7.5% 

HuBERT-large 19.4% 11.8% 

Whisper-tiny 5.5% 4.0% 

Whisper-base 4.3% 3.2% 

Whisper-small 3.8% 3.0% 

Whisper-

medium 

3.5% 2.62% 

Whisper-large-

v2 

3.5% 2.65% 

Table 5: ASR Model evaluation results based on error rate 

(WER %) and character error rate (CER %) 

 

 

Figure 5 Confusion matrix of the recognized and 
misrecognized characters obtained from Whisper-medium 

mode 

Table 6 represents examples of the transcribed text 

predicted from XLS-R-Wav2Vec2, HuBERT-large, 

and Whisper-medium models with the ground truth. 

These examples show how these models can identify 

Shehri (Jibbali) sounds that are not presented in the 

Arabic language.  

The XLS-R-Wav2Vec and Whisper models were 
trained on a large amount of cross-lingual data, 
including Arabic. However, Arabic and Shehri (Jibbali) 
languages contain several similar sounds, as 
discussed in Section 2, which enabled these models 
to achieve high performance results. In contrast, the 
Shehri (Jibbali) language includes some unique 
sounds not presented in the Arabic language. Despite 
these unique sounds and the limited size of our 
dataset, the results obtained were high and accurate. 
This demonstrates the efficiency of the transfer 
learning approach for such resource-constrained 
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tasks and the high performance of the pre-trained 
models applied in this study. 

 

Ground 

Truth 

XLS-R-

Wav2Vec2 

HuBERT-

large 

Whisper-

medium 

عمقوهم   ضهر 

 غيج بيصير 

عمقوهم   ضهر 

بيص   غيج 

 بيصير 

عمقوهم   ضهر 

بيص   غيج 

 بيصير 

ضهر عمقوهم  

 غيج بيصير 

تيروفك   هير 

أتڛنأ  بخيڞول 

ظير   سيارهي 

 اورم

تيروفك   هير 

 بخيڞولأتڛنأ

ظير   سيارهي 

 اورم

تيروفك   هير 

أتڛنأ  بخيڞول 

ظير   سيارهي 

 اورم

هير تيروفك  

بخيڞول أتڛنأ 

سيارهي ظير  

 اورم

اغد  بير 

هير   كحصف 

بعود خ صور 

 اوزحم لو 

اغد  بير 

كحصفهير  

بعود   خصور 

 اوزحم لو

بير اغد كحصف 

هير خصور بعود  

 اوزحم لو

اغد   بير 

هير   كحصف 

بعود   خصور 

 اوزحم لو 
Table 6 : Examples of predicted transcriptions obtained 

from XLS-R-Wav2Vec2, HuBERT-large, and Whisper-

medium models with the ground truth. 

To analyze speech recognition errors resulting from 
various models from a linguistic perspective, we 
selected several examples of misrecognized 
transcription from different models to discover the 
reasons behind these failures. Table 7 represents 
different reference examples with their predicted 
transcription. In the first example, the model 
misrecognized and deleted the long vowel (/w/  و) in 
the word " خيڞول" because the speaker pronounced it 
rapidly which reduces the pronunciation rate of the 
vowel sound to the extent of hiding it, leading to the 
appearance of the word "خيڞول" without the vowel 
sound, as follows: "خيڞل". In the second example, the 
sounds (/ħ/ ح) and (/f/ ف) are both voiceless 
consonants, which are produced without the vibration 
of the vocal cords. This characteristic increases in the 
pronunciation of the sound (/ħ/ ح), so that its 
pronunciation is close to the sound (/h/  ه). In this case, 
the model predicted the sound (/ħ/ ح) as (/f/ ف), 
making the word "قحل" instead of "قفل," where the 
speaker in the example pronounced more like "قهل". In 
the last three examples, the speakers were very fast 
in their pronunciations which made the models mis-
recognized some sounds. This leads us to one of the 
challenges in constructing a speech dataset, which is 
ensuring that speakers pronounce sentences at a 
balanced pace, as the speaking rate affects training 

results, especially if the language is new to the trained 
model. 

Ground Truth Predicted 

Transcription 

هير تيروفك بخيڞول أتڛنأ 

 سيارهي ظير اورم 

هير تيروفك بخيڞل أتڛنأ سيارهي 

 ظير اورم 

 هير اصفريت ميڸوت قحل اميه  هير اصفريت ميڸوت قفل اميه 

 ار عكذا تيجحود  ار  اغيج ذان يكين ار ديجحود  تو 

 عكوز بير كلش او كحصير  اغيج ذان يكين ار ديجحود  تو 

هير حيضوت فعمك اوتركت 

 ليس لو
 ضهر عمقوهم غيج بيصير 

Table 7: Examples of misrecognized transcription resulted 
from different trained models 

6. Conclusion 

This study presented a promising approach to 
developing an ASR system for the under-resourced 
Shehri (Jibbali) language using transfer learning 
techniques. By fine-tuning various speech pre-trained 
models like Wav2Vec2.0, HuBERT, and Whisper on 
the collected Shehri (Jibbali) speech dataset, the 
research demonstrated the capability of transfer 
learning methods to address the limitations in data 
availability that are typically faced for under-resourced 
languages. The evaluation results showed that the 
Whisper models significantly outperformed the other 
models that were evaluated, achieving word error 
rates as low as 3.5%. This highlights the efficiency of 
Whisper models in adapting to low-resource tasks 
even with limited training data.  

While the results obtained were encouraging, there is 
still room for improvement. The performance of the 
models could be enhanced further by collecting a 
larger and more diverse Shehri (Jibbali) speech 
dataset containing a greater variety of speakers, 
accents, acoustic environments, and content. This 
would allow the models to learn from more varied data 
and generalize better. Additionally, future work could 
explore utilizing multilingual models that have been 
trained on languages that are closely related to Shehri 
(Jibbali) both linguistically and geographically. Such 
models may learn representations that transfer even 
better. 

Overall, this research achieved promising outcomes 
and demonstrated that transfer learning is an effective 
solution for overcoming the computational challenges 
presented by under-resourced languages due to a 
lack of annotated data resources. With continued 
efforts to develop larger datasets and optimize model 
architectures, even more advanced ASR capabilities 
can be developed to support the documentation, 
preservation and technological empowerment of 
under-represented languages like Shehri (Jibbali). 
The approach presented in this study paves the way 
for applying similar techniques to other low-resource 
languages. 
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Abstract
This paper presents the Dialectal Arabic (DA) to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) Machine Translation (MT) shared
task in the sixth Workshop on Open-Source Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools (OSACT6). The paper describes
the creation of the validation and test data and the metrics used and provides a brief overview of the submissions to
the shared task. In all, 29 teams signed up, and 6 teams made submissions to the competition’s leaderboard, with
five of them submitting papers to the OSACT6 conference. The teams used a variety of datasets and approaches
to build their MT systems. The most successful submission involved using zero-shot and n-shot prompting of ChatGPT.

Keywords: Machine translation, Dialectal translation

1. Introduction

While Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) serves as
the standardized formal language across the Arab
world, Dialectal Arabic (DA) encompasses various
regional dialects with unique vocabulary and mor-
phology. However, resources for processing DA are
scarce, posing challenges for tasks like machine
translation. To overcome this, researchers have
explored methods such as using MSA as a bridge
language for translation. By pivoting on MSA, the
translation accuracy of highly dialectal Arabic text
into other languages could be enhanced.

The dialect to MSA machine translation shared
task offers an opportunity for researchers and prac-
titioners to tackle the intricate challenge of translat-
ing various Arabic dialects into Modern Standard
Arabic. With the rich linguistic diversity across
Arabic-speaking regions, this task aims to advance
machine translation capabilities and bridge the gap
between colloquial spoken Arabic and the formal
written language. Participants worked on devel-
oping and refining translation models that can ac-
curately and fluently convert dialectal Arabic text
into MSA, making it a crucial initiative for improving
communication and comprehension in the Arabic-
speaking world.

The shared task covers multiple dialects, namely:
Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi. For
each dialect, there is a set of 200 sentences written
in both MSA and dialect will be provided for fine-
tuning (validation set), and the testing was done
on a blind set of 1,888 test sentences that cover
all 5 dialects (test set). The participants were free
to use whatever resources at their disposal to train
and fine-tune their systems. In this paper we:

• Describe the dataset and metrics that were
used

• Introduce the common approaches that the
participants used in their submissions

The shared task was run on CodaLab, and the de-
tails of submissions, data formats, and leaderboard
reside there1.

2. Related Work

Several works focused on machine translation from
dialectal Arabic to MSA. For instance, Guellil et al.
(2017) proposed a neural system translating Al-
gerian Arabic (Arabizi and Arabic script) to MSA,
while Baniata et al. (2018) introduced a system
for translating Levantine and Maghrebi dialects to
MSA. The Nuanced Arabic Dialect Identification
(NADI) (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2020, 2021, 2022,
2023) task series is dedicated to addressing chal-
lenges in general Arabic dialect processing. While
the first two versions focused on dialect identifica-
tion and sentiment, the 2023 edition emphasized
machine translation from Arabic dialects to MSA, a
critical yet relatively nascent NLP task. Subtasks 2
and 3 of NADI2023 focused on machine translation
from four Arabic dialects (Egyptian, Emirati, Jor-
danian, and Palestinian) to MSA at the sentence
level. The datasets for these subtasks, named MT-
2023-DEV and MT-2023-TEST, were manually as-
sembled. MT-2023-DEV consists of 400 sentences,
with 100 representing each dialect, while MT-2023-
TEST comprises a total of 2,000 sentences, with
500 from each dialect. For subtask 3 training, par-
ticipants were given the freedom to use additional
datasets, whereas subtask 2 was restricted to uti-
lizing MADAR-4-MT only. The MADAR corpus con-
tains parallel sentences representing the dialects of

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
competitions/17118
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25 cities across the Arab world, with translations in
English, French, and MSA (Bouamor et al., 2019a).
Addressing the original dataset’s lack of country-
level labels, a mapping was executed to link the
25 cities to their respective countries, resulting in
the creation of MADAR-18. Furthermore, MADAR-
4-MT integrates dialectal-to-MSA data from four
specific dialects (Egyptian, Emirati, Jordanian, and
Palestinian) extracted from MADAR-18, tailored for
training MT systems in subtask 2.

3. Data and Metrics

3.1. Data

To create the validation and test set, we extracted
2,000 random segments per dialect from the Saudi
Audio Dataset for Arabic (SADA), which is an Ara-
bic audio dataset composed of roughly 650 hours
that are transcribed and annotated with gender
and dialect (Alharbi et al., 2024). For the Gulf
dialect, SADA used finer-grained labels, namely
Najdi, Hijazi, Gulf, Shamali, and Gulf. Thus, we
combined all of them when picking the random
samples. Similarly, we combined Algerian and Mo-
roccan segments for the Maghrebi dialect. Given
the randomly extracted samples, we followed a
two-step process to translate them into MSA. First,
we prompted chatGPT to translate the dialectal
sentences to MSA using the following prompt:

, új� 	®Ë@ �éJ
K. QªË@ �é 	ªÊË �éJ
ËA�JË @ �ñ�	JË @ Ñk. Q�K
új� 	®Ë@ �éJ
K. QªËAK. é�JÔg. Q�Kð ú
Î�B@ �	JË @ 	áÓ C¿ I. �J» @

# 	QÓQË@ @ 	Yë Ð@Y 	j�J�AK. AÒî 	DJ
K. É� 	̄ @ð
Translation: Translate the following texts to stan-
dard Arabic. Write the original text followed by the
standard Arabic and separate between with them
with # symbol.

In the second step, we enlisted the help of na-
tive speakers of the different dialects to review the
translations to ascertain their correctness and to
correct the translations as needed. The reviewers
had the option of accepting the translation as is,
editing and accepting, or skipping if: the source di-
alect was different, the source was MSA, or the
source was not comprehensible or translatable.
The reviewing was done using a version of Label
Studio2 on the aiXplain platform3 with the interface
shown in Figure 1. We asked the reviewers to re-
view at least 500 segments. Table 1 shows the
breakdown of the reviewed segments.

As can be seen, we surpassed 500 segments for
all dialects except Iraqi. For all, we randomly picked
200 for validation and used the rest for testing. The
validation set was provided with the ground truth

2https://labelstud.io/
3https://label.aixplain.com

Dialect Total Valid Test
Gulf 786 200 586
Levantine 768 200 568
Maghrebi 543 200 343
Egyptian 514 200 314
Iraqi 277 200 77

Table 1: The breakdown of the reviewed segments.

Figure 1: Reviewer interface

translation, while the test set was provided without
translation. Table 2 shows reviewed samples for
the different dialects.

3.2. Metrics

For evaluation, we elected to use 2 different met-
rics that require ground-truth references, namely
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and Comet DA (Rei
et al., 2022), which reportedly better correlates
with human judgments compared to BLEU. While
BLEU ranges between 0 and 1, with 1 being the
highest possible score, Comet DA ranges between
-1 and 1, with 1 being the highest score. BLEU
was computed using the NLTK toolkit4. Since the
computation of Comet DA is relatively computation-
ally expensive, the computation was done on the
aiXplain platform5.

4. Submissions

Out of the 29 teams that signed up for the shared
task, 6 teams made submissions. The teams used
a variety of datasets and approaches to train their
MT systems. Table 3 showcases the outcomes
achieved by the participating teams.

MBZUAI (Atwany et al., 2024): The MBZUAI
team used the MADAR dataset (Bouamor et al.,
2019b) for training, which includes 95,600 dialectal

4https://www.nltk.org/
5https://platform.aixplain.com
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dialects source target
Gulf ��A 	g ú


	æªK
 Yg. 	áÓ é<Ë @ YJ.« A�®k É 	gX é<Ë @ YJ.«
Egyptian ? �é�ðQªË@ ú


	æªK
 	á�
Ó 	àñº�Jë ? �é�ðQªË@ @ 	X @ 	àñº�J� 	áÓ
Levantine èYgñË éJ
Ê	m�

�' B �é»Qk ø
 @ èYgð é»Q���K B �é»Qk ø


@

Iraqi ú

	kð AK
 ú


	̄ @ñ« ú

	̄ @ñ« ÐC�Ë@ ÕºJ
Ê«ð ú


	kñK. é<Ë @ð Cë Cë �éJ
 	̄ AªË @ ½�JK. A�

@ , ÐC�Ë@ ÕºJ
Ê«ð ù


�®K
Y� AK
 ½K.
�
AJ.kQÓ

Maghrebi H. P@@ @ AK

�éÖ �ßA 	mÌ'@ 	á�k A 	J�̄ 	PQK
ð A 	JK
YîE
 ú
G. P H. P AK
 �é 	J�k �éÖ �ßA 	g A 	J�̄ 	PP@ð A 	KYë@ ÑêÊË @

Table 2: Random samples from the validation set

Group BLEU Comet DA
MBZUAI 29.6 0.028
aiXplain 25.2 -0.005
ASOS 22.3 0.004
MSAizer 21.8 0.002
nourrabih 10.1 -0.098
Sirius_Translators 9.6 -0.064

Table 3: Results for teams who submitted results
and papers.

sentences with their corresponding MSA equiva-
lents. The team experimented with a variety of
models including the No Language Left Behind
(NLLB) MT model from Meta, with and without
finetuing, AraT5 with fine-tuning (Nagoudi et al.,
2022), and chatGPT in zero-shot and 3-shot set-
tings. Their team achieved the best results in the
shared task using chatGPT prompting with 29.6
and 0.028 BLEU and Comet DA scores respec-
tively. The nourrabih team seems to have merged
with the MBZUAI team.

aiXplain (Abdelaziz et al., 2024): The aiXplain
team used two training datasets, namely the
NADI dataset (124,000 sentences) (Derouich et al.,
2023) and segments that were extracted from the
SADA dataset and automatically translated to MSA
using chatGPT 3.5 (1,027,153). For the MT model,
they used two different neural MT toolkits, namely
MarianMT (Junczys-Dowmunt et al., 2018) and
Joey NMT (Kreutzer et al., 2019). Their best re-
sults were 25.2 and -0.005 for BLEU and Comet
DA respectively on the test set.

ASOS (Nacar et al., 2024): The ASOS team em-
ployed data augmentation techniques utilizing GPT-
3.5 and GPT-4 to increase the validation set size
from 200 to 600 examples per dialect. They lever-
aged a dataset comprising 3000 samples (600 for
each of the 5 dialects) for fine-tuning AraT5 v2.
Their top-performing results on the test set were
22.3 for BLEU and 0.004 for Comet DA.

MSAizer (Fares, 2024): The MSAizer team fine-
tuned the AraT5 model using four different datasets.

Three of these datasets consisted of dialect to
MSA pairs, namely: MADAR (95,600 sentences)
(Bouamor et al., 2019b), NLC (120,600) (Krubiński
et al., 2023), and PADIC (41, 680) (Meftouh et al.,
2015). The fourth dataset was created by back-
translating sentences from MSA, using a subset
of OPUS data (965, 020) (Tiedemann, 2012). The
final training dataset comprised 700,386 dialect-
MSA sentence pairs. Their best results on the test
set were 21.79 BLEU and 0.002 for Comet DA,
respectively.

Sirius_Translators (Alahmari, 2024): This
teams used 5 different datasets to train an
MT model, namely MADAR (95,600 sentences)
(Bouamor et al., 2019b), PADIC (32,060) (Meftouh
et al., 2018), Dial2MSA (60,277) (Mubarak, 2018),
Arabic STS (5,516) (Al Sulaiman et al., 2022), SA-
DID (5,994) (Abid, 2020). For translation, the
team fine-tuned multiple AraT5 models, namely
AraT5 base, AraT5v2-base-1024, AraT5-MSA-
Base, and AraT5-MSA-Small, with AraT5v2-base-
1024 (Nagoudi et al., 2022) achieving the best
results with 9.6 and -0.064 for BLEU and Comet
DA respectively on the test set.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented the dialectal Arabic
to MSA translation shared task for OSACT6. The
validation and test data for the shared task were
prepared using a combination of LLM-based auto-
matic translation and human verification and cor-
rection. In all, 29 teams signed up for the shared
task, with 6 of them making submissions to the
competition’s leaderboard and 5 of them submit-
ting system papers. Two main themes appeared in
the submission, namely: using LLMs for data aug-
mentation and creation, and finetuing either NMT
models or LLMs (most notably AraT5) for transla-
tion. The best results were attained using LLMs,
specifically chatGPT, using zero-shot and n-shot
prompting.
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Abstract
We present the results of Shared Task "Dialect to MSA Translation", which tackles challenges posed by the diverse
Arabic dialects in machine translation. Covering Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi and Maghrebi dialects, the task
offers 1001 sentences in both MSA and dialects for fine-tuning, alongside 1888 blind test sentences. Leveraging
GPT3.5, a state-of-the-art language model, our method achieved a BLEU score of 29.61. This endeavor holds
significant implications for Neural Machine Translation (NMT) systems targeting low-resource languages with linguistic
variation. Additionally, negative experiments involving fine-tuning AraT5 and No Language Left Behind (NLLB) using
the MADAR Dataset resulted in BLEU scores of 10.41 and 11.96, respectively. Future directions include expanding the
dataset to incorporate more Arabic dialects and exploring alternative NMT architectures to further enhance translation
capabilities.

1. Introduction

Arabic, a language spoken by over 420 million peo-
ple globally, boasts a rich tapestry of dialectal vari-
ations. This linguistic landscape comprises both
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA), the formal vari-
ant employed in official domains such as govern-
ment communications, national media, and edu-
cation, and a myriad of regional dialects used pre-
dominantly in everyday interactions (Harrat et al.,
2017). The differences between these dialects,
which range from subtly distinct to completely un-
intelligible (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2022), pose a
formidable challenge for machine translation sys-
tems.

Historically, the focus of machine translation sys-
tems has been predominantly on MSA. This causes
those systems to struggle to capture the intricate dif-
ferences inherent in dialects. Consequently, achiev-
ing accurate translation between these linguistic
variants remains paramount. Addressing this chal-
lenge is crucial to enhance communication and
comprehension within the Arabic-speaking world.

In the field of Natural Language Processing
(NLP), dialect identification and translation are two
critical areas of research. This paper concen-
trates on the latter, specifically examining the perfor-
mance of various models in translating sentences
from diverse Arabic dialects into MSA. This inves-
tigation is set in the context of the second shared
task at The 6th Workshop on Open-Source Arabic
Corpora and Processing Tools (OSACT6), which
aims to address the complexities of dialect transla-
tion.

In particular, we examined the performance
of three distinct methods. Firstly, we fine-tuned
the AraT5 transformer model (Nagoudi et al.,
2022) using diverse corpora sourced from MADAR

(Bouamor et al., 2018a). Secondly, we explored the
inference capabilities of the NLLB model (Costa-
jussà et al., 2022). Lastly, we employed a prompt-
ing technique with GPT3.5 to facilitate dialect-to-
MSA translation. By comparing these three meth-
ods, we aim to evaluate the strengths and limita-
tions of each approach and identify the most effec-
tive solution for dialect-to-MSA translation. Our
investigation provides valuable insights into the
challenges of dialect translation and highlights the
potential of state-of-the-art language models in ad-
dressing these challenges.

Task 2: Dialect to MSA Machine Translation
The objective of this task is to develop a model that
converts Arabic from five (Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine,
Iraqi, and Maghrebi) dialects to MSA. Participants
can use any resources available to develop their
systems.

2. Related Work

Over the past decade, advancements in the field of
dialect to Modern Standard Arabic translation have
been notable, driven by the imperative to foster
communication and comprehension across varied
Arabic dialects and the standardized form of the
language (Mohamed et al., 2024). Despite these
strides, challenges persist in achieving high-quality
translations (Abdelali et al., 2024).

A study by (Al-Sabbagh, 2024) scrutinized the
performance of Google Translate in translating
Egyptian Arabic adjuncts, revealing low BLEU
scores and various issues, including literal transla-
tions of idiomatic adjuncts and misinterpretation of
dialectal adjuncts.

In addressing the translation challenges within
NMT systems for Arabic dialects, (Moukafih et al.,
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2021) investigated multitasking learning strategies,
yielding noteworthy enhancements in BLEU scores
for Algerian Modern Standard Arabic and Moroccan
Palestinian dialects.

Recent efforts have focused on developing mod-
els that deal with translating single dialects to
MSA. For instance, (Sghaier and Zrigui, 2020) pro-
posed a rule-based machine translation system for
translating Tunisian dialect to MSA, achieving a
BLEU score of 55.22. Furthermore, (Sallam and
Mousa, 2024) assessed the performance of AI chat-
bot ChatGPT in responding to health queries in
Tunisian and Jordanian Arabic dialects. Their study
revealed that GPT-4 exhibits slightly better perfor-
mance than ChatGPT1, with above-average scores
in Jordanian Arabic but average scores in Tunisian
Arabic. However, responses in both dialects fell sig-
nificantly short compared to English, emphasizing
the importance of linguistic and cultural diversity in
AI model development, particularly in healthcare.

A comprehensive evaluation conducted by
(Kadaoui et al., 2023) assessed Bard and ChatGPT
for machine translation across ten Arabic varieties,
encompassing Classical Arabic (CA), MSA, and
country-level dialectal variants. Their findings in-
dicated that Large Language Models (LLMs) may
face challenges with dialects possessing minimal
public datasets but generally outperform existing
commercial systems in dialect translation. How-
ever, instruction-tuned LLMs still trail behind com-
mercial systems like Google Translate in CA and
MSA translation. Their human-centric study also
underscored Bard’s limited ability to adhere to hu-
man instructions in translation contexts.

In conclusion, these studies underscore the ne-
cessity for continued research and development
aimed at enhancing the linguistic inclusivity of LLMs
and addressing the distinctive hurdles associated
with translating diverse dialects to MSA.

3. Data

3.1. Shared Task Data
We conducted thorough evaluations on both the
validation and test sets provided for this shared
task.

3.1.1. Validation Dataset

The validation dataset provided in this shared task,
comprised a total of 1001 source-to-target exam-
ples, evenly distributed among dialects as follows:
200 Egyptian, 200 Maghrebi, 200 Levantine, 201
Gulf, and 200 Iraqi examples.

Notably, some examples featured Arabised text,
where English words were transcribed using Arabic

1We refer GPT-3.5 as ChatGPT in our work.

letters, as demonstrated below:
{ "id": 419221,

"dialect": "Iraqi",
"source": "PA 	JK
X �	� 	áK
ð ú
ÍAª

�K ����AÓ ñ�K ñK

	¬B ø


�
@ ��
",

"target": "PA 	JK
X 	�	� 	áK


@ ú
ÍAª

�K @ �Q�
�J» ½J.k

@ A 	K


@ Ñª 	K"

"English translation": "Yes, I love you too much, come
where is half a Dinar"

In this instance, the source sentence incorpo-
rates English phrases represented in Arabic script,
while the corresponding target sentence reflects
the translation into Modern Standard Arabic. Such
instances posed unique challenges during evalua-
tion and were included in the validation dataset to
assess translation quality comprehensively.

Moreover, the validation dataset includes 22 sen-
tences with a length greater than 128 characters,
further enriching the evaluation process and high-
lighting the model’s ability to handle complex lin-
guistic structures

3.1.2. Test Datasets

The test dataset, comprised 1888 examples, each
presenting its own unique linguistic challenge.
These examples were distributed across different
dialects as follows: 314 Egyptian, 343 Maghrebi,
568 Levantine, 77 Iraqi, and 586 Gulf.

The source sentences provided cover a broad
spectrum of topics and linguistic structures, reflect-
ing the rich diversity of Arabic dialects. They en-
compass both everyday conversational phrases
and more formal expressions, offering a compre-
hensive representation of language usage in real-
world scenarios.

Among these sentences, 45 exceed a length of
128 characters, presenting additional complexity to
the translation task. Furthermore, the dataset in-
cludes instances of words with repeated characters,
as exemplified by:

{ "ø
 QÔ«
	¬@@ @ @ 	QK. ¼@ @ A 	J ��kñ	K A 	Jkð PðððQå�Ë @ð Pñ	JË @ Z @ @ A�Ó" }̈

Despite these challenges, the diversity in con-
tent and language enriches the dataset, enabling
a thorough evaluation of the model’s proficiency in
handling various linguistic features and contexts.

3.2. Finetuning Dataset
The MADAR Arabic Dialect Corpus and Lexicon
(Bouamor et al., 2018a), utilized in our study to
fine-tune the models, represents a comprehen-
sive resource designed to facilitate research in
machine translation, particularly focusing on the
translation challenges presented by Arabic dialects.
The dataset consists of 25 parallel translations for
25 cities having 2,000 sentences each, in addition
to their MSA equivalents and is divided into train-
ing, development, and test sets. This dataset is
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Dialect Region Cities Included

Egyptian Cairo, Alexandria

Gulf Doha, Jeddah,
Muscat, Riyadh

Iraqi Baghdad, Basra,
Mosul

Levantine Aleppo, Amman, Beirut,
Damascus, Jerusalem, Salt

Maghreb Algiers, Fes, Rabat,
Sfax, Tunis

Table 1: MADAR Dataset Dialect Divisions

instrumental in understanding the linguistic diver-
sity across the Arabic-speaking world, featuring a
collection of text samples from a wide array of cities,
each with its unique dialectical characteristics. For
the purpose of our experiments, the dataset was
meticulously organized into five distinct groups (as
specified by the task), each representing a major
geographical and dialectal region within the Arab
world. This division was used in dialect specific
finetuning.

4. Methodology

4.1. Supervised Models
NLLB. NLLB model is designed to bridge language
gaps by extending translation support to a wide
array of languages, with a particular focus on those
with limited resources. It employs an innovative
conditional compute model based on the Sparsely
Gated Mixture of Experts framework, along with
curated datasets and training techniques tailored
for low-resource languages. In our assessment, we
evaluated the NLLB 3.3B model in two scenarios:
with fine-tuning on the development dataset and
without fine-tuning on the test dataset.
Supervised NLLB. We finetuned NLLB 3.3B. Uti-
lizing the MADAR Parallel Corpus Dataset, which
contains data from various Arabic dialects trans-
lated into Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) (Bouamor
et al., 2018a).
AraT5. AraT5 is a state-of-the-art language model
specifically designed for understanding and gen-
erating Arabic text. Building upon the T5 (Text-
to-Text Transfer Transformer) architecture (Raffel
et al., 2023), which treats every text-based task
as a "text-to-text" problem, AraT5 is fine-tuned to
excel in processing and generating Arabic content
across a wide range of tasks. These include text
summarization, question answering, text classifica-
tion, and translation. The model has been trained
on a diverse corpus of Arabic text, enabling it to
grasp the nuances of the language, including its
dialects and classical forms.

Supervised AraT5. In the initial phase of our ex-
periments, the model was deployed for translation
tasks without any prior fine-tuning. This approach,
however, did not yield successful outcomes in gen-
erating translations, primarily attributable to the
constraints of the model’s training. Specifically,
the model was architected to facilitate machine
translation from dialectal Arabic to English, with
no inherent training to support translation from vari-
ous dialects into Modern Standard Arabic (Nagoudi
et al., 2022).

To address this, a subsequent stage of fine-
tuning was implemented, utilizing the MADAR
dataset as a foundational corpus. This dataset
was anticipated to enhance the model’s dialectal
comprehension and translation efficacy. However,
the results fell short of expectations, which revealed
a lower than anticipated BLEU score.
AraT5-finetuned dialect-specific. Recognizing
the need for a more tailored approach to capture the
characteristics of each Arabic dialect, the models
were fine-tuned separately for each specific dialect
contained in this task. This refined strategy was
predicated on the hypothesis that dialect-specific
fine-tuning would enable the model to more accu-
rately learn and replicate the unique linguistic fea-
tures and idiomatic expressions inherent to each
dialect. This method was designed to fix the early
problems the model had when trying to translate in
a general way. By doing this, we hoped to make
the translations better overall and get higher scores
on translation quality tests (BLEU scores).

4.2. Zero-Shot Models

We evaluate GPT3.5 (Ouyang et al., 2022) exten-
sively to translate various dialects into modern stan-
dard Arabic. Especially, we evaluate GPT3.5 in
zero and few-shot settings. We choose three ex-
amples in the few-shot setting as (Kadaoui et al.,
2023) show it as the optimal setting across a wide
range of Arabic to English translation tasks. We
provide more details about our prompt in Table 2.
Zero-shot. We evaluate GPT3.5 in a zero-shot
setting with a simple prompt asking the model to
translate dialectal Arabic into MSA. We provide the
zero-shot prompt template in Table 2.
Few-Shot. We also use GPT3.5 in the 3-shot set-
ting by providing three examples from each dialect.
We keep the example static throughout the dialect.
Our 3-shot prompt can be found in Table 2.
Few-Shot with Self-Correction. We find that de-
spite providing examples there seem to be issues
with the translation. To address this issue, we exper-
iment with a modified prompt that asks the model
to find its mistakes and correct itself. We provide
a step-by-step guide to do the task. Our refine-
ment process improves our score by approximately
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Shot Prompt

Zero-shot

Translate the given input text from {dialect} Arabic dialect into
Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
{dialect}:{input}
MSA: []

Few-Shot

Translate the following input text from {dialect} Arabic dialect into
the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). The output should be in
Arabic script only.
Here are some examples:
{examples}
{dialect}:{input}
MSA: []

Few-Shot with Self-Correction

Following is the Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) translation from
{dialect} Arabic.
{dialect}: {input}
MSA: {msa}
Please correct the MSA translation for the input in {dialect}. An
accurate translation should consist solely of Modern Standard
Arabic (MSA) words and accurately translate the given input.
Here are some examples:
{examples}
Here is a step-by-step guide to do the task:
1. Identify any mistakes in the translation.
2. Correct the mistakes by replacing them with the correct MSA
words or phrases.
3. Provide the final corrected MSA translation.
Generate only the corrected MSA translation; no additional
information is needed. If no changes are required, then produce
the same translation.
{dialect}: {input}
Corrected MSA: []

Table 2: Zero-shot, few-shot, and self-correcting prompt templates. We format the prompt with appropriate
input and examples before feeding it to ChatGPT.

2 points in terms of BLEU score. We report our
self-correction prompt in Table 2.

4.3. Experimental Setup

We initially explored the efficacy of zero-shot
prompting for Arabic dialect-to-Modern Standard
Arabic translation tasks. While zero-shot prompting
of GPT3.5 provided a solid baseline, we further in-
vestigated the impact of increasing the prompt com-
plexity through a three-shot prompting approach.
Remarkably, our experiments revealed a substan-
tial improvement in BLEU scores when transitioning
from zero-shot to three-shot prompting. By incorpo-
rating additional context and refining the prompts,
the model gained a deeper understanding of the
translation task, resulting in more accurate and flu-
ent translations.

5. Results

BLEU score obtained using several models is
recorded in Table 3. Our results show that GPT3.5
outperformed the other models in dialectal Arabic
to MSA translation, with a BLEU score of 29.61.

The NLLB 3.3B Base model achieved a BLEU
score of 11.96. However, the fine-tuned NLLB
yielded a BLEU score lower than that of the base
NLLB model without fine-tuning of 9.00.

There could be several reasons for this unex-
pected result:

• Heterogeneous dataset: Fine-tuning the NLLB
model on the entire dataset while specifying
the source language as "arb_Arab" is inaccu-
rate, considering the dialectal variations within
the MADARA dataset.

The MADAR dataset is diverse, comprising
data from multiple Arabic dialects, which may
have contributed to a decline in performance
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owing to the substantial differences among
each dialect.

• Lack of dialect-specific fine-tuning: The fine-
tuning process did not involve separate fine-
tuning for each dialect. This could have led to
the model being unable to learn the specific
characteristics of each dialect, resulting in a
lower BLEU score.

On the other hand, the AraT5 fine-tuned model
achieved a BLEU score of 9.41 across all dialects.
However, when fine-tuned specifically for each di-
alect, there was a notable improvement, with a
BLEU score of 10.41.

These results suggest that GPT3.5 is more effec-
tive in capturing the features of dialectal Arabic and
translating them into MSA compared to the other
models.

The lower BLEU scores for the NLLB 3.3B Base
and AraT5 finetuned models may be due to the
complexity and variability of dialectal Arabic, which
can make it challenging to generalize from the train-
ing data.

The highest BLEU scores were achieved through
iterative improvements to the prompting strategy
applied to GPT-3.5. Initially, the model’s perfor-
mance was enhanced by incorporating examples of
dialect-to-Modern Standard Arabic translations into
the prompt, resulting in a BLEU score of 28. Sub-
sequently, further refinement was achieved by inte-
grating step-by-step instructions for self-correction
within the prompt framework. This iterative ap-
proach culminated in the attainment of the highest
BLEU score on the test dataset, reaching 29.61.

Model BLEU

NLLB-3.3B finetuned 9.00
AraT5 finetuned 9.41
AraT5-finetuned dialect-specific 10.41
NLLB-3.3B 11.96
ChatGPT (0-shot) 21.84
ChatGPT (3-shot) 28.00
ChatGPT (3-shot) with self-Correction 29.61

Table 3: BLEU score on the Test dataset.

6. Conclusion

Our experiments highlight the challenges in dialec-
tal Arabic to MSA translation, particularly in deal-
ing with heterogeneous datasets and the impor-
tance of dialect-specific fine-tuning. Our results
also demonstrate the potential of using state-of-the-
art language models like GPT to improve translation
performance. Future work could involve exploring
different fine-tuning strategies such as the mixture
of experts to improve the BLEU score further.
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Abstract
The translation between Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) and the various Arabic dialects presents unique challenges
due to the significant linguistic, cultural, and contextual variations across the regions where Arabic is spoken. This
paper presents a system description of our participation in the OSACT 2024 Dialect to MSA Translation Shared
Task. We explain our comprehensive approach, which combines data augmentation techniques using generative
pre-trained transformer models (GPT-3.5 and GPT-4) with the fine-tuning of AraT5 V2, a model specifically designed
for Arabic translation tasks. Our methodology has significantly expanded the training dataset, thus improving the
model’s performance across five major Arabic dialects, namely Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi. We
have rigorously evaluated our approach, using the BLEU score, to ensure translation accuracy, fluency, and the
preservation of meaning. Our results demonstrate the effectiveness of our refined data and models, achieving a
BLEU score of 85.5% on the validation set and 22.6% on the blind test set, indicating a successful bridging of the gap
between different dialects. However, it’s important to note that while utilizing a larger dataset resulted in significantly
higher evaluation BLEU scores, the performance on the blind test set was relatively lower. This observation
underscores the importance of dataset size in model training, revealing potential limitations in generalization to
unseen data due to variations in data distribution and domain mismatches.

Keywords: Machine Translation, Data Augmentation, BLEU Score, Arabic Dialects

1. Introduction

The Arabic language, characterized by its rich di-
versity of dialects, is the primary mode of commu-
nication for over 420 million individuals across the
Middle East and North Africa. This linguistic land-
scape is distinguished by a phenomenon known as
diglossia, wherein Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
coexists with various regional dialects (Qudah et al.,
2017). As the formal variant, MSA is ubiquitously
employed in official discourse, educational frame-
works, and literary works across the Arab domain.
Conversely, dialectal Arabic (DA) encompasses the
myriad vernacular languages intrinsically linked to
specific regions, encapsulating the essence of local
identities and cultural intricacies.

The coexistence of MSA and DA within this lin-
guistic ecosystem poses substantial challenges for
machine translation. The pronounced variations
in dialectal expressions, coupled with the scarcity
of extensive parallel corpora essential for practical
training, often culminate in suboptimal translation
outputs when conventional models, predominantly
trained on MSA, are utilized for DA content. This
predicament underscores the critical need for trans-
lation methodologies tailored to accommodate the
unique attributes of DA, enhancing accuracy and
contextual relevance in this linguistically complex

environment (Darwish et al., 2021).
In seeking to address the aforementioned chal-

lenges, we participated in the OSACT 2024 Dialect
to MSA Translation Shared Task, which aims to
evaluate the performance of translation models
across five major Arabic dialects: Gulf, Egyptian,
Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi. The primary objec-
tive of this work is to test the efficacy of sequence-
to-sequence translation models, particularly those
using the Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer (T5)
framework, in translating DA into MSA (Raffel et al.,
2020).

Our participation in this shared task entailed pre-
training specific models and carefully enhancing
the training data for the above dialects. We used
the dataset provided by the shared-task organiz-
ers for the training phase, after which our models
were evaluated using the development and test
sets (consisting of 500 unseen sentences for each
dialect during the test phase). We conducted sev-
eral experiments to evaluate the performance of
the models comprehensively (Nagoudi et al., 2022);
we also implemented different training settings to
improve the results and accuracy of the translation
between DA and MSA.

The subsequent sections are structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 reviews prior studies, Section 3
describes our proposed method, Section 4 details
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our experimental result, and, finally, we conclude
with a summarization of our main findings.

2. Related Works

Given the increasing need for effective communi-
cation across diverse cultures and global borders,
it has become essential to establish systems that
tackle the challenges of multiple dialects. However,
ensuring precise and efficient translations has be-
come increasingly complex. Therefore, our goal is
to explore a variety of approaches to improve the
effectiveness of translation systems, specifically for
MSA and Arabic dialects.

Sghaier and Zrigui (2020) propose a machine
translation system designed to translate Tunisian
Dialect (TD) text into MSA through a rule-based
methodology. The translation process comprises
three key stages: morphological analysis and dis-
ambiguation, lexical and structural transfer, and
morphological generation with spelling corrections,
resulting in the output text in MSA. Sajjad et al.
(2020) present a benchmarking effort for dialectal
Arabic-English machine translation aimed at tack-
ling the challenges encountered in low-resource
machine translation, particularly concerning Arabic
dialects. It introduces an evaluation suite designed
as a standard for measuring the effectiveness of
Arabic-English machine translation systems spe-
cialized in dialectal Arabic. By combining existing
Arabic-English dialectal resources and generating
new test sets, it provides a comprehensive evalua-
tion framework, covering various dialect categories,
genres, and levels of dialectal diversity. The study
employs a transformer-based seq2seq model for
this purpose.

Al-Ibrahim and Duwairi (2020) delves into the
application of Neural Machine Translation (NMT)
for translating the Jordanian dialect into MSA
using deep learning techniques, specifically the
RNN encoder-decoder model. The RNN encoder-
decoder model proves to be effective in translating
the Jordanian dialect into MSA, achieving a high
accuracy rate for word-to-word translation and a
lower accuracy rate for sentence translation. Ad-
ditionally, Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)
are utilized to enhance translation accuracy. More-
over, the study (Moukafih et al., 2021) addresses
the challenges of machine translation for six Ara-
bic dialects: Tunisian, Algerian, Moroccan, Syrian,
and Palestinian. It introduces the PADIC dataset,
a parallel corpus of Arabic dialects and MSA. It
presents a neural multi-task learning framework
leveraging inter-dialectal relationships to achieve
superior translation results.

Furthermore, Alzamzami and Saddik address
challenges in translating Arabic dialects on so-
cial media by introducing a multi-dialectal Arabic-

English dataset. It details the dataset construc-
tion process, emphasizing meticulous translator se-
lection and cultural considerations. Additionally, it
highlights deep learning-based translation models
for four Arabic dialects, utilizing transfer learning
and Transformer architecture for improved accu-
racy. The proposed dataset and models aim to ad-
dress the limitations in current translation systems
for Arabic dialects, particularly in informal social me-
dia contexts, spotlighting deep learning-powered
translation models tailored for four distinct Arabic di-
alects: Gulf, Levantine (Shami), Iraqi, and Yemeni.

3. Methodology

In this section, we present a comprehensive ap-
proach for tackling the shared issue of translating
different Arabic dialects into Modern Standard Ara-
bic (MSA). Considering the wide range of linguis-
tic variations among Arabic-speaking areas, our
approach aims to improve translation models for
precision and fluency while also bridging the gap
between formal written Arabic and informal spoken
Arabic. In order to do this, we have used a blend of
sophisticated data augmentation methods and pro-
cesses for fine-tuning that are especially suited to
the distinctive qualities of the Arabic dialects—Gulf,
Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi. Our
method improves the accuracy and consistency
of dialect-to-MSA translation by utilizing the most
recent developments in machine translation tech-
nology, such as the use of generative pre-trained
transformer models.

3.1. Data Augmentation
A key component of our approach is data augmen-
tation, which aims to significantly expand the variety
and amount of training data available for optimiz-
ing our translation models (Shorten et al., 2021).
The model’s capacity to generalize across many
dialects and linguistic subtleties, as well as the lack
of sufficient training data, are major obstacles that
must be overcome in order to successfully complete
machine translation tasks.

3.1.1. Implementation of Data Augmentation

To implement our data augmentation strategy, we
utilized a novel approach by incorporating the capa-
bilities of generative pre-trained transformer mod-
els, specifically GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 models. These
models were tasked with generating additional train-
ing examples from the original set of 200 sentences
provided for each dialect. The augmentation pro-
cess involved the following steps:

Source Sentence Preparation: For each
source sentence in the provided dialectal Arabic
datasets, we prepared a prompt designed to guide
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Figure 1: Dataset Size Before and After Augmentation by Dialect

the generative model towards producing a synony-
mous translation in MSA. The prompt explicitly in-
structed the model to ensure that the translation
maintains the original sentence’s meaning, adheres
to Modern Standard Arabic grammar, and matches
the original sentence in word count as closely as
possible.

Model Interaction: We interacted with the GPT-
3.5 and GPT-4 models through the OpenAI API 1,
submitting each prepared prompt as input. The
models were prefaced with a system message that
outlined their role as language models trained for
translating dialectal Arabic to MSA, emphasizing
the need for accuracy, grammatical adherence, and
word count maintenance.

Translation Generation: Upon receiving each
prompt, the models generated translations that
were then evaluated for quality and adherence to
the specified criteria. This process allowed us to
significantly expand our dataset with high-quality,
model-generated translations, thereby enriching
the training material available for fine-tuning our
translation system. Figure 1. illustrates the dataset
size before and after augmentation for each Arabic
dialect.

3.1.2. Evaluation of Augmented Data

In assessing the quality of sentences generated
by GPT models, traditional and advanced metrics
provide insights into the linguistic and semantic fi-
delity of the output compared to target sentences.
This evaluation highlights the challenges and solu-
tions in quantifying the effectiveness of generative
models in language tasks.

BLEU’s Limitations in Sentence Evaluation,
the Bilingual Evaluation Understudy (BLEU) metric,

1https://openai.com/blog/openai-api

widely utilized in machine translation to measure
the similarity of generated text to reference transla-
tions, showed significant limitations in our context
of the evaluation step where BLEU evaluates the
correspondence of n-grams between the generated
and target texts, offering a score from 0 to 1. How-
ever, this method’s reliance on exact matches often
fails to capture the essence of semantic similarity
and sentence structure, particularly in languages
with rich morphology or when dealing with nuanced
textual differences. A notable example from our
dataset noted during evaluation illustrates this limi-
tation in Figure 2,

As shown figure 2, Despite the generated sen-
tence being semantically identical to the original
target, except for the addition of a question mark,
BLEU assigned a score of 0, demonstrating its
inefficacy in capturing semantic equivalence and
punctuation nuances.

Advantages of METEOR in Overcoming
BLEU’s Shortcomings, on the other hand and
due to BLEU score sensitivity, the metric for evalu-
ation of GPT models predictions are underscored
with Explicit Ordering (METEOR) which offers a
more nuanced evaluation by accounting for syn-
onymy and stemming, in addition to exact matches.
METEOR’s alignment-based approach, which al-
lows for a flexible matching of words and phrases,
provides a more comprehensive assessment of
similarity between the generated text and the tar-
get. Employing METEOR in our evaluation of GPT
generated sentences yielded scores that more ac-
curately reflected the semantic and syntactic cor-
respondence between the target and GPT4 gener-
ated sentences as shown in Figure 3.

The average METEOR score across GPT4
and GPT3.5 augmented dataset are 73.22% and
67.48% respectively, indicating a strong alignment
with the original ground truth MSA target sentences
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Figure 2: BLEU Score Evaluation Demonstrating Sensitivity to Punctuation.

Figure 3: METEOR Scores for Evalation of GPT-Enhanced Data

of similarity and the ability of METEOR to capture
nuanced linguistic features.

Qualitative Evaluation with GPT-4 , In addition
to quantitative metrics, we employed GPT-4 for a
qualitative evaluation of sentence similarity. Us-
ing a custom prompt, sentences were assessed
on a scale from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating identical
semantic content. This approach allowed us to in-
corporate contextual understanding and nuanced
judgment beyond the capability of automated met-
rics. Selected examples from our evaluation of
GPT4 generated sentences are shown in Figure 4.

The average similarity score across evaluated
pairs for GPT4 and Gpt3.5 are 4.59 and 4.43 re-
spectively, demonstrating the efficacy of GPT-4 in
understanding and evaluating semantic nuances.

Through evaluating GPT-3.5 and GPT-4 gener-
ated sentences, we harnessed their high-quality
outputs for data augmentation, significantly boost-
ing the AraT5 V2 machine translation performance
from dialect to MSA. This approach effectively en-
riched our training dataset, showcasing the value of
leveraging advanced language models in enhanc-
ing machine translation tasks.

3.2. Fine-Tuning AraT5-V2 for Enhanced
Performance

Following the strategic data augmentation outlined
in the previous section, we transition to the fine-
tuning of AraT5 V2, a process central to our method-
ology aimed at enhancing Arabic dialect to MSA

translation. AraT5 V2, the successor to the founda-
tional AraT5 model, embodies a series of substan-
tial upgrades that elevate its capabilities in Arabic
language translation tasks significantly.

AraT5 (Nagoudi et al., 2022) is based on the
same architectural foundation as the original T5
model, but trained solely on Arabic data comprising
both MSA and dialectal Arabic (tweets) resulting in
29 Billion token with more than 248 GigaBytes of
dataset. The most recent version of AraT5, AraT5
V2 was utilized in this work. A key improvement
in AraT5 V2 lies in its training across a broader
and more diverse Arabic data corpus. AraT5 V2
enhances the model’s sequence length capability
from 512 to 1024 tokens, doubling its capacity for
handling longer text passages, ensuring context
preservation and resulting in more accurate and
coherent translations.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of this
model in our paper, we compare AraT5 V2 against
different sequence to sequence machine transla-
tion models, including the ARaT5-base (Nagoudi
et al., 2022), mT5 (Xue et al., 2020) models, to
showcase the efficacy of AraT5 V2 in translating
dialectal Arabic to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA).
This benchmarking underscores why AraT5 V2 was
the optimal choice for our study, highlighting its su-
perior performance over the augmented dataset
and specific advantages in addressing the com-
plexities of dialect-to-MSA translation tasks. Table
1 illustrates the comparative analysis showing the
validation loss and BLEU under the same training
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Figure 4: GPT4 Sentence Similarity Evaluation, Highlighting Semantic Alignment.

Model name Validation loss Validation BLEU
AraT5 V2 2.523 0.255

mt5 1.932 0.174
AraT5 Base 3.441 0.113

Table 1: Validation Loss and BLEU Scores for AraT5 V2, mt5, and AraT5 Base

configuration of all models.
As shown in Table 1, three models were eval-

uated based on their validation loss and BLEU
scores: AraT5 V2, mT5, and AraT5 Base. AraT5
V2 demonstrated a compelling balance of per-
formance metrics, recording a validation loss of
2.523 and a BLEU score of 0.255. Although mT5
presented a lower validation loss at 1.932, its
BLEU score of 0.174 was notably inferior to that
of AraT5 V2, indicating less effective translation
quality. AraT5 Base, Although a key model, AraT5
Base had the highest validation loss of 3.441 and
the lowest BLEU score of 0.113, putting it behind
the others. These results clearly support chosen
AraT5 V2 for our experiment, not only due to its
superior BLEU score, which maintains a satisfac-
tory balance between loss and translation quality,
proving its possibility in handling the translation of
dialect-to-MSA.

3.3. Training Configuration
The fine-tuning of AraT5 V2 is done by using two
NVIDIA A100 GPUs for efficient large-scale ma-
chine learning tasks. The model was based on
the UBC − NLP/AraT5v2 − base − 1024 model
from hugging face, which is specifically designed
for Arabic language tasks. The training used 128
tokens for source and target texts, a per-device
batch size of 16, and 22 epochs to adapt the model
without overfitting. The learning rate was 5e-5, us-
ing the AdamW optimizer, reflecting best practices
in transformer-based models for NLP tasks.

Training was conducted on a dataset comprising
2,666 examples, with a validation set of 297 exam-
ples, ensuring the model’s performance was evalu-
ated. The dataset was split from a larger corpus,
incorporating a diverse range of Arabic dialects

and ensuring a comprehensive representation of
linguistic nuances.

The model’s performance was primarily evalu-
ated using the BLEU score, a widely recognized
metric in machine translation that assesses the cor-
respondence between the model’s output and the
target translations. This metric, coupled with our
dataset, provided a robust framework for assessing
translation quality and model effectiveness.

The AraT5 V2 model have been tested a thor-
ough evaluation on a test set of 500 blind sen-
tences after its training and fine-tuning phases, as
part of the OSACT 2024 shared task. These sen-
tences, representing a broad spectrum of Arabic
dialects, provided a robust benchmark for testing
the model’s translation abilities. The evaluation,
conducted blindly by the shared task organizers,
primarily utilized the BLEU score to assess trans-
lation quality, focusing on accuracy, fluency, and
meaning preservation.

The AraT5 V2 model’s performance was compre-
hensively assessed through supplementary experi-
ments, including augmenting the training dataset
with dialectical variations like MADAR and evalu-
ating its performance on synthetically generated
datasets generated by GPT4 without fine-tuning,
contributing to a comprehensive assessment of its
efficacy across various real-world translation sce-
narios.

4. Evaluation and Results

Our experiments spanned a range of scenarios,
each designed to evaluate different factors of model
behavior and performance. We explore the impact
of dataset size, data augmentation techniques, and
fine-tuning strategies on model performance, lever-
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Experiment ID Experiment Type Training Dataset Dataset Size Number of Steps Val loss Val BLEU
1 Dev Only FT Dev Only 1k 5k 3.567 0.234
2 Dev Only FT Dev Only 1k 10k 4.526 0.254
3 Madar + Dev FT Madar and Dev 80k 85k 0.194 0.855
4 GPT4 Generated Test Dataset 1k - - -
5 Augmented Data with GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 2k 4.5k 2.228 0.248
6 Augmented Data with GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 2k 6k 2.523 0.255
7 Augmented Data with GPT3.5 + GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 3k 2k 1.658 0.241
8 Augmented Data with GPT3.5 + GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 3k 4k 1.732 0.237

Table 2: Summary of Experiments Results - Evaluation Metrics

Experiment ID Experiment Type Training Dataset Dataset Size Number of Steps Test BLEU
1 Dev Only FT Dev Only 1k 5k 0.215
2 Dev Only FT Dev Only 1k 10k 0.215
3 Madar + Dev FT Madar and Dev 80k 85k 0.172
4 GPT4 Generated Test Dataset 1k - 0.171
5 Augmented Data with GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 2k 4.5k 0.222
6 Augmented Data with GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 2k 6k 0.226
7 Augmented Data with GPT3.5 + GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 3k 2k 0.205
8 Augmented Data with GPT3.5 + GPT4 + Dev FT Dev + GPT generated 3k 4k 0.208

Table 3: Summary of Experiments Results - Test Metrics

aging both synthetic and real-world data sources.
Additionally, we provide an error analysis frame-
work to further understand the predictions and their
limitations. All these experiment results are chosen
based on the best epoch results of both validation
loss and BLUE and they are fully summarized in
Table 2 for validation set and Table 3 for blind test
set.

Augmentation Method Effectiveness: Experi-
ments 1 and 2 demonstrate pre-augmentation out-
comes, achieving a 21.5% score post-training over
5k and 10k steps, respectively. With augmenting
the training data with GPT4-generated samples (Ex-
periments 5 and 6) demonstrated notable improve-
ments in both evaluation and test BLEU scores
achieving 22.6% as best score among others and
compared to the baseline. This suggests that aug-
menting the dataset with diverse synthetic data can
effectively enhance the model’s performance, po-
tentially by exposing it to a wider range of linguistic
variations and nuances.

Impact of Dataset Size: The study, Experiment
3, used the larger Madar dataset Bouamor et al.
(2018) and development dataset to achieve an im-
pressive evaluation BLEU score of 85.5%. How-
ever, this performance did not extend to unseen test
sets, where the score dropped to around 17.1%.
The high score was observed when the 80K dataset
was divided into training and validation sets, sug-
gesting overfitting or overlap. The study highlights
the importance of dataset composition and parti-
tioning in model training, as larger datasets may
not predict effectiveness on unseen data due to
potential domain mismatches or differences in data
distribution.

Untuned GPT-4 Translation Performance, ex-
periment 4, which utilizes predictions directly gen-
erated by the GPT-4 model without any fine-tuning
has acheived a BLEU score of 17.1%, surprisingly

yields results comparable to those achieved with
fine-tuned models. This observation suggests GPT-
4’s inherent capability to understand and translate
Arabic dialects, underscoring its potential even in
the absence of task-specific optimization.

Balancing Data Augmentation and Fine-
tuning Experiments 7 and 8, which combined data
from GPT3.5 and GPT4 for augmentation, yielded
mixed results. While the evaluation BLEU improved
compared to the baseline, the test BLEU scores
did not show significant improvement. This sug-
gests that a careful balance between data aug-
mentation techniques and fine-tuning strategies is
necessary to achieve optimal performance across
various datasets and evaluation metrics.

GPT-4-Driven Error Analysis and Feedback,
in our evaluation framework, we implemented a
concise error analysis using four metrics—lexical,
syntactic, semantic, and orthographic—to assess
the translation quality from Arabic dialects to MSA.
By utilizing GPT-4, we analyzed generated transla-
tions for adherence to the original sentences’ mean-
ing and structure, facilitating a targeted assessment
of model performance across diverse dialects. This
methodology enabled us to isolate areas of excel-
lence and deficiency within each model, providing
specific feedback on critical sentences representa-
tive of each dialect.

This strategic approach underscores the pivotal
role of nuanced linguistic analysis in refining trans-
lation models, setting a foundation for subsequent
enhancements. Figure 5 shows some samples of
the performance of our translation models on se-
lected sentences for Experiments IDs of 3, 6 and 8
which show better results among others.

As shown in Figure 5, the error analysis of Ara-
bic dialect experiments reveals that GPT-4 models
consistently maintain high fidelity to the original
sentences’ semantic content, syntactic structure,
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Figure 5: Sample Error Analysis Across Models, Highlighting Linguistic Accuracy and Model Performance.
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and lexical choice, demonstrating their ability to
translate Arabic dialects to MSA with minimal errors.
However, Experiment 3 (Madar) often diverges from
the source, indicating a potential gap in capturing
the original’s intent. The study emphasizes the
importance of model selection in achieving high-
quality translations of Arabic dialects and suggests
targeted improvements for models struggling with
semantic fidelity.

5. Conclusion

In our study for the OSACT 2024 Shared Task
on translating Arabic dialects to MSA, we lever-
aged AraT5 V2 and data augmentation techniques
with GPT-3.5 and GPT-4, achieving our best BLEU
score of 22.6% with AraT5 V2. This underscores
AraT5 V2’s effectiveness in capturing the linguistic
intricacies of Arabic dialects. Our error analysis
further illuminated the strengths of GPT-4 in en-
hancing translation accuracy across lexical, syntac-
tic, semantic, and orthographic dimensions. These
results not only demonstrate the power of AraT5
V2 in handling Arabic translation tasks but also the
importance of nuanced error analysis in refining
model performance. Moving forward, we aim to
integrate emerging technologies to push the bound-
aries of machine translation for Arabic dialects and
MSA.
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Abstract
This paper presents our approach to the Dialect to Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) Machine Translation (MT) shared
task, conducted as part of the sixth Workshop on Open-Source Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools (OSACT6).
Our primary contribution is the development of a novel dataset derived from The Saudi Audio Dataset for Arabic
(SADA), an Arabic audio corpus. By employing an automated method utilizing ChatGPT 3.5, we translated the
dialectal Arabic texts to their MSA equivalents. This process not only yielded a unique and valuable dataset but
also showcased an efficient method for leveraging large language models (LLMs) in dataset generation. Utilizing
this dataset, alongside additional resources, we trained a machine translation model based on the Transformer
architecture. Through systematic experimentation with model configurations, we achieved notable improvements in
translation quality with BLEU scores advancing from a baseline of 25.5 to a peak of 31.5 in varied experimental
setups. Our findings highlight the significance of LLM-assisted dataset creation methodologies and their impact on
advancing machine translation systems, particularly for languages with considerable dialectal diversity like Arabic.

Keywords: Modern Standard Arabic, Dialectal Translation

1. Introduction

The field of neural machine translation (NMT) has
seen remarkable progress in recent years. Yet,
translating Arabic dialects to Modern Standard Ara-
bic (MSA) presents unique challenges. These chal-
lenges stem from the vast linguistic diversity across
Arabic dialects and the scarcity of dialect-specific
corpora for training effective machine translation
systems. Further, there is large lexical overlap Ara-
bic dialects and MSA, and many dialects exhibit
common syntactic properties. This paper details
our approach to addressing these challenges, high-
lighting our participation in the Dialect to Modern
Standard Arabic Machine Translation shared task
at the sixth Workshop on Open-Source Arabic Cor-
pora and Processing Tools (OSACT6) (Elneima
et al., 2024).

A pivotal aspect of our contribution lies in lever-
aging the Saudi Audio Dataset for Arabic (SADA)
(Alharbi et al., 2024), an extensive Arabic audio
corpus, as the foundation for generating a novel
text-based dataset. We developed an automated
method that employs ChatGPT 3.5 to translate di-
alectal Arabic text to corresponding MSA text. This
process not only generates a substantial corpus of
reasonable quality dialect-specific data but also
demonstrates the potential of using Large Lan-
guage Models (LLMs) for dataset creation in an
automated and scalable manner.

Building on this foundation, we explored the effi-
cacy of our newly created dataset, both indepen-

dently and in conjunction with existing datasets, to
train state-of-the-art transformer-based MT models
(Vaswani et al., 2017). Our methodology encom-
passes a detailed examination of model config-
urations, focusing on optimizing attention heads
and embedding dimensions to enhance translation
accuracy and fluency. Our contributions are as
follows:

• We show the efficacy of using LLMs (ChatGPT
3.5) for creating parallel dialectal-MSA data.

• We build a robust dialect to MSA MT system
that combines both existing datasets and LLM
generated data.

• We train a single transformer model that trans-
lates all dialects to MSA.

2. Related Work

In the evolving landscape of neural machine trans-
lation for Arabic dialects, research has predomi-
nantly been focused on bridging the linguistic di-
vide between various regional dialects and Modern
Standard Arabic. Despite the advancements, the
challenge remains in developing comprehensive
models that can accommodate the wide array of
dialects spoken across the Arab world. In light of
these challenges, our work draws inspiration from
and seeks to build upon the foundation laid by previ-
ous studies, while introducing novel methodologies
to enhance translation accuracy and efficiency.
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The study by Al-Ibrahim and Duwairi (2020) on
the Jordanian Arabic dialect and the investigation
into Levantine dialects by Baniata et al. (2018) un-
derscore the potential of deep learning techniques
in dialect translation and highlight the limitations
imposed by dataset size. Our approach similarly
leverages deep learning while incorporating an in-
novative dataset expansion strategy using an ex-
isting dataset, namely SADA (Alharbi et al., 2024),
combined with automated translation via LLMs,
namely chatGPT 3.5, to overcome the corpus size
limitation.

Moreover, the transductive transfer learning strat-
egy employed by Yazar et al. (2023) for the Alge-
rian Arabic dialect showcases the effectiveness of
knowledge transfer between models. They utilize a
pre-trained AraT5 transformer model as the back-
bone for their translation system. The introduction
of TURJUMAN (Nagoudi et al., 2022) represents a
significant leap forward, offering a versatile tool for
translating multiple languages into MSA. Our work
aligns with the spirit of TURJUMAN, emphasizing
flexibility and the use of advanced deep learning
models. However, we differentiate our approach by
focusing on the automated generation of a good-
quality dialect-specific dataset that can further re-
fine the translation process.

Lastly, Kchaou et al. (2023) developed a hybrid
model using JoeyNMT for the Tunisian dialect trans-
lation, achieving good results. We extend this con-
cept by experimenting with various model config-
urations and training strategies leading to good
results across multiple dialects.

3. Experimental Setup

3.1. Data

For training our dialectal to MSA MT systems,
we used two different datasets, namely the NADI
dataset (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2023) comprising a
total of 124,000 segments across various Arabic
dialects as detailed in Table 1, and a conversa-
tional dataset that we extracted from the SADA
speech corpus (Alharbi et al., 2024) and automati-
cally translated to MSA using chatGPT 3.5, which
will henceforth refer to as SADA-DA. The dataset
contains 1,027,153 segments of naturally occur-
ring dialectal conversations with the breakdown per
dialect shown in Table 2.

3.1.1. NADI Dataset

NADI dataset (Abdul-Mageed et al., 2023) is par-
ticularly notable for its diversity, encompassing a
wide range of Arabic dialects from across the Arab
world. The inclusion of the NADI dataset signif-
icantly enriched our training corpus, providing a

Dialect Segments
Tunisian 14,000
Iraq 4,000
Libya 4,000
Morocco 14,000
Syria 4,000
Saudi Arabia 4,000
Egypt 4,000
Jordan 42,000
Palestinian 2,000
Qatar 12,000
Yemen 2,000
Algeria 2,000
Lebanon 12,000
Oman 2,000
Sudan 2,000

Table 1: Breakdown of NADI dataset

Dialect Segments
Hijazi 690,784
Najdi 298,866
Egyptian 11,900
Levantine 7,542
Morrocan 5,540
Algerian 4,677
Janubi 3,603
Iraqi 2,683
Shamali 1,558

Table 2: Breakdown of SADA-DA dataset

broad spectrum of dialectal variations and linguis-
tic nuances. It spans many Arabic dialects with
their sub-dialects. Table 1 lists the dialects in the
NADI dataset.

3.1.2. SADA-DA

SADA is an Arabic audio dataset composed of
roughly 650 hours that are transcribed, diarized,
and annotated with gender, approximate age, and
dialect (Alharbi et al., 2024). From the SADA
dataset, we extracted the transcription of the audio
segments that were marked as dialectal. One of
the main advantages of the SADA dataset is that
the segments are composed of naturally occurring
dialectal conversations spanning many genres and
topics. Table 2 shows the breakdown per dialect
for the SADA-DA.

As can be seen from the dataset, Gulf dialects,
namely Hijazi, Najdi, Janubi, and Shamali, are over
represented. We prompted chatGPT 3.5 to pro-
duce their MSA equivalents. Here are some sam-
ple segments with their automatically generated
MSA equivalents:

• Shamali:
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– ½	JK
YË@ð ÑkQK
 ú
ÎË @ð
�é«Qå��. @Y 	ªË @ @Y 	ªË @ ú
G.


@

– ½K
YË@ð ÑkQK
 	áÖß.ð , �é«Qå��. 	à
�
B@ Z @Y 	ªË @ YK
P


@

• Najdi:

– ©ÖÞ� @ AêÊ 	g ú
æ
	�@Q 	«


@ ��. ��. B B

– Õ �æ�@ð Aê»Q�K@ ú
æ
	�@Q 	«


@ ¡�® 	̄ , B B

• Morrocan:

– @ 	Yºë Èñ�®J
» AÖß
X è@

– . @ 	Yºë Èñ�®K

�
AÖ ß @X

An important note here is that since the valida-
tion and test sets for the shared task were also
drawn from SADA, we made sure that none of our
training sentences were in either set.

To guide the translation process and ensure con-
sistency in the output, we crafted a specific prompt
that directed ChatGPT 3.5 to translate texts into
MSA, maintain the original text alongside its trans-
lation, and separate them using a designated sym-
bol. The prompt used was as follows:

, új� 	®Ë@ �éJ
K. QªË@ �é 	ªÊË �éJ
ËA�JË @ �ñ�	JË @ Ñk. Q�K
új� 	®Ë@ �éJ
K. QªËAK. é�JÔg. Q�Kð ú
Î�B@ �	JË @ 	áÓ C¿ I. �J» @

# 	QÓQË@ @ 	Yë Ð@Y 	j�J�AK. AÒî 	DJ
K. É� 	̄ @ð
Translation: Translate the following texts to MSA.
Output the original text and its translation with a #
as a separator between them.

This approach allowed for the automated gener-
ation of good-quality parallel sentences, where the
original dialectal Arabic text and its MSA translation
were clearly delineated by the # symbol.

Our experiments illuminated the critical influence
of prompt structure on the ChatGPT 3.5 output
quality and the tendency to generate hallucinations
or inaccurate content. It became evident that sim-
plicity and clarity in prompt design were paramount.
By formulating prompts that were succinct and to
the point, we minimized the likelihood of halluci-
nations, thereby enhancing the reliability and ac-
curacy of the translations produced by ChatGPT
3.5. This strategic approach to prompt crafting,
focusing on brevity and directness, proved instru-
mental in facilitating more more accurate machine
translations from dialectal Arabic to MSA.

We carried out a preprocessing step that looked
into how the lengths of the original and translated
texts varied. By spotting and excluding transla-
tions with major length discrepancies, we honed in
on including only the most promising translations.
Building upon this foundation, we proceeded with
a manual review by assessing a randomly chosen

sample of ChatGPT 3.5’s translations, focusing on
the translations’ fluency. This step was important
for identifying language subtleties that automated
evaluations, such as BLEU scores, might miss.

3.2. Translation Model

We employed a transformer-based architecture
(Vaswani et al., 2017) to address the challenge
of translating dialectal Arabic to MSA. The Trans-
former model, renowned for its effectiveness in
capturing complex dependencies in sequence-to-
sequence tasks, consists of an encoder-decoder
structure. Both the encoder and decoder comprise
6 layers, with each layer hosting 8 attention heads,
facilitating the model’s ability to focus on different
parts of the input sequence simultaneously.

The embedding layers are post-processed with
dropout, and the subsequent layers undergo
dropout, addition, and normalization, enhancing
the model’s generalization capability. We employed
a dropout rate of 0.1 and label smoothing of 0.1 to
mitigate overfitting and improve the model’s perfor-
mance on unseen data.

We utilized tied embeddings, a technique that
shares the weight matrix across the input and out-
put embeddings and the decoder’s pre-output layer,
reducing the model’s parameters and encouraging
more semantic representations. We used an Adam
optimizer with the hyperparameters: 0.9, 0.98, and
1e-09 and a gradient clipping norm of 5. The learn-
ing rate is set to 0.0003 with a warm-up of 16,000
steps followed by an inverse square root decay,
facilitating a stable and effective convergence.

To facilitate the training of our translation model,
we leveraged two state-of-the-art neural machine
translation frameworks: Marian NMT (Junczys-
Dowmunt et al., 2018) and JoeyNMT (Kreutzer
et al., 2019). These frameworks are known for
their efficiency, flexibility, and the high quality of the
translation models they can produce.

4. Results

The effectiveness of our translation models was rig-
orously evaluated using the BLEU score (Papineni
et al., 2002), a benchmark metric for assessing
the quality of machine-translated text relative to a
set of reference translations. Our evaluation strat-
egy involved two sets of experiments to discern
the impact of dataset composition on translation
accuracy.

In the initial phase, we utilized SADA-DA exclu-
sively. With the model configured with 4 attention
heads and embedding dimensions of 256 for both
the encoder and the decoder, we achieved a BLEU
score of 25.5 on the validation set. This served
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as a solid baseline, demonstrating the feasibility of
our approach for the translation task.

Next, we increased the model’s capacity, adjust-
ing the number of attention heads to 8 and the
embedding dimensions to 512 for both the encoder
and the decoder. This resulted in a notable im-
provement in translation quality, with the BLEU
score reaching 30.2 on the same validation set.
This marked a significant performance boost, high-
lighting the advantages of expanding model capac-
ity for this specific translation challenge.

In the second set of experiments, we combined
SADA-DA and NADI datasets to train our models,
aiming to reap the benefits of a richer, more diverse
training corpus. Under the initial configuration (4
attention head – 256 embedding dimensions) with
the combined datasets, the BLEU score improved
to 27.3, while the enhanced configuration (8 atten-
tion head – 512 embedding dimensions) yielded
a further improved BLEU score of 31.5. These re-
sults underscore the value of leveraging composite
datasets to improve the model’s understanding and
translation of diverse Arabic dialects into Modern
Standard Arabic.

The combination of the NADI and SADA-DA
datasets to train our machine translation systems
resulted in an approximate 1% enhancement in
translation accuracy, as indicated by improved
BLEU scores. This enhancement can be attributed
to several factors related to the diversity and com-
plementarity of the datasets:

• Increased Linguistic Diversity: The NADI
dataset, with its text-based collection span-
ning various Arabic dialects, and the SADA-
DA dataset, derived from conversational au-
dio, collectively encompass a wide linguistic
spectrum. This diversity introduces the model
to a broader range of dialectal variations, id-
iomatic expressions, and syntactic structures,
enabling it to learn more comprehensive trans-
lation patterns.

• Complementary Data Characteristics: The
NADI dataset primarily focuses on textual data
from digital platforms, which may include for-
mal and semi-formal dialectal usage. In con-
trast, SADA-DA, being sourced from conver-
sational speech, includes informal dialectal
expressions and colloquialisms.

• Robustness to Variability: Training on a mix
of text-based and speech-derived datasets ex-
poses the MT system to variations in spelling,
grammar, and usage across different contexts.

• Improved Generalization: The combination of
datasets mitigates the risk of overfitting to the
peculiarities of a single dataset.

• Data Augmentation Effect: The addition of
the SADA-DA dataset effectively serves as
a form of data augmentation, increasing the
volume of training data. This augmentation
is particularly beneficial for dialects that are
underrepresented in text-based corpora.

Dataset Heads Embed BLEU
SADA-DA∗ 4 256 25.5
SADA-DA∗ 8 512 30.2
SADA-DA+NADI∗ 4 256 27.3
SADA-DA+NADI† 8 512 31.5

Table 3: Experimental results on the validation
set using SADA-DA alone and SADA-DA+NADI
(∗MarianMT, †JoeyNMT)

These experiments illustrate the positive impact
of dataset diversity and model capacity on machine
translation performance, particularly in the context
of translating Arabic dialects to MSA. The advance-
ments in BLEU scores from using the combined
SADA-DA and NADI datasets reaffirm the impor-
tance of comprehensive and varied training data in
developing effective translation models.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented our participation in the
OSACT6 shared task on the translation of Arabic
dialects to MSA, leveraging state-of-the-art neu-
ral machine translation techniques. Our research
introduced a novel approach to dataset creation
and utilization, primarily focusing on the automated
generation of a text corpus from the SADA dataset.
This method highlights the efficacy of using LLMs
for data generation and the potential of using audio
corpora in enriching machine translation training
sets.

Our experiments were methodically designed
to assess the impact of dataset composition and
model configuration on translation performance.
The initial experiments, conducted using the SADA-
DA dataset alone, set a solid baseline for our trans-
lation models. Subsequent experiments with en-
hanced model capacities further improved transla-
tion quality, as shown by the observed increases
in BLEU scores. The integration of the SADA-DA
dataset with the NADI dataset enabled our mod-
els to benefit from a richer and more linguistically
diverse training sets. This combination led to no-
table improvements in BLEU scores, underscoring
the value of diverse training corpora in the realm
of machine translation. For future work, we plan
to experiment with a greater variety of dialect-to-
MSA parallel corpora and with n-shot prompting of
LLMs.
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Abstract

This paper presents the findings from our par-
ticipation in the 6th Workshop on Open-Source
Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools (OS-
ACT6) in 2024. Our specific focus was on
the second task (Task 2), which involved trans-
lating text at the sentence level from five dis-
tinct Dialectal Arabic (DA) (Gulf, Egyptian,
Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi) into Mod-
ern Standard Arabic (MSA). Our team, Sir-
ius_Translators, fine-tuned four AraT5 mod-
els namely; AraT5 base, AraT5v2-base-1024,
AraT5-MSA-Small, and AraT5-MSA-Base for
the Arabic machine translation (MT) task.
These models were fine-tuned using a vari-
ety of parallel corpora containing Dialectal
Arabic and Modern Standard Arabic. Based
on the evaluation results of OSACT6 2024
Shared Task2, our fine-tuned AraT5v2-base-
1024 model achieved an overall BLEUscore of
21.0 on the development (Dev) set and 9.57 on
the test set, respectively.

1 Introduction

To emphasize the significance of addressing Ara-
bic dialects, it’s noteworthy that Ethnologue1 ranks
Arabic as the language with the 5th highest num-
ber of native speakers, totalling approximately 420
million individuals across 22 countries in the Mid-
dle East and North Africa region. Arabic is char-
acterized by diglossia, a linguistic phenomenon
where MSA is used in formal contexts, while DA is
prevalent in informal settings (Al-Sobh et al., 2015;
Abdul-Mageed et al., 2022). Dialects are broadly
categorized by region, such as Egyptian or Gulf
dialects, but they also exhibit nuanced variations
even within individual countries. The linguistic
variation presents substantial challenges for MT
models trained on MSA. Employing these models,
designed specifically for MSA, on DA can be prob-
lematic, resulting in subpar translation outcomes

1https://www.ethnologue.com

when applied to DA. One potential solution to over-
come this challenge involves creating parallel cor-
pora, including MSA translations of text written
in DA. Recently, considerable efforts have been
devoted to translating dialects into MSA. However,
the prevalent approach across most studies involves
treating each dialect independently. As a result, it
is crucial to formulate models with the capability to
collectively manage and process at least the most
common Arabic dialects.

In this paper, we detail the experiments con-
ducted to develop DA MT model. More precisely,
we evaluate the results of fine-tuning different archi-
tectures (versions) of the AraT5 transformer model
(Nagoudi et al., 2021), employing various datasets
for the training phase. The structure of the pa-
per is as follows: Section 2 provides background
information about Arabic dialects. Section 3 out-
lines related works. Section 4 describes the dataset
used. The research methodology, including the
fine-tuning of AraT5 models and training configu-
ration, is presented in Section 5. In Section 6, we
discuss the obtained results. Finally, Section 7 of-
fers a conclusive summary and discusses potential
future work.

2 Arabic Dialects Overview

Provided here is contextual background on the
variation found in Arabic dialects. MSA repre-
sents the formal variant of Arabic, taught in edu-
cational institutions and utilized for formal texts
and news presentations. MSA has its roots in the
Classical Arabic of the Qur’an, albeit experienc-
ing changes in vocabulary and specific aspects of
grammar over time. Nevertheless, the majority of
Arabs speak their regional dialect as their natu-
ral language which is notably different from MSA
form of Arabic. While the precise categorization
of regional dialects may not be entirely consistent,
here are a few main groups:
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1. Gulf: spoken in Gulf countries including
Saudi Arbia, Kuwait, Bahrain, Oman and
Qatar.

2. Egyptian: spoken in Egypt only.

3. Levantine: spoken in Levant countries includ-
ing Lebanon, Jordan, Syria, and Palestine.

4. Iraqi: spoken in Iraq and regions of
neighbouring countries, also referred to as
Mesopotamian Arabic.

5. Maghrebi: Spoken in Morocco, Algeria,
Tunisia, Libya, Western Sahara, and Mauri-
tania, Maghrebi is influenced by French and
Berber(Turki et al., 2016)

Elaborating on how dialectal variations may
manifest in their written form, is detailed from
a Natural Language Processing(NLP) perspective
by Zaidan and Callison-Burch (2014). For exam-
ple, concerning morphology, they observe that the
absence of grammatical cases in dialects is pri-
marily evident in the accusative when a suffix is
introduced. This is attributed to the fact that gram-
matical cases in MSA are typically indicated by
short vowels, which are commonly omitted from
the text. The absence of duals and feminine plurals
is also observable, and the inclusion of circumfix
negation. In terms of syntax, the prevalence of
the verb–subject–object word order is noted to be
higher in MSA compared to dialects. Lastly, dis-
tinctions in vocabulary are also discernible in the
written text.

3 Related Work

In the realm of neural machine translation
(NMT) for DA, the predominant emphasis has re-
volved around translating these dialects into MSA.
Nonetheless, a majority of these studies often cen-
tre on a singular dialect, as discussed earlier in this
document, leading to a deficiency in models that
cover a wide range of Arabic dialects.

As an example, Al-Ibrahim and Duwairi (2020),
conducted research focusing on translating the
Jordanian Arabic dialect into MSA through deep
learning techniques, employing an RNN encoder-
decoder model. The progress of their work was,
however, constrained by the limited size of the cor-
pus.

Likewise, Baniata et al. (2018) addressed the
task of translating Levantine dialects, encompass-
ing Jordanian, Syrian, and Palestinian, into MSA.

They utilized a comparatively small dataset of par-
allel sentences sourced from MADAR PADIC cor-
pora. In their approach, they adopted a multitask
learning model, where the decoder was shared
across various language pairs, while each source
language had its dedicated encoder.

In a similar fashion, Kchaou et al. (2022)
adopted a hybrid approach in constructing a trans-
lation model for the Tunisian dialect. They pro-
posed various augmentation methods to generate
a large corpus and subsequently tested different
NMT models using this corpus.

In the domain of low-resource NMT for the Al-
gerian Arabic dialect, Hamed et al. (2023), intro-
duced a transductive transfer learning approach. In
this approach, the knowledge is conveyed from par-
ent to child models. The evaluation was conducted
employing two datasets; MADAR and PADIC. The
implementation of the transductive transfer learn-
ing approach done by using two types of NMT mod-
els namely: Seq2Seq and Attentional-Seq2Seq.

Furthermore, Nagoudi et al. (2022b) developed
TURJUMAN 2, a comprehensive neural toolbox
with the capability of translating 20 different lan-
guages into MSA. The TURJUMAN toolbox lever-
ages the strengths of AraT5 model and explores
its proficiency in Arabic decoding. TURJUMAN
was developed to utilize semantic similarity for
collecting parallel data samples that are openly
accessible, ensuring the quality of the collected
data. Most recently, researchers in the NMT field,
have come to the fact that transfer learning through
straightforward fine-tuning is an effective method,
particularly when applied between closely related
high-resource and low-resource languages (Zoph
et al., 2016).

4 Datasets

In Task 2 of OSACT6 Workshop, organizers shared
the Dev and Test set in CodaLab 3, for develop-
ing and testing purposes respectively. In addition,
participants were free to use any of the available
linguistics resources and corpora for training their
models, called the Training set (Train). Table 1
gives the total number of dialectal sentences in
each of the three datasets (train, Dev and Test) used
in this research.

Our methodology starts with the training of
the chosen AraT5 models, employing five distinct

2https://demos.dlnlp.ai/turjuman/
3https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/17118
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datasets, and fine-tuning their hyper-parameters as
a result. After the training phase, we evaluated the
performance of our models on the Dev set provided
by the organizers of the OSACT6 2024 shared task.
Ultimately, predictions were generated using the
optimal model configuration on the test set. The
following sections in this paper will provide details
about the selected datasets, AraT5 models, and the
training configuration.

Data set #Sentences
Train 180,211
Dev 1001
Test 1888

Table 1: Number of Sentences in Train, Dev and Test
sets

4.1 Train Set:

Shared Task 2 of the OSACT6 Workshop allowed
the participants to use any available resources and
tools for training and fine-tuning their models. This
section details the datasets employed in training
our models. While exploring potentially valuable
publicly available datasets, we considered those
encompassing various Arabic dialects, specifically
regional variations pertinent to the five dialects of
interest in Shared Task 2 of OSACT6. We iden-
tified and made use of five datasets: 1)MADAR,
2)PADIC, 3)Dial2MSA, 4) Arabic semantic textual
similarity (STS) and 5)SADID datasets. Table 2
provides statistics regarding the size of each dataset,
measured by the number of pairs of DA sentences
alongside their corresponding MSA translations.

MADAR (Bouamor et al., 2019) is a parallel
corpus that encompasses different Arabic dialects
spoken in 25 cities in Arabic world, along with
MSA and English. MADAR stands out as the sole
corpus in our training data that covers all five di-
alects of Shared Task 2, namely: Gulf, Egyptian,
Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi.

While PADIC (Meftouh et al., 2018) is a parallel
corpus comprising texts that belong to two primary
Arabic dialects alongside the MSA form. It com-
prises three sub-dialects from Maghrebi: Algerian,
Anab, and Tunisian. Additionally, it incorporates
two sub-dialects from Levantine: Syrian and Pales-
tinian.

Dial2MSA The Dial2MSA dataset, as outlined
by Mubarak (2018), encompasses tweets written in
four distinct Arabic dialects: Egyptian, Gulf, Lev-

antine, and Maghrebi, along with their respective
MSA translations. It’s important to note that the
validation process for the translations was carried
out manually only for the Egyptian and Maghrebi
dialects. In this research, the entire PADIC dataset,
which includes translations that have not undergone
validation, was employed during the training phase
of our models.

Arabic STS dataset collected by, Al Sulaiman
et al. (2022), focuses on determining semantic sim-
ilarity between two given Arabic sentences. Each
English phrase was translated into three target lan-
guages namely: MSA, Egyptian and Saudi dialect

SADID (Abid, 2020) is a parallel corpus for En-
glish, Egyptian, Levantine and MSA. The dialectal
texts were collected from three distinct sources:1)
Wikipedia for its diverse domains and clear lan-
guage, 2) Aesop’s Fables for its narrative style, and
3) specific dialogues from movie subtitles. English
was chosen as the source language for sentences
rather than MSA to avoid introducing bias into the
translations (Bouamor et al., 2014). Various trans-
lators offer translations with varying degrees of
dialectal influence.

Glf Egy Lev Iraqi Magh
MADAR 15400 13800 18600 18600 29200
PADIC 0 0 12824 0 19236

Dial2MSA 18010 16355 18000 0 7912
Arabic STS 2758 2758 0 0 0

SADID 0 2997 2997 0 0
Total 36168 35910 52421 18600 37112

Table 2: The number of dialect-to-MSA translation sen-
tences in each of the datasets used in Task 2

4.2 Dev Set

The development set4 is structured as a JSON file,
containing 1001 sentences, with approximately 200
sentences allocated to each dialect. This dataset is
essential for improving and evaluating translation
systems, with a focus on achieving outstanding re-
sults. As you can see in the figure 2, each sentence
in the development set has a unique identifier ("id").
The second key is the dialect name label ("dialect"),
to which the sentence belongs. The third key in
the dictionary is ("source"), representing the tex-
tual content of the sentence. Additionally, the key
("target") contains the translation of the sentence
into MSA.

4https://osact-lrec.github.io
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Figure 1: Capture of the JSON File Structure for the
Dev Set

4.3 Test Set
The test set5 is structured as a JSON file, containing
a total of 1888 sentences, with approximately 377
sentences allocated to each dialect. These test sen-
tences have been carefully crafted to evaluate the
performance of translation systems to accurately
convert DA text into MSA. As you can see in Figure
2, each sentence in the test set has a unique identi-
fier ("id"). The second key is the dialect name label
("dialect"), to which the sentence belongs. The
third key in the dictionary is ("source"), represent-
ing the textual content of the sentence.

Figure 2: Capture of the JSON File Structure for the
Test Set

5 Methodology

Within this section, we present the AraT5 mod-
els that serve as our foundation, illustrate the fine-
tuning process, and delve into the optimization of
hyper-parameters.

5.1 Training Configurations
From the train set, we have observed that the dialec-
tal text and the corresponding MSA text share the
same words between them. Based on this observa-
tion, we have applied the same method as (Khered
et al., 2023), this involves generating an additional
pair for every translation pair in our Train set, in
which both the source and the target consist of
text written in MSA. Table 3 shows an example
of the additional pair generation in the Train set.

5https://osact-lrec.github.io

Leveraging these additional pairs empowers our
models to grasp the nuances of sentences contain-
ing words shared with MSA. In our training setup,
we’ve incorporated all dialect-to-MSA translation
pairs from the Train set, focusing on regions perti-
nent to the five targeted dialects used in training a
single model. Consequently, translation pairs from
datasets covering Gulf, Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi,
and Maghrebi dialects were employed in the model
learning process.

Source Target
Original Pair

�é 	KðQºÓ É¿ AK
 ÈAg. P �é 	KðQºªÖÏ @ É¿

AK
 Ég. P

Additional Pair
�é 	KðQºªÖÏ @ É¿


AK
 Ég. P �é 	KðQºªÖÏ @ É¿


AK
 Ég. P

English Translation
A man is eating pasta

Table 3: An example of adding MSA pair to the Train
set in which, the source and target are both the MSA
translation of the source text

5.2 Fine-Tuning AraT5 Models
The Text-To-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) model
transforms various natural language processing
(NLP) tasks into a consistent textual format.
Among the NLP tasks on which T5 has been pre-
trained is MT (Raffel et al., 2020). In our study,
we conducted fine-tuning on four distinct AraT5
models: AraT5 base, AraT5v2-base-1024, AraT5-
MSA-Small, and AraT5-MSA-Bases

• The AraT5 base This model by Nagoudi
et al. (2022a), is a tailored version of T5,
meticulously fine-tuned to handle and process
Arabic text. Functioning as a fundamental
model, It demonstrates versatility across a
range of natural language processing tasks,
including text classification, text generation,
and machine translation (MT). AraT5-base
effectively leverages the Transformer architec-
ture and pre-trained embeddings to understand
and generate Arabic text proficiently.

• The AraT5v2-base-1024 model signifies an
advanced version of AraT5-Base. In the latest
iteration of AraT5, AraT5v26, the sequence
length has been expanded from 512 to 1024,
this represented as "1024" in its name. This

6https://huggingface.co/UBC-NLP/AraT5v2-base-1024
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extended sequence length significantly en-
hances the model’s adaptability across various
NLP tasks. Notably, the fine-tuning process
of AraT5v2-base-1024 demonstrates conver-
gence approximately 10 times faster than its
predecessor, AraT5-base. This accelerated
convergence has the potential to considerably
expedite both training and fine-tuning proce-
dures, thereby improving overall efficiency.
The selection of this model to be included in
our experiments stems from its outstanding
performance, as illustrated in Table 5, where
its performance surpassed that of other mod-
els.

• The AraT5-MSA-Base (Nagoudi et al.,
2022a), represents an enhanced iteration of
AraT5, specifically designed to proficiently
handle diverse standard Arabic natural lan-
guage processing tasks. With an augmented
architecture and an increased number of pa-
rameters, it excels in tackling intricate tasks
that require a profound understanding of the
language. AraT5-MSA-Base stands out as an
ideal choice for research projects and appli-
cations demanding advanced linguistic mod-
elling.

• In contrast AraT5- MSA-Small (Nagoudi
et al., 2022a), is a refined iteration of the
AraT5 model, known as AraT5-MSA-Small,
is specifically designed for the streamlined
processing of Modern Standard Arabic (MSA)
data. It operates at an accelerated pace and
requires fewer computational resources com-
pared to its "Base" counterpart. AraT5-MSA-
Small is commonly utilized in applications
where operational efficiency is crucial, all
without a substantial sacrifice in quality.

Our methodology encompassed fine-tuning the
above mentioned models using the whole Train set
together with all of the four selected AraT5 models.
Moreover, the same hyper-meters being used for
fin-tuning the models. This standardized method-
ology empowered us to conduct significant com-
parisons between the models’ performance in our
experiments. Table 4 provides information about
the hyper-meters used during the training process.
All the models employed in our experiments were
obtained from the Hugging Face7 repository. The

7https://huggingface.co

PyTorch Transformers library8 is used for design-
ing and executing our Python codes. These hyper-
parameters were meticulously chosen to attain op-
timal performance while reducing the duration of
training

Parameters Values
learning_rate 5e-5

max_target_length 128
max_source_length 128

per_device_train_batch_size 16
per_device_eval_batch_size 16

save_steps 1000
eval_steps 1000

num_train_epochs 2

Table 4: Hyper-parameters for fin-tuning the AraT5
models

6 Results and Discussion

All models utilized in our research underwent
evaluation using the BiLingual Evaluation Under-
study (BLEU) metric (Papineni et al., 2002), which
measures the matching between text generated by
the machine (model) and the reference transla-
tion based on overlapping words.Table 5 presents
the evaluation of model performance, measured in
terms of BLEUscore. Notably, the AraT5v2-base-
1024 model stands out as the top-performing model,
achieving overall BLEUscore of 21.0 when used
on the Dev set.

The performance evaluation on the chosen
AraT5 models and learning hyper-parameters un-
derscores the intricacies of the translation task, par-
ticularly in translating from AD to MSA.The low
BLEUscores in our experiments can be attributed
to various factors. These encompass issues in the
availability of corpora for some dialects in this
study, notably the small size of the Iraqi dialect in
the total Train set. Additionally, due to time and
computational resource constraints,we could not in-
vestigate the the impact of the values of varying hy-
perparameter on the AraT5 models’ performance.
These combined factors pose challenges in obtain-
ing higher performance reults in Arabic MT tasks.
Enhancement of existing resources and creation of
new comprehensive Arabic parallel datasets will
lead to improvement in the translation outcomes in
the future.

8https://pytorch.org/hub/huggingface_pytorch-
transformers/
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Model BLEUScore
AraT5 base 19.26

AraT5v2-base-1024 21.0
AraT5-MSA-Base 16.88

AraT5- MSA-Small 15.97

Table 5: BLEUscores on the Dev set of the chosen
models.

7 Conclusion

This paper outlines our contributions to the OS-
ACT6 2024 Shared Task 2, which revolves around
MT of AD into MSA using five Arabic paral-
lel datasets: MADAR, PADIC, Dial2MSA, Ara-
bic STS, and SADID. Throughout our research,
we examined four variants of the AraT5 model:
AraT5 base, AraT5v2-base-1024, AraT5-MSA-
Small, and AraT5-MSA-Base. The experimental
findings presented in this study suggest the poten-
tial application of these methods to automate the
construction of Arabic parallel corpora. Moreover,
our commitment extends to advancing research
through additional exploration of fine-tuning tech-
niques for transformer models.

Potential future directions include the develop-
ment of a multilingual model tailored to DA and
MSA. Another avenue involves the creation of ad-
ditional Arabic parallel corpora covering under-
resourced Arabic dialects, for example, a corpus
of Saudi regional dialects. Additionally, the preva-
lence of Arabizi—where young Arabs on social
media use the Latin script and numerals to repre-
sent Arabic sounds—represents an important phe-
nomenon to consider for future research endeav-
ours.
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Abstract
This paper outlines the process of training the AraT5-MSAizer model, a transformer-based neural machine
translation model aimed at translating five regional Arabic dialects into Modern Standard Arabic (MSA). Developed
for Task 2 of the 6th Workshop on Open-Source Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools, the model attained a BLEU
score of 21.79% on the held-out test set associated with the task.

Keywords: Arabic, Neural Machine Translation, T5

1. Introduction

Arabic—a Semitic language spoken by over 400M
people—encompasses a range of languages and
dialects that have varying degrees of mutual in-
telligibility (Bergman and Diab, 2022). Perhaps
what is even more defining of the Arabic language
is the state of diglossia where all regional and
local Arabic dialects co-exist with a “very diver-
gent, highly codified (often grammatically more
complex) superposed variety” (Ferguson, 1959,
p. 336)—which is the Modern Standard Arabic
(MSA). MSA is often used in formal and legal con-
texts across Arab countries, while dialectal Ara-
bic (DA) comprises a rich array of regional and
local dialects, differing in phonology, morphology,
syntax and semantics (Habash, 2022). These
variations between Arabic dialects and MSA pose
challenges for Arabic Natural Language Process-
ing (NLP) systems, particularly because many of
the existing datasets and corpora have been fo-
cused on MSA rather than the myriad of Arabic di-
alects, and the very fact that MSA is shared across
the Arab world (Bender, 2019; Bergman and Diab,
2022).1

This paper presents a fine-tuned encoder-
decoder model to translate dialectal Arabic into
MSA. The model is the result of participating in
Task 2 under the 6th Workshop on Open-Source
Arabic Corpora and Processing Tools; the shared
task is presented in more detail in Section 2. The
model itself, along with the data used to train it,
are described in Section 3. In Section 4 we report
the results on the development and test datasets
provided by the task organizers. We briefly refer
to related work in Section 5 and reflect on findings

1We suspect that there are political as well as reli-
gious factors contributing to the marginalization of di-
alectal Arabic, or even looking down at dialectal varieties
as ‘ill-formed’ Arabic. Though not discussed any further
here, it is imperative to examine the status of Arabic NLP
resources in light of this, while acknowledging efforts like
the OSACT 2024 Shared Task, among others.

and the way forward in Section 6.

2. Task Description

The Dialect to MSA Machine Translation Shared
Task revolves around translating various Arabic di-
alects into Modern Standard Arabic, with the in-
tention to bridge the gap between colloquial Ara-
bic and formal written language. Participants were
asked to develop models to accurately translate
(or convert) dialectal Arabic into MSA. The task
covered five regional dialects, namely: the Gulf,
Egyptian, Levantine, Iraqi, and Maghrebi dialects.
The development and test datasets provided in
the task are modestly sized. The development
set comprises 1, 001 sentence pairs—200 pairs per
dialect—whereas the test set includes 1, 888 sen-
tence pairs that are unevenly distributed over the
dialects, as illustrated in Table 1.2 Participants
were allowed to utilize whichever resources avail-
able to train and/or fine-tune their systems. All sub-
missions to the shared task were evaluated using
two metrics, viz. BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002) and
Comet DA (Rei et al., 2022).3

3. Model Description

We dubbed our model AraT5-MSAizer, and it
is the result of fine-tuning the AraT5v2 model
by Nagoudi et al. (2022)—a pre-trained encoder-

2According to the Shared Task’s website there was
supposed to be 500 MSA-dialect pairs for each dialect,
both for development and testing. “For each dialect,
a set of 500 sentences written in both MSA and di-
alect will be provided for finetuning, and the testing
will be done on a set of 500 blind sentences” https:
//osact-lrec.github.io.

3More details on the shared task and the results can
be found on: https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.
fr/competitions/public_submissions/17118
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Dialect No. sentence pairs

Gulf 586
Levantine 568
Magharebi 343
Egyptian 314
Iraqi 77

Table 1: Dialect-wise breakdown of sentence
pairs in the test dataset from the shared task.

decoder transformer model (Raffel et al., 2020).4
We chose to fine-tune this specific model be-
cause it was pre-trained on Twitter data, among
other datasets, which encompass dialectal Ara-
bic (Nagoudi et al., 2022). In addition, as we de-
scribe in Section 5, the AraT5v2 model has been
used in other related shared tasks for dialect-to-
MSA translation.5 We approached the task as
translation from dialect to MSA without distinguish-
ing between the different dialects (even though
those were provided in the development and test
datasets).

In the following sub-sections, we present the
training data used to fine-tune the model and the
training configuration.

3.1. Training Data
To fine-tune our model, we used a blend of
four distinct datasets; three of which comprised
‘gold’ parallel MSA-dialect sentence pairs. The
fourth dataset, considered ‘silver’, was generated
through back-translation from MSA to dialect, as
detailed in Section 3.1.2.

3.1.1. Gold Data

The Multi-Arabic Dialects Application and Re-
sources (MADAR). MADAR includes a parallel
corpus of 25 Arabic city-level dialects in addition
to MSA (Bouamor et al., 2018). As mentioned be-
fore, we train one model to translate from all di-
alects to MSA, and therefore we ‘collapsed’ all di-
alects and sub-dialects in MADAR to just DA, lead-
ing to a total of 88, 200 sentence pairs. We reserve
an additional 9, 800 pairs for early evaluation and
experimentation.6 MADAR was also used in for-
mer related shared tasks such as the Nuanced Ara-
bic Dialect Identification Shared Task organized by

4AraT5v2-base-1024 is available on https://
huggingface.co/UBC-NLP/AraT5v2-base-1024

5It is important to highlight that the model selection
and training as well as the data creation process were
also constrained by the limited resources available to the
author as an independent researcher.

6We did not follow the original train-dev-test split in
MADAR for selecting those sentences.

Abdul-Mageed et al. (2023).

The North Levantine Corpus. Krubiński et al.
(2023) recently introduced a multi-parallel corpus
focusing on the North Levantine dialect (aka the
‘Shami’ or Syrian dialect). The corpus is basically a
subset of the OpenSubtitles2018 parallel corpora
(Lison et al., 2018) where the Arabic sentences
have been manually translated to the North Lev-
antine Arabic dialect.7 The corpus includes about
120, 600 Shami-MSA pairs; we used 90% of which
for training.

The Parallel Arabic DIalect Corpus (PADIC).
PADIC is a multi-dialect parallel corpus cover-
ing six Arabic (sub-)dialects of the Levantine and
Maghrebi regional dialects (Meftouh et al., 2015,
2018). Like with MADAR, we do not distinguish be-
tween the different dialects for the purpose of train-
ing our model and, hence, end up with a dataset
of 41, 680 dialect-MSA pairs.

3.1.2. Synthetic Data

One way to augment our training data is to exploit
monolingual data (i.e. MSA-only datasets or cor-
pora). Back-translation is an effective approach to
‘create’ more training data (Sennrich et al., 2016),
where an MT system or model is trained in re-
verse; that is, the model is trained to translate tar-
get (MSA) to source (Arabic dialect). The result-
ing model can then translate target-side monolin-
gual data back into the source language, creating
a synthetic (or silver) parallel corpus for training a
source-to-target model.

To generate the synthetic data, we first fine-
tuned AraT5v2 to translate from MSA into dialec-
tal Arabic on the combination of the three afore-
mentioned gold datasets.8 We then used the re-
sulting MSA-to-dialect model to translate a sub-
set of the Arabic sentences in OPUS (Tiedemann,
2012; Zhang et al., 2020).9 We filtered the sen-
tences in OPUS to only include Arabic sentences
that are longer than 5 characters and shorter than
450 characters.

Given the nature of the data in OPUS, some
of the MSA-dialect pairs in the synthesized data
included parentheses around foreign names in

7The corpus includes pairings with several Indo-
European languages but these are not relevant to the
work presented here.

8We acknowledge that there isn’t a singular entity
called “dialectal Arabic”. However, we posit that if the
reverse-translation model is capable of producing any
variation of dialectal Arabic, the reuslting synthetic cor-
pus could prove beneficial.

9See: https://huggingface.co/datasets/
Helsinki-NLP/opus-100
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MSA, but not in the dialect translation; we post-
processed the dataset to replace the opening and
closing parentheses with the empty string in such
cases.10 The resulting synthetic parallel corpus
consists of 965, 020 MSA-dialect pairs. As we will
see in the following sub-section, not all of those
pairs will be used for fine-tuning the final model.

One significant caveat of the MSA-to-dialect
translation model is the dominance of the Lev-
antine dialect, which is present in the three gold
datasets used to train the model. Indeed the North
Levantine Corpus is almost as large as PADIC and
MADAR combined, and the last two already in-
clude Levantine sentences (cf. Table 2).

3.1.3. Training Dataset

The dataset used to train the model is the combi-
nation of the three gold datasets in addition to a
further filtered version of the synthetic dataset. Af-
ter the first round of experiments, we decided to
filter out more sentence pairs from the synthetic
dataset.

We used the MSA text length, again, to filter
out all sentences that are shorter than 25 charac-
ters and longer than 300 characters. We opted to
keep shorter sentences, as we observed the trans-
lation quality degrading as the sentence length in-
creased. Lastly, we augmented the dataset with
about 17, 000 randomly-selected sentences from
MADAR where MSA is used as both the source
and the target.11 We included those instances to
present the model with cases where no changes
are required to ‘transform’ the source text into
MSA.

The final combined dataset consists of 700, 386
dialect-MSA sentence pairs in its train split and
77, 800 pairs in the development split. Table 2 sum-
marizes the size of the different datasets.

Dataset No. pairs

MADAR 88, 200
PADIC 41, 680
North Levantine Corpus 120, 600
Synthetic dataset - OPUS 965, 020

Gold+synthetic† 700, 386

Table 2: Number of dialect-MSA sentence pairs in
the gold and synthetic datasets. † Gold+synthetic
is the final combined and filtered dataset used to
train the model.

10Parentheses are often used to enclose foreign
names in Arabic (open) subtitles.

11On second thought, we think those examples could
have been sampled from some other monolingual MSA
resource.

3.2. Model Fine-tuning
We trained our models by fully fine-tuning AraT5v2

for one epoch only using the Transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2020). The maximum input length is
set to 1024 (same as in the original pre-trained
model) whereas the maximum generation length is
set to 512. The learning rate and batch size were
set to 2e-5 and 32, respectively.1213

4. Results

To gauge the effect of fine-tuning on datasets of
varying sizes and qualities, we fine-tuned three
AraT5v2 models:14

(1) AraT5MADAR trained on MADAR only

(2) AraT5Gold trained on the concatenation of the
three gold datasets

(3) AraT5gold+synthetic trained on the gold and
synthetic datasets

Table 3 shows result of evaluating the three mod-
els on the OSACT 2024 development split. From
the table we clearly see that the model trained on
both the gold and synthetic data outperforms the
model trained on gold data only. This observation
is consistent with the findings reported by Scherrer
et al. (2023) regarding the effectiveness of back-
translated data in enhancing the performance of
their neural models. To understand how good (or
bad) those models are we need a baseline ‘model’.
We simply used a leave-as-is baseline (Scherrer
et al., 2023), where the dialect text is used as trans-
lation for MSA (i.e. copy the source to target) and
attain 0.1445 in BELU score. With only MADAR
data for fine-tuning, we end up with a lower perfor-
mance than such a basic baseline approach.

As mentioned in Section 3.2, our models are
trained for one epoch only, but we did evaluate
AraT5gold+synthetic on the OSACT 2024 develop-
ment set every 2, 000 steps. The result of this eval-
uation can be seen in Figure 1. Note that only
greedy search was used with generation when
evaluating on the development split. As can be
seen from the figure, the model reaches its top per-
formance (with 0.2325 in BLEU) after almost 15, 000
steps, but we don’t restore the weights of the best
performing model at the end training.

Even though we trained one model for all di-
alects, we can still examine the results per dialect,
which are shown in Table 4.

12The training configuration as well as the train-
ing script can be found on https://github.com/
Murhaf/AraT5-MSAizer

13The models were trained on one NVIDIA RTX
A6000.

14All models were trained using the same configura-
tion and (hyper)parameters outlined in Section 3.2
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Model BLEU

AraT5MADAR 0.1140
AraT5Gold 0.2038
AraT5gold+synthetic† 0.2302

Baseline 0.1445

Table 3: BLEU score on the development
split of the AraT5v2 model fine-tuned on the
MADAR dataset only, three gold datasets and
the gold and synthetic datasets combined. † aka
AraT5-MSAizer

Figure 1: AraT5-MSAizer BLEU score on the OS-
ACT 2024 development set every 2, 000 steps.

The results in Table 4 can be partly explained
by the observation made by Bouamor et al. (2014)
where they found that Egyptian had the highest lex-
ical overlap with MSA while Tunisian had the least
lexical overlap with MSA amongst all the dialects
they studied.15

Lastly, Table 5 shows the official result of
our fine-tuned model, AraT5-MSAizer, on the
test split. We used beam search for the final
translation submission (specifically, 6 beams) as
beam search has proved to lead to better transla-
tion performance—at the cost of decoding speed
though (Freitag and Al-Onaizan, 2017). Our BLEU
score does seem reasonable compared to previ-

15We checked the lexical overlap between MSA and
the five dialects in the OSACT 2024 development set
and found that Magharebi has indeed the least over-
lap. Note that our lexical overlap method is rather sim-
ple, we tokenized the source and target sentences in
the dataset, computed the lexical overlap between each
pair, and then averaged the lexical overlap per dialect.

Dialect BLEU

Egyptian 0.2708
Gulf 0.2373
Iraqi 0.2209
Levantine 0.2255
Magharebi 0.2087

Table 4: AraT5-MSAizer BLEU scores for the dif-
ferent dialects in the OSACT 2024 development
set

Model BLEU Comet DA

AraT5-MSAizer 0.2179 0.0016

Table 5: Official evaluation results on the test split.

ously reported results on dialect-to-MSA transla-
tion (albeit on different evaluation datasets, cf. Sec-
tion 5).

5. Related Work

There exists a substantial body of research on sta-
tistical and neural machine translation from DA to
MSA, but in this section we only focus on Subtask
3 of the NADI-2023 Shared Task (Abdul-Mageed
et al., 2023) as it is the most relevant to the OS-
ACT 2024 Shared Task. Of the three participat-
ing teams, UniManc (Khered et al., 2023) and
Helsinki-NLP (Scherrer et al., 2023) are the
most similar to our approach. Both works—among
other things—fine-tuned the AraT5v2 model on ex-
isting parallel corpora for dialect-to-MSA transla-
tion. In addition, Scherrer et al. (2023) used a sta-
tistical machine translation model (SMT) to back-
translate monolingual datasets into dialects which
they then used as synthetic parallel corpora to train
or fine-tune neural machine translation models.

UniManc—the winning team of task 3 in the
NADI-2023 Shared Task—reached their best over-
all performance by fine-tuning the AraT5v2 model
on what they call “joint regional” configuration,
where all dialect-to-MSA pairs were used to train
the same model. We followed a similar approach
in the work presented in this paper, but with the
addition of synthetic data.

Helsinki-NLP achieved their best perfor-
mance with SMT models. However, they also fine-
tune the AraT5v2 model on gold data (viz. MADAR)
as well as synthetic back-translated data. Their
findings are pretty much in line with ours in that
fine-tuning on MADAR-only is barely enough and
that back-translation can be effective in the context
of fine-tuning pre-trained models.

6. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a machine translation
model that builds on a pre-trained text-to-text lan-
guage model to translate from five different Ara-
bic dialects to MSA. We showed that we can uti-
lize the already existing, though scare, parallel cor-
pora to produce more training data from mono-
lingual resources. We clearly demonstrated that
such synthetic data (via back-translation) does in-
deed help boost the model’s performance, in con-
trast to only relying on gold training data. Despite
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the promising results showcased in this paper—
which align with recent results in related tasks—
we believe that back-translation is not exploited to
its fullest yet. One pitfall we would like to avoid in
future work is re-using the same ‘genre’ of text in
the different datasets; this is especially the case
for the North Levantive Corpus and the synthetic
data we chose to back-translate. In addition, we
believe one can try and test the idea of iterative
back-translation (Hoang et al., 2018), but we sus-
pect a better starting point for the reverse transla-
tion system is needed.
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Abstract
This research investigates hallucination detection in Large Language Models (LLMs) using datasets in the Arabic
language. As LLMs gain widespread application, they tend to produce hallucinations—grammatically coherent but
factually inaccurate content—posing substantial challenges. We participated in the OSACT 2024 Shared-task, which
focuses on the Detection of Hallucination in Arabic Factual Claims Generated by ChatGPT and GPT-4. Our approach
evaluates several methods for detecting and mitigating hallucinations, employing models such as GPT-4, Mistral,
and Gemini within an innovative experimental framework. Our findings demonstrate significant variability in the
models’ ability to categorize claims as Fact-Claim (FC), Fact-Improvement (FI), and Non-Fact (NF), highlighting the
challenges of dealing with hallucinations in morphologically complex languages. The results underline the necessity
for more sophisticated modelling and training strategies to improve the reliability and factual accuracy of the content
generated by LLMs. This study lays the foundation for future work on reducing the risks of hallucinations. Notably, we
achieved an F1 score of 0.54 in detecting hallucinations with the GPT-4 model.

Keywords: Large Language Models(LLMs), Hallucination Detection, and Arabic Text Classification

1. Introduction

LLMs have experienced a rapid increase in popu-
larity and application since the introduction of GPT
in 2021. Capable of producing diverse forms of
content including text, code, images, and videos,
these advanced models have revolutionized neural
natural language generation (NLG) systems. Their
enhanced realism in text generation has proven
beneficial across a variety of real-world applica-
tions such as question-answering, summarization,
translation, and paraphrasing. However, alongside
these advancements, LLMs face a significant chal-
lenge: the phenomenon of hallucination.

Hallucination, as defined by (Ji et al., 2023), is
the generation of text or responses that, while gram-
matically accurate and coherent, deviate from the
source inputs in terms of faithfulness or factual ac-
curacy. Essentially, it results in the production of
misaligned or factually incorrect information, pos-
ing substantial risks to the deployment of LLMs
in sensitive real-world applications. With the de-
mand for integrating LLMs into various domains to
streamline operations, addressing hallucinations
has become a critical concern.

Research to combat this issue generally adopts
two main strategies: hallucination detection and
mitigation. Hallucination Detection, as explored
in (Luo et al., 2024), entails identifying potential

hallucinations within LLM-generated responses, at
both token and sentence levels, to flag content that
significantly diverges from the input. Hallucination
Mitigation, on the other hand, aims to reduce the
occurrence of hallucinations by enhancing the fac-
tual accuracy and reliability of generated content,
with methods including the integration of knowledge
graphs and retrieval systems.

This study seeks to build upon existing research
on Hallucination Detection. The paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 reviews related work, Section
3 presents our proposed methodology, Section 4
discusses our experimental results, and Section
5 concludes the paper with a summary of our key
findings.

2. Related Work

Prior studies have focused on the detection of hal-
lucinations in LLMs. The research conducted by
Snyder et al. (2023) aimed to answer factual ques-
tions while examining outputs from three models:
OpenLLaMA, OPT, and Falcon. A variety of tech-
niques, including integrated gradient token attribu-
tion, SoftMax probabilities, self-attention scores,
and fully connected activations, were utilized to dis-
tinguish between hallucinated and non-hallucinated
generations. While input attribution sometimes per-
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Figure 1: General Framework for our proposed system and the prompt used for the task

formed only marginally better than random chance
across different datasets, other techniques demon-
strated superior performance on certain datasets.
Li et al. (2023) introduced HaluEval, a two-stage
framework designed to generate hallucinated sam-
ples and conduct high-quality hallucination filter-
ing to evaluate LLMs’ performance in recognizing
hallucinations. This framework incorporates strate-
gies such as knowledge retrieval, Chain-of-Thought
(CoT) reasoning, and sample contrast, enhancing
LLMs’ abilities to recognize hallucinations and ana-
lyze their informational blind spots.

Varshney et al. (2023) proposed an approach
for detecting and mitigating hallucinations, focusing
on the text generation process. Utilizing GPT-3.5,
their study showcased the effectiveness of detec-
tion and mitigation techniques, achieving an 88%
recall rate and successfully mitigating 57.6% of de-
tected hallucinations without introducing new ones.
Liang et al. (2024) emphasized the importance
of self-awareness in LLMs for mitigating factual
hallucinations. They proposed DreamCatcher, an
automated tool designed to evaluate the extent of
hallucinations in LLM outputs, classify them by fac-
tual accuracy, and provide data for refining LLMs to
reduce factual hallucinations. Additionally, the Re-
inforcement Learning from Knowledge Feedback
(RLKF) training framework aims to enhance the
factuality and honesty of LLM outputs.

In a comprehensive survey, Tonmoy et al. (2024)
discussed the issue of hallucination in LLMs and its
impact on their real-world deployment. They high-
lighted the importance of mitigating hallucinations
through prompt engineering and model develop-
ment techniques. Furthermore, they provided a
taxonomy of hallucinations in text generation tasks,
analyzed the theoretical aspects of hallucinations
in LLMs, and presented existing detection and im-

provement methods, proposing future research di-
rections in this area. This study aims to contribute
to the understanding and mitigation of hallucina-
tions in LLMs.

3. Methodology

In this section, we provide a detailed description
of the dataset released by the organizers of the
shared task, followed by an explanation of the task
itself. We then describe the methods we employed,
including the models we experimented with in this
study.

3.1. Data and Task Definition
The task involves working with datasets in the Ara-
bic language for Subtask A and Subtask B. For
our study, we participated exclusively in Subtask A.
In this subtask, participants are required to utilize
only the "claim" and "label" columns. The data is
tab-separated and includes columns for "claim ID,"
"word position," "readability," "model," "claim text,"
and "label." The labels—FC (Factually Correct), FI
(Factually Incorrect), and NF (Non-factual)—are
used to classify claims into these categories based
on their factual accuracy. While Subtask B permits
the use of all columns in the dataset, our focus
remained solely on Subtask A. Participants are
provided with training, development, and testing
datasets.

3.2. Models
In our initial experiments, we attempted to use Ara-
bic pre-trained models, such as AraBERT, and fine-
tuned them on the provided training data. Unfortu-
nately, this approach did not yield promising results,
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Figure 2: The confusion matrices for the three voter models: a) GPT-4, b) Mistral, c) Gemini and d)
ensemble (Majority Voting) for all three models, respectively.

with the maximum F1 score achieved being 44%.
Another approach was to represent the input as a
one sentence to try to learn the distribution (was
was assume to be one that generate correct and
wrong sentences) of the data ℘ (this assumption
was extremely hard to implement). The model used
to represent the sentence (input) was "distiluse
base multilingual cased" from sentence transform-
ers library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) that has
a 512 dimensions then was forwarded to a neu-
ral network. Despite trying multiple architectures,
this approach did not produce encouraging results,
prompting us to explore alternative methods.

The main idea of this experiment is to test LLMs
ability to detect hallucinations or classify given infor-
mation as either factually correct, factually incorrect,
or non-factual (data that is not declarative). This
was achieved by forwarding the text, wrapped in
a comprehensive prompt, to control the output for-
mat. The LLMs used were GPT-4 and Gemini, both
capable of handling Arabic text directly, and Mistral
7B, which was used with a pipeline approach due to
its training on English. For Mistral 7B, inputs were
translated to English using the Google Translate
API before being fed into the model, which was
accessed through the Hugging Face Transformers
library.

• GPT-4 (OpenAI et al., 2024): GPT-4, the latest
iteration in OpenAI’s Generative Pre-trained
Transformer series, marks a significant leap
in natural language processing. With a larger
model size and enhanced architecture, GPT-4
excels in tasks like text generation, comprehen-
sion, and translation. Its adaptability across
various linguistic domains and improved fine-
tuning capabilities make it versatile for applica-
tions such as conversational agents and senti-
ment analysis. Despite its technical prowess,
GPT-4 prioritizes ethical AI development, fo-
cusing on bias mitigation and safety measures.
Overall, GPT-4 represents a milestone in NLP,
offering unprecedented sophistication and eth-
ical considerations for human-computer inter-
action and communication.

• Gemini (Team and Rohan Anil, 2023): Gemini,

a multimodal AI model by Google, compre-
hends text, code, and figures, allowing it to
read vast scientific literature, reason across
disciplines, and answer complex questions.
This empowers researchers to conduct faster
literature reviews, generate novel hypotheses,
and gain insights from complex datasets, ulti-
mately accelerating scientific discovery.

• Mistral : (Jiang et al., 2023) Mistral 7B is a
high-performing language model with 7 billion
parameters designed for superior efficiency.
It surpasses even larger models like Llama 2
(13 billion parameters) across various bench-
marks. Mistral 7B particularly outshines in
reasoning, mathematics, and code generation
compared to Llama 1 (34 billion parameters).
The model employs grouped-query attention
(GQA) for faster inference and sliding window
attention (SWA) to handle sequences of any
length efficiently. Additionally, a fine-tuned ver-
sion, Mistral 7B – Instruct, excels in following
instructions, outperforming Llama 2 13B – chat
model in both human and automated bench-
marks. Overall, Mistral 7B demonstrates out-
standing performance and efficacy in natural
language processing tasks.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we detail the procedure adopted to
tackle the problem, beginning with the development
of an effective and comprehensible prompt for the
used LLMs.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The final prompt, arrived at after several iterations,
is depicted in Figure 1. This prompt was utilized
with GPT-4, Gemini, and Mistral. For the Mistral
model, sentences were translated to English using
the Google Translate API before being fed into the
model, due to its English-centric training.
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Model Precision Recall F1-score
GPT-4 0.67 0.51 0.54
Gemini 0.58 0.38 0.34
Mistral 0.67 0.43 0.42

Table 1: Results for Subtask A on Dev set.

Model Precision Recall F1-score
GPT-4 0.663 0.495 0.516

Table 2: Test Results for Subtask A on test set.

4.2. Results
Our study on the detection of hallucination in Arabic
statements generated by LLMs revealed how differ-
ent models, including GPT-4, Mistral, and Gemini,
performed in classifying claims into FC, FI, and NF.
The outcomes, presented in Table 1 and through
confusion matrices in Figure 2, demonstrate varied
model performances. GPT-4 showed overall strong
performance but faltered with FI claims, highlight-
ing a deficiency in grasping nuanced content. Mis-
tral had limited success, especially with FI claims,
which revealed its difficulty with complex classifi-
cations. Gemini, while accurate with NF claims,
showed a low recall rate, indicating a potential
overemphasis on specific claim types. The use
of a Majority Voting technique improved the recall
for FC claims but did not significantly improve the
classification of FI and NF claims. This highlights
the complex nature of nuanced text classification
and the need for improved modelling and training
approaches to handle the intricacies of languages
such as Arabic effectively.

The variance in the performance of different mod-
els in various categories highlights the importance
of carefully selecting models and utilizing ensem-
ble methods in downstream tasks. The consistent
challenge faced with FI claims across all models
calls for further investigation into the models’ ability
to identify and categorize subtle factual changes.
In addition, the partial success of the Majority Vot-
ing method suggests that combining model outputs
does not entirely solve the nuanced classification
challenges, which indicates a potential focus for
future research in model architecture or training
data refinement. Ultimately, we submitted our final
results based on the findings obtained from GPT-4,
as detailed in Table 2.

5. Conclusion

Identifying and categorizing sentences as factual,
non-factual, or uncertain is a challenging task. This
challenge arises from the need for models to in-
terpret and extract factual meaning, which is not
always a straightforward task. In our research, we
introduced a structured prompt designed to utilize

LLMs as a tool for factual verification. We tested
several models, including GPT-4, Gemini, and Mis-
tral, and found that GPT-4 was the most effective,
achieving a Macro F1 Score of 0.54. In future work,
we plan to investigate the optimization of Arabic
LLMs, with a particular focus on models like Jais,
AceGPT, AraGPT, and ArabianLLM, to enhance
further their capabilities in verifying factual content.
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